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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden een aantal aspecten van de magnetische
activiteit van zon en sterren onderzocht.
Het magneetveld van de zon gedraagt zich nogal verschillend van het
statische, dipool-achtige veld van de aarde.
Het manifesteert zich in een
reeks van tijdsafhankelijke verschijnselen die op en boven het zonsoppervlak
waarneembaar zijn.
Het meest opvallende verschijnsel zijn de donkere
zonnevlekken (zie Fig.5 op blz. 16); dit zijn relatief koele gebieden op de
zon waar een sterk magneetveld (B » 3000 gauss) door het oppervlak steekt.
Ook buiten zonnevlekken komen magneetvelden
voor: verspreid over het
zonsoppervlak vindt men concentraties van vertikaal gericht magneetveld, de
E.g. fluxbuizen. Deze fluxbuizen hebben ook een sterk magneetveld (B «» 1500
gauss), maar het gas in de buizen is niet koeler dan in de omgeving, zodat
het veld alleen met behulp van speciale technieken waarneembaar is (zie
Fig. 3 op blz. 14). De fluxbuizen komen vooral voor in z.g. actieve
gebieden, waarin zich soms ook zonnevlekken vormen. De levensduur van zo'n
actief gebied is een paar dagen tot een paar maanden, en men vindt ze in twee
gordels aan weerszijden van de evenaar (zie Fig. 3 ) . De zon is niet altijd
even actief: het aantal actieve gebieden vertoont een cyclus met een periode
van 11 jaar.
Het magneetveld van de zon wordt opgewekt in het zonsinwendige, en wel
in de buitenste schil, die een dikte heeft van ca. 2/7 van de zonstraal. De
energie, die door kern-fusie in het centrale gedeelte van de zon vrijkomt,
wordt in deze schil door middel van convectie, dus door bewegingen van het
gas, naar het zonsoppervlak getransporteerd.
Bij de opwekking van het
magneetveld speelt de rotatie van de zon een belangrijke rol. Doordat de zon
niet overal even snel roteert (de omwentelingsperiode is 27 dagen bij de
evenaar en 34 dagen bij de polen) wordt het noord-zuid magneetveld, dat zich
in de convectieve schil bevindt, in de oost-west richting uitgerekt en
daarbij versterkt (zie Fig. 2 op blz. ! 2 ) . Af en toe breekt een deel van dit
horizontale magneetveld door het zonsoppervlak, en vormt zo een actief
gebied.
Het eerste deel van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk II) betreft de structuur
van zonnevlekken. De oorzaak van het ontstaan van zonnevlekken, en de reden
van hun lagere temperatuur zijn tot op heden niet geheel duidelijk.
De
lagere temperatuur is een gevolg van het feit dat de vertikale energiestroom
door het gas in een zonnevlek kleiner is dan erbuiten. Dit wordt veroorzaakt
door het sterke magneetveld, dat de convectie gedeeltelijk onderdrukt.
Om
het energietransport
beter te begrijpen
werden waarnemingen
van de
temperatuursverdeling met de diepte in een zonnevlek verricht.
Uit het
infrarood spectrum van de centrale, donkere kern van de vlek (de umbra)
werden verscheidene modellen van de temperatuursverdeling afgeleid.
Het
spectrum werd daarvoor zo goed mogelijk gecorrigeerd voor strooilicht dat
vanuit de omgeving van de umbra het instrument is binnengekomen.
De
waarnemingen blijken niet verklaard te kunnen worden met een vlakgelaagd
model van de umbra atmosfeer, hetgeen een aanwijzing is voor het bestaan van
temperatuursinhomogeniteiten in de umbra.
Het tweede deel van het proefschrift gaat over de structuur van het
magneetveld beneden het zonsoppervlak, en wel in het bijzonder over de
horizontale fluxbuizen die zich daar moeten bevinden.
Waarnemingen van
actieve gebieden geven aan dat deze horizontale buizen niet sterk worden
vervormd door de stromingen in de convectieve mantel. Dit suggereert dat de
fluxbuizen op de bodem van de convectieve schil liggen, nabij het grensvlak
met de niet-convectieve kern van de zon.
Het centrale probleem is nu te
verklaren hoe de buizen daar voor jaren kunnen blijven liggen.

In hoofdstuk III (geschreven door H.C. Spruit en mijzelf) wordt de
stabiliteit van de horizontale fluxbuizen onderzocht.
Hierbij laten we de
effecten van rotatie van de ster buiten beschouwing.
We vinden dat de
stabiliteit voornamelijk wordt bepaald door de temperatuursverdeling in de
omgeving van de buizen; als het omgevende medium instabiel gelaagd is (dus in
een convectief medium), dan zijn de fluxbuizen ook instabiel; alleen in een
stabiel gelaagd medium kunnen fluxbuizen stabiel zijn.
Deze convectieve
instabiliteit zou de buizen sterk vervormen, doch de waarnemingen van actieve
gebieden geven aan dat dit niet gebeurt.
Dit resultaat leidt in hoofdstuk IV tot een model van de fluxbuizen in
een actief gebied, waarbij de buizen zijn verankerd in een dunne laag juist
beneden de convectieve mantel (zie Fig. 8 op blz. 21). Met een eenvoudige
veronderstelling over de
temperatuursstructuur van deze laag
kon de
veldsterkte van de buizen als functie van de diepte in de convectieve mantel
worden berekend. Ook wordt een scenario voor het ontstaan en verdwijnen van
actieve gebieden uiteengezet.
Met het
vereenvoudigde model van
hoofdstuk IV kan
echter ni«»t
bevredigend worden verklaard hoe de horizontale fluxbuizen zich uit d<3
opslaglaag beneden de convectieschil kunnen losmaken: za zitten daar te
stevig verankerd.
Bovendien worden in dit model de horizontale fluxbuizen
koeler dan hun omgeving verondersteld, doch deze toestand kan waarschijnlijk
niet jarenlang blijven bestaan. Daarom wordt in hoofdstuk V de temperatuursstructuur van de grenslaag tussen mantel en kern nader onderzocht, en wordt
het probleem van de opslag van horizontale fluxbuizen opnieuw bekeken.
De
doorschietende convectiecellen uit de mantel blijken een drastisch effect op
de structuur van het grensgebied te hebben. Om het evenwicht van krachten op
een horizontale buis te begrijpen moeten we rekening houden met de noord-zuid
stroming in de convectieve mantel, en met de Coriolis kracht die door deze
stroming wordt geinduceerd.
Het blijkt dan mogelijk te zijn dat de
fluxbuizen wel dezelfde temperatuur hebben als hun omgeving.
In hoofdstuk VI wordt de stabiliteit van de horizontale fluxbuizen
opnieuw bezien, nu rekening houdend met de effecten van rotatie.
De
verdeling van de rotatiesnelheid in de ster blijkt van groot belang te zijn
voor de stabiliteit van de buizen: als de hoeksnelheid fi met de afstand tot
de rotatieas afneemt is de buis instabiel; als Q, toeneemt dan is de buis
stabiel.
Voor realistische waarden van de veldsterkte in de buizen blijkt
deze rotatieinstabiliteit potentieel belangrijker te zijn dan de convectieve
instabiliteit van hoofdstuk III. Dit suggereert dan ook dat in de diepere
delen van de mantel de rotatiesnelheid f2 toeneemt met de afstand tot de
rotatieas, hetgeen in overeenstemming is
met de waargenomen breedteafhankelijkheid van de rotatiesnelheid aan het zonsoppervlak.
Het onderzoek dat in het tweede {?' el van dit proefschrift wordt
beschreven is een eerste stap in de ontwikkeling van een verbeterde dynamo
theorie voor de opwekking van magneetveld in sterren. Hierbij speelt de zon
een belangrijke rol, omdat daar de verschillende processen in detail kunnen
worden waargenomen.
Echter, waarnemingen van magnetische activiteit in
andere sterren zijn onontbeerlijk om te begrijpen hoe deze processen afhangen
van de rotatieperiode van de ster, de inwendige structuur, de leeftijd, enz.
Een omvattende studie van stellair magnetisme vereist daarom een combinatie
van onderzoek aan zon en aan sterren.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic field, which is responsible for the activity of the Sun and
other late-type stars, is generated by a dynamo mechanism that operates in
the stellar convective envelope.
This dynamo is driven by the combined
effects of convection and stellar rotation (cf. Stix, 1976, 1981; Cowling,
1981). The Coriolis forces that act on the convective flows in the envelope
produce a meridional circulation and a differential rotation (cf. Gilman,
1976, 1980): at the equator the sun rotates 40 percent faster than at the
poles (e.g. Howard and Harvey, 1970).
The magnetic field, which is nearly
frozen-in with the gas due to the high electrical conductivity and the large
dimensions of the system, is stretched out by the shearing motions of the
differential rotation <z£. Fig. 1 ) . Thus, from the magnetic field component
that lies within the meridional planes of the star, the poloidal field, a
strong azimuthal, east-west component of the magnetic field , the toroidal
field, is generated (cf. Fig. 2 ) . This toroidal field is found in two Delts
on either side of the equator and the magnetic field direction in the two
belts is opposite.
Strands of this horizontal, toroidal field occasionally
break through the stellar surface and produce so-called bipolar active
regions (AR's) (see Fig. 2 ) . In the photosphere, i.e. the layer from where
the bulk of the visible light is emitted, the magnetic field of these active
regions is mainly vertical and can be detected using the Zeeman splitting of
spectral lines (see Fig. 3 ) . On the sun the photospheric magnetic field is
observed to be concentrated into discrete elements of magnetic flux, with a
virtually field-free medium in between (cf. Harvey, 1977; Zwaan, 1978). The
largest of these magnetic features are the dark sunspots, while the smallest
magnetic elements appear brighter than the surrounding photosphere. Measured
field strengths range from 3000 Gauss in the center of large sunspots, to
about 1500 Gauss in the small magnetic elements, or flux tubes (Stenflo,
1973).
Higher up in the AR's, in the chromospheric and coronal parts, the
individual flux tubes lose their identity and the field merges into a more or
less potential magnetic field. Here the field forms closed magnetic arches,
which connect opposite magnetic polarities
in the photosphere.
The
temperature and density in these loop-structures is enhanced relative to the
atmosphere outside AR's (cf. Fig. 4 ) . This makes it possible to detect
magnetic activity of other stars: the chromospheric and coronal emission from
the AR's has been observed in the Ca II H and K lines (e.g. Wilson, 1968,
1978; Vaughan et al., 1981), and at UV and X-ray wavelengths (cf. Ayres,
Marstad and Linsky, 1981; Hartmann, Dupree &ad Raymond, 1982; Vaiana et al.,
1981; Zwaan, 1981).
The typical life time of an AR on the sun is from days to months,
depending on the amount of magnetic flux.
The flux tubes are dispersed over
the solar surface, presumably by convective motions in the envelope.
Although no detailed observations of the process exist, it is thought that
flux tubes of opposite polarity in the photosphere merge and disappear below
the solar surface.
The AR is lost in the background magnetic flux of older
regions within a few months. However, a small part of the flux tubes do not
disappear below the surface ; they are transported toward the solar poles,
presumably by the meridional circulation (Howard and LaBonte, 1981; Topka et
al., 1982). As a result of a process which is not yet fully understood, more
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Fig. 1.
A magnetic field (dashed lines)
initially perpendicular to a sheared
velocity field (horizontal arrows)
is stretched out along the direction
of the velocity, and so amplified.
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Fig. 2.
During the first phase
of the solar cycle a poloidal
magnetic field in the convective
envelope is stretched out in the eastwest toroidal direction, and is so
amplified. When a bundle of field lines
breaks through the solar surface a
bipolar active region (AR) is formed.
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flux tubes of following polarity, i.e. from the trailing part of AR's, reach
the polar regions in each hemisphere and reconnect with the existing polar
field.
This eventually leads to a reversal of the magnetic field at the
poles, and thus of the poloidal magnetic field in the convective zone.
Subsequently, the differential rotation acts on this new poloidal field and
as a result the toroidal field also reverses sign. This process continues
and the resulting cyclic reversal of the magnetic field is an alternating
dynamo that is intrinsically overstable.
For the sun the oscillation period is about 22 years; since the number
of AR's and sunspots depends only on the magnitude of the toroidal magnetic
flux there is an 11 year periodicity in the number of sunspots.
It is not
known what non-linear process limits the amplitude of the oscillations.
Stellar observations indicate that the magnitude of the dynamo generated
field depends on the rotation rate of the star: rapidly rotating stars
produce more magnetic flux and therefore exhibit stronger chromospheric and
coronal emission (Kraft, 1967; Middelkoop, 1981, 1982a,b; Middelkoop and
Zwaan, 1981; Pallavicini et al., 1981; Walter, 1982). Cyclic variation of
stellar activity has also been observed ,with similar periods as on the sun
(Wilson, 1978).
The problems discussed in this thesis refer to the sub-surface structure
of the solar magnetic field.
The detailed information provided by solar
observations allows us to test theories of the magnetic field structure,
which may subsequently be applied to other stars as well.
The first subject concerns the energy transport in sunspots.
The
darkness of sunspots (Fig. 5) is a result of the fact that the outward energy
flux in the center part of a spot (the umbra) is only about 20 percent of the
energy flux in the photosphere surrounding the spot.
The energy flux is
reduced as a consequence of the strong, vertical magnetic field in the umbra:
this inhibits the vertical transport of energy by overturning convection,
such as occurs in the convection zone outside sunspots (Biermann, 1941;
Cowling, 1953).
Since at a depth of a few hundred kilometers below the
visible surface of the umbra the opacity of the gas is high, the transport of
energy by radiation is also inefficient: a very steep inward increase of the
temperature would be required there to transport all energy from the deep
layers to the solar surface. Such a steep temperature gradient is unlikely,
since it would imply that in the deep layers of the spot the temperature is
higher than in the surrounding convective zone (Schliiter and Temesvary, 1958;
Chitre, 1963).
Thus, at present it is unclear how the energy in sunspot
umbrae reaches the surface, and why the energy flux is not much lower than 20.
percent of the photospheric value.
It has been suggested (e.g. Parker, 1979a; Spruit, 1981) that the
discrete nature of the solar magnetic field plays a crucial role in the
understanding of this problem.
According to Parker's model a sunspot
consists of a large number of slender flux tubes, which merge into a
continuous magnetic field above some level below the solar surface (cf.
Fig. 6 ) . The convection that takes place in the field-free regions inbetween
the flux tubes deposits the energy in a layer just below the visible surface
of the umbra, from where it is transported outward by radiation.
This
attractive model is supported by observations of bright umbral dots in many
sunspots (Loughhead et al., 1979; Bumba and Suda, 1980), and by an apparent
decrease with depth of the radiative energy flux in the deepest yet visible
layers of the umbra (e.g. Zwaan, 1974; Stellmacher and Wiehr, 1975;
Albregtsen and Maltby, 1982).
The latter effect has been found from an
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Fig.3. A magnetogram of the sun, taken at Kitt Peak Observatory (March 7 ,
1979). It shows the line-of-sight component of the photospherio
magnetio field that was measured using the Zeeman splitting of the
Fe I X 8688 A line. Note the concentration of magnetic flux in bipolar
active regions, which occur in two belts on either side of the solar
equator (courtesy W.C. Livingston).
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Fig. 4. The sun observed in soft X-rays with a telesaope onboard the Sky lab
satellite (July 13, 1973). Note the strong emission from the oorona
above active regions, and the dark, "coronal holes" above the polar
caps (courtesy Z. Svestka),
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analysis of the wavelength distribution of the light emitted by the umbra at
optical and near-infrared wavelengths. The wavelength range near A = 1 . 7 pm
is very suitable for this purpose, since the continuous opacity has a minimum
at this wavelength and so the deepest layers of the umbra may be observed.
In chapter II I present an analysis of spectroscopie observations of a
sunspot at infrared wavelengths, and I derive models of the temperature
stratification in the
sunspot atmosphere, i.e. the
relation between
temperature T and optical depth t.
Various T ( T ) models are-derived, using
the wavelength distribution of continuum intensity and spectral lines of
different neutral atoms as criteria.
The results indicate that the
atmosphere cannot be described with a one-component model, and that the
decrease with depth of the radiative energy flux reported by previous
observers is probably real. Thus, although the results are preliminary, they
seem to support the model described above.

Fig.5. Picture of a sunspot taken at Pic du Midi (July 7, 1970). The
horizontal bar marks a distance of 7300 km on the solar surface
(courtesy R. Muller).
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solar
surface

Fig. 6. Sahematio drawing of the magnetic field in a sunspot. At some level
below the solar surface the magnetics field splits in a number of
separate flux tubes.

The main subject of this thesis concerns the structure of the magnetic
field deep down below the stellar surface, near the base of the convective
envelope (for the sun this is at 200,000 km depth; the solar radius is
700,000 km). To handle the physics of the dynamo process certain assumptions
must be made about the interaction between magnetic- and velocity fields and
about the location of the toroidal magnetic field.
For instance, a
"mean-field" approximation to the equations of magneto-hydrodynamics has been
used in stellar dynamo theory (cf. Roberts and Stix, 1971; Parker, 1979b).
It is assumed that the field is distributed throughout the lower part of the
convective zone and the statistical effect of convection and differential
rotation on the "mean" magnetic field is considered. In this "mean-field"
theory the regeneration of the poloidal magnetic field from the toroidal
field is a result of the fact that the convective motions have a preferred
sense of helicity (cf. Fig. 7 ) . This helicity of convection is caused by the
Coriolis effect of stellar rotation.
The effect of helical convective
motions on the "mean" magnetic field is described with a parameter Q , which
has a different sign in the two hemispheres.
This so-called a-effect is
essential for the dynamo, since it sustains the cyclic production of magnetic
field.
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Fig.7. The regeneration of poloidal-magnetic field from the toroidal
field
according to the "mean-field" dynamo theory. As a result of solar
rotation the convective flow patterns ave left-handed in the N-hemisphere and right-handed in the S-hemisphere. The interaction of a
rising convective cell with the toroidal field produces a spiral loop
with a non-vanishing circulation in the meridional plane.
Different
spiral loops merge by field-line
reconnection, and so produce a new
poloidal field (dotted lines)3 which is opposite to the original
poloidal field that generated the toroidal field (cf.
Fig.2.).
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However, since in the "mean-field" theory the magnetic field is
distributed throughout the convective envelope, the interaction of the
turbulent convection with the magnetic field is strong.
Consequently the
magnetic field is not well ordered, but is strongly tangled by the
convection. Thus the field is in a turbulent state, and the "fluctuating"
component of the magnetic field is actually much larger than the "mean"
field: the field has a nearly random orientation in the convection zone.
This is in sharp contradiction with evidence provided by solar observations :
almost all bipolar active regions at the solar surface show an east-west
alignment of the two magnetic polarities; moreover, in each hemisphere the
leading parts (with respect to the direction of solar rotation) of all AR's
have the same magnetic polarity during one solar cycle. Since the AR's show
the orientation of the magnetic field that is actually present in the
convective zone, and not of the "mean" field, the observations strongly
indicate that the horizontal magnetic field is rather well aligned in the
east-v?est direction.
This basic feature of solar activity is taken as the starting point of
the present investigation.
It suggests that the toroidal magnetic field is
not distributed throughout the lower part of the convective zone, but is
located in a thin shell at the base of this layer, near the interface with
the core of the sun. Within the core, energy is transported by radiation,
and convective motions do not penetrate into it.
Thus the magnetic field
lies at the bottom of the convection cells and is not so easily distorted by
these cells.
Moreover I assume that the magnetic field is stored in this
shell in a state of equilibrium, i.e. there are no net vertical forces acting
on the flux tubes, which presumably make up the toroidal field.
I also
assume that the equilibrium is stable, i.e. the flux tubes do not develop
wave-like undulations that would bring certain parts of the tubes upward.
Therefore, if the equilibrium would not be disturbed by the convection cells,
the tubes would remain at the base of the convective envelope. However, such
disturbances occasionally occur, and when this happens a bundle of flux tubes
is lifted from the base of the convective zone.
The tubes rise up to the
solar surface and produce a bipolar active region.
To explain the basic equilibrium of the toroidal flux tubes the problem
of their buoyancy (cf. Parker, 1955, 1975) must be overcome.
This buoyancy
is a result of the density difference (between the flux tube and its
surroundings), which is present if the tubes are in thermal equilibrium with
the ambient medium. The pressure B2/8?r that is associated with the magnetic
field causes a small reduction of the gas pressure p£ inside the tube,
relative to the ambient gas pressure pe :

If the temperatures inside and outside the tube are equal, T£*Te , the ideal
gas law p« p(RT, with <R the gas constant, predicts that the internal density
is lower than the external density: Pj_ < Pe • As a result of the buoyancy
the flux tubes would float up into the convective zone and be distorted by
the convection, in contradiction with observations. We can think of two ways

r
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to neutralize the upward buoyancy force on horizontal flux tubes: 1) if the
tubes are not in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium, but cooler
(Ï£<Te), the internal and external densities could be equal and the tubes
would be neutrally buoyant; 2) if the assumption of thermal equilibrium is
correct, but an extra downward force is acting on the toroidal flux tubes,
this extra force could counteract the buoyancy force and keep the tubes down.
In this thesis both possibilities are considered.
In a paper together with H. C. Spruit (chapter III) I discuss the
stability of toroidal flux tubes to wave-like perturbations, assuming that
the tubes are neutrally buoyant. Instability to such perturbations would
cause the tubes to emerge from the storage region and would also lead to a
distortion of the toroidal flux system.
In our calculation we neglect the
presence of the disturbing convective motions and of Coriolis forces, which
may modify the stability criteria. We find that, for tubes with a given
magnetic field strength, the stability is determined mainly by the thermal
stratification of the medium surrounding the tabes: if this medium is
thermally unstable, i.e. in a convective medium, flux tubes are always
unstable; on the other hand, in a stable medium flux tubes may be stable,
provided that the field strength is not too large.

This result has led me to propose a model in which the toroidal flux
tubes are neutrally buoyant and located in a stably stratiflet layer just
below the base of the convective zone.
On the basis of some simple
assumptions for the temperature stratification in this storage layer I
consider in chapter IV the properties of vertical flux tubes in the
convective zone, i.e. the tubes which connect the observed surface magnetic
field of AR's with the horizontal, toroidal-field system in the storage layer
(cf. Fig. 8 ) . It is assumed that the formation of an AR proceeds so rapidly
that the tubes, during their ascent towards the surface, do not have
sufficient time to exchange heat with the surrounding medium (adiabatic flux
tube model). This assumption makes it possible to predict the magnetic field
strength B of the tubes as function of depth z in the convection zone.
I
find that the field strength increases from B ~ 103 Gauss at the solar
surface to
a maximum of B ""5 10s Gauss
at a depth
z- 140,000 km;
subsequently, the field strength decreases again to B 2~10lf Gauss in the
horizontal flux tubes just below the base of the convective zone (z =200,000
km).
With this model the horizontal motion of a flux tube through the
surrounding convective zone is discussed, and a scenario for the evolution of
active regions is described, based on the assumption that all flux tubes are
anchored in the storage layer.
The predictions of the adiabatic
flux tube model depend rather
critically on the assumptions made about the thermal stratification in the
storage layer. With the simplified model of this layer used in chapter IV I
could not satisfactorily explain how the flux tubes would emerge from the
storage region: the layer is too stable for convective cells to penetrate
into it, and so carry the tubes up into the convective zone, occasionally.
Also the assumption of neutral buoyancy of the tubes is questionable: since
the tubes are cooler than the surrounding medium, an inflow of heat occurs
which eventually makes the tubes float up into the convection zone.
Therefore I reconsider the problem of magnetic flux storage in chapter V. I
describe a model of the temperature stratification at the interface of
convective zone and radiative interior of the sun. In this model the effect
of convective overshooting on the temperature stratification is taken into
account. To counteract the buoyancy of toroidal flux tubes, which are now
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vertical
flux tube

\

horizontal
flux tube

Fig. 8. Sketch of a flux tube which has emerged in an active region.

assumed to be in temperature equilibrium with the surroundings, I introduce a
Coriolis force that results from a mass flow inside the toroidal tubes. This
longitudinal flow runs against the direction of solar rotation.
A scenario
for the generation and maintainance of the longitudinal flow is presented,
which makes use of the presence of a meridional circulation in the convective
zone.
This meridional flow is towards the equator at the base of the
convective zone, and towards the poles at the solar surface.
As described in the beginning of this introduction the toroidal magnetic
field is produced by differential rotation from the poloidal field component.
In the "mean-field" dynamo theory it is assumed that the radial gradient of
the angular velocity in the convective zone is responsible for producing the
toroidal field: this radial shear acts on the vertical component of the
poloidal field. To explain the observed phase relation between poloidal- and
toroidal field on the sun, a radially outward decrease of the angular
velocity Ü is required.
This decrease of fi, required by the "mean-field"
theory, is inconsistent with realistic models of the differential rotation.
These models predict that the surfaces of constant angular velocity in the
deep convective zone are approximately cylindrical, with the cylinder axis
along the axis of rotation. Since on the solar surface the angular velocity
Q increases from pole to equator,the theory of differential rotation predicts
a radially outward increase of fi .
This inconsistency has always been a
problem in stellar dynamo theory.
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In chapter VI I discuss the stability of toroidal flux tubes in a
differentially rotating star. I demonstrate that, for realistic values of
the magnetic field strength, rotation has a strong effect on the stability of
toroidal flux tubes: a radially outward decrease of Ü would produce a
wave-like instability of the tubes, while an outward increase of Q would be
stable.
This is another argument against the hypothesis that Q decreases
outward in the deep convective zone, and against the "mean-field" dynamo
theory.
In addition to being strongly distorted by convection, the flux
tubes of the "mean-field" theory would be strongly unstable, in apparent
contradiction with the observation that all AR's on the sun have a nice
east-west alignment of polarities. On the other hand, if the horizontal flux
tubes are located in a thin shell at the base of the convective zone, the
toroidal field is not produced from the radial gradient of the angular
velocity, but from the latitudinal gradient: the latitudinal shear acts on
the north-south component of the poloidal field to produce a toroidal field
(cf. Babcock, 1961).
With this model there is no conflict between the
observed differential rotation of the solar surface and the observed phase
relation of poloidal- and toroidal fields.
The work discussed in this thesis may serve as a first step in the
development of an improved dynamo theory for stars.
Future investigations
should clarify the structure of the vertical flux tubes in the convective
zone, i.e. the tubes associated with active regions.
The preliminary,
adiabatic model of these tubes that is described in chapter IV needs to be
modified to account for the more realistic thermal stratification of the
storage layer
(see chapter V ) .
Also
the effect of
fluid motions
(differential rotation, meridional circulation, convection) on the flux tubes
in the stellar envelope should be studied.
Hopefully this leads to an
improved understanding of the physics of the regenerative process, that is
described up to now with the
a"effect.
The sun is to be used as a
laboratory to test new theories of the dynamo.
However, observations of
other stars are indispensible to understand how the dynamo process depends on
rotation rate, stellar structure, age of the star, etc.
With a combination
of solar and stellar research we may learn more about this exciting aspect of
cosmical magnetic fields.
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CHAPTER

II

ON THE TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE OF SUNSPOT UMBRAE *)

Summary:
We use a high-resolution spectrum of a sunspot umbra (1.1 < A < 2.3 lla) to
derive models of the temperature stratification in the deep layers.
The
observed spectrum is corrected for straylight using the HI line at ^ =
1.282 urn. We find that the observed profiles of 3 high-excitation lines of
Sil, and the observed continuum contrast between umbra and photosphere,
cannot be reproduced with a single one-component model of the umbral
atmosphere: the Sil lines require a model that is 460 K hotter at T o.5 = 3»
This indicates that a hot component is present within the umbra.
A
temperature model derived from the relative intensity in the wings of 3
low-excitation lines of Mgl, All and Sil is not significantly different from
the continuum model.

Keywords: sunspot umbrae - umbra models

1. Introduction
Emperical models of the thermal stratification in sunspot umbrae have been
derived using the spectral distribution of the continuum intensity (e.g.
Zwaan, 1974; Kjeldseth-Moe and Maltby, 1974; Albregtsen, 1978; Albregtsen and
Maltby, 1981b), and the profiles of spectral lines (e.g. Stellmacher and
Wiehr, 1975; Kollatschny et al., 1980).
The continuum intensity in the
optical and infrared regions of the spectrum yields information about the
temperature in the deeper layers, 0.5 £ T Q 5 i 5 (To.5 i s t n e optical depth
at X = 0.5 y n ) . The spectral lines determine the temperature in the higher
layers ( T o 5 £ * ) • The deepest observable layers in the umbra are seen
at X = 1.6*4 tin, since the H~ continuous opacity has a minimum at this
wavelength.
Thus far most spectroscopie studies have used lines in the
optical wavelength range.
However, this does not put constraints on the
temperature in the deep layers.
Furthermore, the presence of a molecular
line-haze opacity at wavelengths below 0.9
Um (Zwaan, 1974; Gaur, Pande and
Sah, 1979), and the effects of photospheric straylight (Zwaan, 1965)
complicate the quantitative interpretation of line profiles at optical
wavelengths. The infrared continuum observations show that the temperature
gradient in the deepest observable layers of the umbra is much smaller than
the radiative gradient, or equivalently that the radiative energy flux
decreases with depth (Zwaan, 1974, 1975; Maltby, 1981; Van Ballegooijen,
1981). This result indicates that a non-radiative energy transport mechanism

*)

Based on observations obtained at Kitt Peak National Observatory
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is operating in these layers. It has been suggested (e.g. Spruit, 1981) that
convective energy transport takes place within hot columns, which cover only
a small fraction of the umbral surface.
The decrease of radiative energy
flux with depth would be the result of a lateral inflow of heat from these
hot columns into the cooler surrounding medium in the umbra.
This idea is
supported by observation of umbral dots in many sunspcts (Loughhead, Bray and
Tappere, 1979; Bumba and Suda, 1980).
To model the convective energy
transport in these hot columns, more detailed information regarding the
temperature stucture in the umbra is required.
In this paper we present additional observations of the temperature
stucture in the deep layers of the umbra. We use a high-resolution infrared
spectrum of a sunspot (1.1 < A < 2.3 ym) to determine one-component models of
the atmosphere.
Both the continuum intensity and the profiles of spectral
lines of neutral atoms are used to derive temperature models.
The
observations are described in Sect. 2, and the calibration of line-strength
and line-broadening
parameters in Sect. 3.
We use
an iterative,
least-squares method for fitting the temperature vs. depth relation (Sect. 4,
Appendix), and present the results in Sect. 5.

Fig. 1. The umbra of the observed spot* and the location
of the FTS aperture.
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2. Observations
On 31 august 1979 we obtained two high-resolution spectra in the wavelength
range 1.1 < X < 2.3 ym, using the Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS)
behind the McMath telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO).
One
spectrum, taken between 15.29 and 16.14 UT, was of the sunspot Mt. Wilson no.
20851 (N18° E14°), which is the leading spot in McMath region no. 16252; the
other spectrum was of the undisturbed photosphere and served for calibration
purposes. The heliocentric angular distance of the spot from the center of
the solar disk, was 18° (y = 0.95).
The spot had a circular shape, with
diameter 43". Fig. 1 shows a picture of the umbra taken in the primary focus
of the vacuum telescope at KPNO. The umbra was split in two parts by a light
bridge; light from the W part of the umbra (a region about 8" in diameter)
was fed into the FTS through a circular aperture of 5 diameter (see Fig. 1 ) .
During the observations a solar-limb guiding system was employed to keep the
aperture on the same position in the umbra.
Random excursions of about
2" occured due to the wind shaking the coelostat mirror.
Seeing conditions
were fair during the time of sunspot observation; occasional blurring with
penumbral light caused peaks of short duration in the total intensity
recieved by the FTS, with amplitudes £ 7 percent of the average intensity.
The FTS is a Michelson
interferometer (Brault, 1972); the path
difference changes linearly with time and the intensity in the two modulated
output beams is measured with InSb detectors. The interferogram is sampled
at a rate of 2.5 kHz, and the information is stored on disk by an on-line
computer. For the spot 6 two-sided scans of the interferogram were made, and
added in real time.
The spectrum was obtained by off-line Fourier
transformation of the data on a CDC 6500 computer; only a weak apodization of
the interferogram was applied before transformation, and the resulting
spectrum has a maximum spectral resolution X/AX of 480,000 at X = 1.1 ym.
The maximum signal-to-noise ratio is about 103 at X = 1.6 m.
Due to the transformation process the fluctuations in total intensity
that resulted from blurring with the penumbral light are smeared out in the
spectrum, leaving only the average effect of penumbral light. However, total
intensity fluctuations that occurred during the short time-intervals that the
interferometer passed through zero path difference may still have a negative
effect on the quality of the spectrum, since the continuum level is measured
during these times.
Thus, intensity variations may lead to systematical
zero-level errors in the spectrum. By inspection of the cores of strong
terrestial lines we estimated that these errors are no larger than ±0.3
percent of the continuum, thus indicating that both high- and low frequencies
in the spectrum have been affected by penumbral light in the same way.
For comparison a high-resolution spectrum of the photosphere was
obtained between 17.03 and 17.33 UT.
The same 5" aperture was used, and the
telescope was pointed at a position on the meridian through disk center, at
the same heliocentric distance of 18° (y = 0.95) from disk center as the
sunspot (heliocentric coordinates N24° W7°). A signal-to-noise ratio of
103 was obtained with only 4 FTS scans. Finally, a low-resolution spectrum
of a ribbon lamp was made, which was used to ratio out the spectral
characteristics of FTS optics, filters and detectors.
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The contribution of straylight to the sunspot spectrum is estimated
using the HI Paschen
line at X = 1.282 ym.
We assume that the observed
(absolute) intensity of the spot may be written as:

1(X)

(1)

(]-a) Iu(A)

where I h ( X ) is the photospheric spectrum, I (A) is the true umbral spectrum,
Assuming that the broad
and a Is a measure of the amount of straylight.
wings of the Paschen line are absent in the true umbral spectrum (due to the
low temperature), we may determine a as the slope of the linear relation
between I(A) and Ip n (A) in the wings of the line (cf. Fig. 2 ) . We obtain a
good fit to a straight line, yielding a - 0.061. Since both photosphere and
penumbra have contributed to the straylight, expression (1) is only an
approximation. It would be correct if the penumbral spectrum I p (X) would be
a linear combination of umbral and photospheric intensities:

lp(X)

(I-q)

Iutt))

v

x)

(2)
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with q independent of wavelength.
However, since the penumbral Paschen line
may be stronger or less strong than implied by Eq. (2), expression (1) may
lead to an overestimate, respectively underestimate of the amount of
straylight.
Both sunspot- and photospheric spectra were plotted at high dispersion
and the continuum intensity distribution in each spectrum was measured.
Since shallow absorption features can easily be missed in this way, we
plotted the intensity peaks in the spectrum at a reduced dispersion. Thus a
terrestial absorption feature at A = 1.267 jjm was found, with a FWHM of
0.0153 ym, and a central absorption of 4.7 percent at unit airmass. The
origin of this feature is not known.
In the photospheric spectrum between
1.56 < X < 1.74 ym and at X = 2.166 m a number of Brackett lines cause weak
depressions of the continuum. After correction for these features the ratio
of sunspot- and photospheric intensities was obtained, and corrected for
straylight with Eq. (1). We assumed that the straylight parameter a, which
was measured at A. = 1.282 ym, is independent of wavelength: a = 0.061. The
resulting continuum ratio's at eigth wavelengths are given in Table 1, and
plotted in Fig. 3. An absolute calibration of the photospheric intensities
was obtained with the T ( T Q .) model C of Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser (1981).
The continuum intensities'at y = 0.95 calculated with this model are also
given in Table 1. For the calculation of continuum opacity we used only the
extinction coefficients of H~ and H, and we neglected the contribution of
spectral lines to the opacity.
The bound-free absorption coefficient of
H~ was calculated using the photodetachment cross-section of Broad and
Reinhardt (1976).
0.7
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Fig. 3. The corrected ratio of umbral- and photospherio continuum
intensities» C' = I c u / l c p, as function of wavelength X:
O= Albregtsen and Maltby'Tl981b)3 X = present observations.
The ratio's calculated with models At B and C (of. Sect. 5)
are also plotted.
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Table 1. The ratio C = I c /I c p of observed umbral- and photospheric
continuum intensities, the corrected ratio C'= ICfU/T-c p >
and the calculated photospheric intensity I c _ at'y = Ö.95
(in kW.cm~2.sterad .ym"1) as function of wavelength X.

A
[pin ]
1.099
1.191
1.282
1.539
1.639
1.724
2.128
2.273

C

C

I

0.347
0.370
0.406
0.548
0.618
0.622
0.637
0.640

0.304
0.329
0.367
0.519
0.593
0.597
0.613
0.617

0.961
0.800
0.674
0.442
0.371
0.310
0.1448
0.1136

c,P

A number of relatively unblended lines of neutral atoms were selected
for profile analysis. In some cases the spectra had to be corrected for the
presence of strong, terrestial lUO lines at nearby wavelengths.
This was
done by fitting the relative intensity R(A) in the core of the terrestial
line with a Lorentz absorption profile:

R(A) = exp{
1

£

} ,

(X - A„) 2 + (AA n ) 2 i

where X Q is the central wavelength, and A and AAn are adjustable constants.
This fit was then used to correct the spectrum in the wings of the terrestial
line.
An example is shown in Fig. 4 for the Sil line at A = 11991.55 A,
which has strong terrestial lines in both of its wings.
The umbral line profiles were corrected for straylight, taking into
account the velocity difference of 0.8 km/s between sunspot- and photospheric
spectra: a difference of 0.7 km/s is introduced by solar rotation, due to the
fact that the spectra were obtained on different points of the disk, and the
earth's rotation introduces a velocity difference of 0.1 km/s, due to the
time difference of the observations.
Note, that we did not correct for a
convective blue-shift of the photospheric lines.
The corrected relative
intensity R (A) of the spot was calculated from the observed relative
intensities R(A) and R ^ A ) , using an expression derived from Eq. (1):

V» "

R(A) - (a/C)R(A)
?

1-a/c

•

(4)

where C • Ic/I c „is the ratio of the uncorrected, continuum intensity I in
the spot and thé photospheric continuum intensity I
. We assumed S =
C
0.061, independent of wavelength.
»P
The magnetic field strength in the umbra is estimated from the
Zeeman-splitting of 7 Fel lines. All lines are normal triplets, with Lande
g-values ranging from 1.0 to 3.0. The measured splittings AA /A2 depend
linearly on g, yielding a field strength B * 2950+50 Gauss.
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Fig. 4. The observed photospheric spectrum, near the Sil XI1991 J|
line (full curve), and the adopted absolution profile of
the terrestial lines (dashed curve). The horizontal scale
is in wavenumber (anf3).

3. Spectral Line Data
The 6 lines used in the present study are listed In Table 2. The intrinsic
line strength- and line broadening parameters of the lines were calibrated
from their photospheric line profiles, using model C of Vernazza, Avrett and
Loeser (1981).
The line strength is defined by the product gfA of
statistical weigth g of the lower energy level, oscillator strength f, and
element abundance A.
We use a parameter ft to describe the Van der Waals
broadening due to collision with neutral atoms:

= «N H

nO*3

(5)

where F, is the FWHM (in rad/s) of the damping profile, N„ is the neutral
hydrogen density (in cm*"3), and T is the temperature. Note, that we use Eq.
(5) to describe the damping due to both H and He atoms: this is possible
since almost all hydrogen and helium is in atomic form, in the deep umbra and
in the photosphere.
Ws assume LTE
for all lines^ and
adopt the
depth-dependent micro-turbuleacfe model of Holweger and Muller (1974)>
A
aacro-turbuieut velocity of V » 1,0 km/s was assumed, with the velocity
distribute on proportional to exp(-v2/V*).

Table 2. The wavelength A (in air), identification, excitation energy E,
line strength gfA, and line broadening a for the 6 lines used
in this study.

identification

E
[eV ]

A
[A]
17108. 65

Mgl 4s 2 S 0

5.394

16718. 93

A l l 4p 2 Pi°/ 2 -4d 2 D 3 /2

11991. 55

S i l 4 s 3 Po°

16094. 80

gfA

a
7.27 10" 9

4.085

(4.17 10" 5 )
3.57 10" 6

6.54 10" 9

-4p 3 Di

4.920

1.46 10" 5

6.31 10" 9

S i l 4p 3 D 2

-5s 3 P?

5.964

1.97 10" 5

8.75 10" 9

15376. 91

S i l 4p 1 D ,

-4d 3 P^

6.223

8.74 10" 6

6.34 10" 9

21819. 62

S i l 4J

-4^3

6.721

3.25 10" 5

7.41 10" 9

The values of gfA and a listed in Table 2 are obtained as follows. For
the All line, and for the Sil lines at A = 15376.91 A and A = 21819.62 A*, we
fitted both gfA and a . For the Sil lines at A = 11991.55 A and A = 16094.80
A we followed the same procedure, except that we included weaker lines from
the same multiplets in the fitting, to improve the reliability of the gfAand a values (A = 12395.77 & and A = 15557.74 K, respectively). We required
that the same broadening parameter a fitted both lines in the multiplet, but
we did not make any restrictions on the ratio of gf-values, since the
theoretical gf-values given by Lambert and Warner (1968a) indicate deviations
from LS coupling.
For the Mgl line we adopted the oscillator strength and
abundance of Lambert and Warner (1968b), and fitted a to reproduce the line
wings. A much better fit to the observations can be obtained for the core of
this line, if both gfA and a are used as free parameters.
However, the
resulting line strength (gfA = 1.2 10"5) is much lower than the value of
Lambert and Warner.
Since the theoretical gf-value is reliable, and the Mg
abundance is rather well established, we do not believe that the low gfA
value is correct.
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The calculated photospheric line profiles are compared with observation
in Fig. 5. Although the fit is good in the line wings, some differences
remain in the cores of the lines. These differences could not be removed
with reasonable changes in the micro- and macro-turbulent velocities: they
may be due to inadequacies of the photospheric model, to an incorrect
description of the velocity field, or to non-LTE effects. The latter effect
was studied for the A = 11991.55 A line of Sil, using the LTE-departure
coefficients of Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser (1981).
A closer fit between
between observed and calculated profiles could be obtained for this line with
gfA = 0.5 10" 5 and a « 21 10" 9 ; however, this value of the line strength is
much lower than the value gfA = 2.46 10"s derived from the: gf and abundance
of Lambert and Warner (1968a). This indicates that the non-LTE model for Sil
of Vernazza, Avrett and Loeser (1981), which includes only 8 energy levels,
underestimates the coupling between their highest energy level and the
continuum, and therefore underestimates the occupation of this level. Since
our transition is between levels no. 5 and 8 of VAL, the excitation
temperature calculated with the VAL departure coefficients is too low, and so
a small value of gfA is sufficient to reproduce the observed line profile.
We conclude that departures from LTE may be important for the cores of the
strong lines used in this paper. Consequently, the gfA and a values of Table
2 are rather uncertain.
However, since the departures from LTE are smaller
in the line wings, the product of gfA and a is much less uncertain. Hence,
for the determination of the urabral model we only use the wings of the first
three lines in Table 2.

Mgl

X 1710865 A

LU

4000

-4000
(5a)

Fig. S. Observed (
) and aalaulated (
) relative intensity
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4. A Method for Fitting Empirical Temperature Models
In this section we briefly describe the least-squares method that was used to
derive one-component models of the temperature stratification T ( T ) in the
umbra ( T is the optical depth at A = 0.5 ym). Let R. , be an observed
relative intensity at some wavelength in the profile of a spectral line, and
R. the corresponding theoretical, relative intensity, calculated with a model
T(T).
For continuum intensity observations we define R. » * c /*
v, > t n e
ratio of calculated and observed absolute intensity, and R. , ='l.
The
best-fitting model T(x) is that function for which x » defineÖDy:

X Z - T.
g.(i,obs
R. . - lR . ) 2
. l

(6)

is a minimum.
Here the g- are weight factors which may be arbitrarily
assigned to the data.
We use the following method to describe the function
T ( T ) . AS model parameters we use the temperature gradients:

, n=l,2

N ,

(7)

at a grid of optical depth points T n ^
From these N parameters a T(x)
relation is constructed by linear interpolation
of
dT/d (In T) and
integration in In T; the temperature at some small optical depth is fixed.
The gas- and electron pressures are obtained by integration of the equation
of hydrostatic equilbrium.

I
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The minimum of x 2 is found by
iterative ajustment of the model
parameters x n ; at each iteration step we estimate the corrections of
XJJ using a linear-least-squares method, which is described in more detail in
the Appendix.
To represent T ( T ) with sufficient accuracy the spacing of the optical
depth points should not be too large.
However, since the observational data
contains only a limited amount of information on T(T), the parameters
x n cannot be determined fully independently.
For example, a small ripple on
the temperature distribution cannot be measured accurately, since the
contribution functions of the emergent intensity have a certain depth range.
As a result the variations in x n are highly correlated, and we find that,
with all N parameters free, the calculated corrections of x n can be very
large, even when the correct solution is closely approached. Consequently,
the iteration process does not converge.
Convergence requires that the
number of free parameters of the model is reduced.
However, this cannot be
done by keeping some of the x n fixed and vary the other ones, since all
initial estimates of x n may be wrong.
Instead we use a method in which
certain linear combination of the x n are kept fixed, corresponding to those
changes of T(T) for which the reduction of X 2 is least significant.
With
this method, which is described in the Appendix, convergence may be achieved.
However, it should be noted that the final solution is not completely
independent of the initial estimates of x n : a ripple present in the original
model will also appear it the final solution. Therefore the initial model
and the number of degrees of freedom should be chosen with care. Nonetheless
the procedure is an improvement over trial-and-error methods of obtaining an
empirical T(x) model.

5. Results and Discussion
The line-profile calculations were preformed with MALIP, a routine for the
integration of the transport equations of polarised light in a Zeeman-split
line (Landi Degl'Innocenti, 1976).
We assumed a field strength B = 2950
Gauss, a tilt of 18° of the magnetic field with respect to the line of sight
(corresponding to a vertical field), a depth-independent micro-turbulence of
1.0 km/s, and a macro-turbulent velocity of 0.1 km/s.
Three models of the temperature structure were obtained, using as
spectral criteria:
A) the continuum intensities (cf. Table 1 ) ;
B) the relative intensities in the wings of the strong, low-excitation lines
Mgl A171O8, All X16718, and Sil X11991 (the minimum wavelength difference
from line center was AX - 819, 623 and 170 mA, respectively);
C) the
relative intensities in
the weak, high-excitation
lines of
Sil A16094, X15376, X21819.
Since none of the lines yield reliable information on the temperature
for T Q , 5 < 0.15 we adopted the model of Stellmacher and Kiehr (1975) in this
depth range.
For models A and B a grid of N • 6 optical depth points was
used (In T Q . 5 - -1.3, -0.8, -0.3, +0.2, +0.7, +1.2).
We fitted the
temperature gradients at these points, using 4 degrees of freedom (see the
Appendix). For model C we adopted the temperature gradients from model A at
the points lnTQ^* -1.3 and -0.8, and then fitted the gradients at the
remaining N - 4 depth points, with 2 degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 6. The temperature ï as function of opt-ioal depth TQ 5 in the
deep layers of the urObra, for models A* B and Cy 'and for the
oontinuim model of Albregtsen and Maltby* 1981b (circles).

In Fig. 6 the temperature is plotted versus optical depth for the models
A, B and C. A comparison of observed and calculated profiles is shown in
Fig. 7; the continuum contrast calculated from the models is plotted in Fig.
3.
Note, that the high-excitation lines of Sil, which provide the most
sensitive temperature indicator, also yield the highest temperature. These
lines could not be fitted with model A : the calculated lines turn out too
weak (cf. Fig. 7d,e,f).
This discrepancy could not be attributed to
uncertainties in gfA and a for these lines: although a is rather uncertain,
and the umbral profiles could be fitted more accurately with values of a that
are a factor 2 smaller, the broadening parameters have little effect on the
equivalent widths of these rather weak lines. Thus the difference between
models A and C seems significant.
For the low-excitation lines the differences between the profiles
calculated with models A and B are small (cf. Fig. 7a,b,c), and are probably
not significant in view of the uncertainties in the procedure of straylight
correction.
The bulge in the temperature distribution of model B at T Q ^ »
0.4 may be a result of an overcorrection for straylight at X * 1.6 £nu
For TQ.5> 1 the temperature in model B is determined mainly by the outer
wings of Mgl A17108 ( AX > 1900 mA), which are sensitive to st.raylight
because of the large difference the umbral- and photospheric relative
intensities. ïhe inner parts of the wings of the Mgl line (700 < AX < 1100
mA), which are formed at Tn *< 1, are lass susceptable to straylight. Thus,
an overcorrection at X " 1.5 ysi would lead t:o temperatures at x 0 5 > * th&t
5
are toe low, and so produce a bulge at TQ t 'i> 0.4.

r
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The continuum model of Albregtsen and Maltby (1981b) is also plotted in
Fig. 6. It is somewhat cooler that our continuum model since the intensity
contrast at X = 1.67 Urn that was observed by Albregtsen and Maltby (1981a) is
lower than our value by 5.7 percent of the photospheric intensity, while the
observed intensities at A = 1.22 ym are the same (cf. Fig. 3 ) . We have no
explanation for this difference; it is probably not a result of straylight,
since for wavelengths beyond X = 1.73 ym the difference again decreases, i.e.
the straylight would have to be strongest at X = 1.67 ym, which is not
likely.
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Fig. 7. Observed (
) and aalaulated relative intensity profiles
in the umbral spectrum, plotted against AX (in rrA):
= calculated with, model B (in 7a,bjC), or with model ••
(in ïd^esfls
= calculated with model A.
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6. Conclusion
The continuum intensities and line profiles of different neutral atoms have
been used to derive temperature models of a sunspot umbra. We find that the
observations cannot be explained in terms of a one-component model of the
atmosphere» The fact that the high-excitation lines require a hotter model
indicates that a hot component has contributed to the observed spectrum.
This hot component may represent hot material which is actually present
within the umbra, or it may be an artefact of photospheric or penumbral
straylight.
In either case the temperature difference of about 460 K
at T Q 3* 3 between models A and C (cf. Fig. 6) is a conservative estimate for
the temperature difference between the hot and cool components: since the
discovery of more that one temperature component depends on the non-linearity
of
the temperature-intensity
relation, the
two
components can
be
distinguished only if the temperature difference is large.
In this respect
it is interesting to note that the umbral dots, which are observed in many
sunspots (e.g. Loughhead, Bray and Tappere, 1979; Bumba and Suda, 1980), may
ba intrinsically very hright, and thus may have photospheric temperatures
(Beckers
and
Schroter,
1963; Kcutchay
and
Adjabshirzadeh,
1981).
Unfortunately we were not able to obtain pictures of the uutbirs that are of
sufficisnfc quality to discern tbe umbra! dots-.
Thus we arc not able to
.-identify ';h«s ortgiu of tha hot ooapouant.
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Appendix: Model Fitting Technique
Let x^ Q be estimates of the model parameters
intensities R^ may be written as:

of Eq. (7). Then the relative

where R^ Q are the intensities calculated with the basic model x^ g.
Inserting'(Al) into Eq. (6) and putting 3x 2 /8x n * O w e obtain the following
matrix equation for the corrections D n * XJJ- x n Q which minimize x 2 :
D

n - Bk •

<A2)

n=
where:
A.

= E e — i~L

.

(A3)

and:

\ a ?8 i <Ri,obs-Ri,o) H;1 •

(A4)
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To determine the partial derivatives SR^^XJJ we construct a set of N models
which are slightly differing from the basic model, and calculate the relative
intensities Rj n for all these models.
The variations of x^ are chosen in
the following way. Before starting the iteration process we first calculate
a set of models for which each parameter x^ is changed individually, while
the other parameters are held constant. Thus, the k-th parameter of the n-th
model is:

=

\

*k,0

+ 6

knAx

where &^n is the delta function, and Ax is a small but otherwise arbitrary
change in temperature gradient. Then we estimate the partial derivatives as:

(A6)

The matrix A ^ is evaluated, and its eigenvectors are determined.
Let
^km *"e fc^e k-th component of the m-th normalized eigenvector, and o^ the
corresponding eigenvalue.
The N eigenvectors are ordened according to
decreasing value of o^. Then we start the iteration process and calculate a
new set of models, which are obtained by variation of the ^ vectors along
the eigenvectors of the A-matrix, i.e. for the m-th model we take:

*k

=

*kO

+ T

kmAx '

< A7 >

The intensities R£ m are re-calculated, and the A-matrix and B-vector are
evaluated on the new basis of eigenvectors: A^l and B m . The result is that
the A Q I matrix is nearly diagonal (the off-diagonal elements are due to
non-linear effects), and so the model variations are nearly independent. The
corrections D^ along the eigenvectors are solved from Eq. (A2). Their
significance is determined by the
eigenvalues 06^: a small eigenvalue
indicates that x 2 and the relative intensities R^ are insensitive to a change
along the corresponding eigenvector. Therefore we calculate new values of
the model parameters x^ using only the corrections along the M eigenvectors
with the highest eigenvalues (M < N ) :

\ " \,0 \^\l Di •

(A8)

The number of degrees of freedom M is chosen so that the smallest eigenvalue
used is > 10"3 of the largest eigenvalue. The eigenvectors of the A j ^ matrix
are used in the next iteration step to produce new model variations.
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CHAPTER III
STABILITY OF TOROIDAL FLUX TUBES IN STARS
H.C. Spruit and A.A. van Ballegooijen

Summary. The stability of a magnetic flux tube in the equatorial
plane of a star is studied in a thin tube approximation. Only
adiabatic disturbances are considered. The tubes are unstable to
poleward motion. In addition, they are unstable to motions within
the equatorial plane if the superadiabaticity of the stratification is
large enough. In a plane parallel layer instability occurs for [IS >
— \/y where \i is the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure, 6 the
superadiabaticity, and y the ratio of specific heals. The curvature of
the tube in a spherical geometry has a stabilizing effect but it is not
strong enough to stabilize flux tubes in the convective envelopes of
main sequence stars. Flux tubes in such envelopes are unstable for
all field strengths. The longer wavelengths are favored by the
instability. For the Sun, at least the modes m = 0 through 4 are
unstable. In view of this instability we suggest that the toroidal
fields in a stellar dynamo occur at the interface between the
convection zone and the radiative interior rather than inside the
convection zone itself.
Key words: flux tubes - stability - solar cycle

1. Introduction

Toroidal (azitnuthal) magnetic flux tubes are thought to exist in the
convective zones of magnetically active stars, as a result of the
dynamo process (e. g. Parker, 1979, Chap. 18; Moffat. 1978). They
also have been invoked for the radiative interiors of stars (Mestel,
1961; Roxburgh, 1963; Moss, 1977). Both the equilibrium and the
stability of such fields pose problems. In the case of magnetically
active stars like the Sun, the magnetic field is thought to be due to
dynamo action in the convective zone. In present theories of the
solar dynamo, the forces exerted by the magnetic field are ignored,
so that the problems of magnetic equilibrium and stability do not
arise in such theories. It was pointed out by Parker (1975) however
that a magnetic flux tube which is in thermal equilibrium with its
surroundings will float upward through the convection zone, so
that there is no equilibrium. This conclusion can be avoided if one
considers tubes which are not in thermal equilibrium. Such tubes
can be neutrally buoyant, slowly exchanging heat with their
surroundings, and in equilibrium on a dynamical time scale. It is
not known whether such tubes can be stable. However the
convective instability of the medium in which the tubes are
embedded makes this unlikely. A somewhat different situation is
that of toroidal fields in the radiative zones of stars. In this case the

stratification is stable, which will help to make the field stable. On
the other hand, the turbulent dynamo mechanism generating fields
on a rapid time scale is lacking in these layers. If we therefore
assume that such fields are fossil, we have to show that they can be
stable on time scales comparable with the life time of the star. This
is obviously a much more stringent requirement than the stability
requirements for dynamo-generated fields. In general, magnetic
equilibria for stars are difficult to find (see e.g. Lust and Schlüter,
1954; Chandrasekhar and Kendall, 1957: Roberts, 1967). and the
question of stability of those equilibria is largely open. It has been
conjectured by Parker (1969. p. 75: see also Markey and Tayler.
1975) that all equilibria are unstable to a process of magnetic
buoyancy, leading to a loss of the field on a time scale R/rA where R
is the stellar radius and vA the Alfvén speed. For the (admittedly
small) class of equilibria considered in the present paper this turns
out to be the case.
Stability analyses of toroidal fields thus far (Schubert, 1968:
Gilman, 1970; Tayler, 1973; Cadez, 1974; Acheson, 1979:
Goossens and Tayler, 1980; Goossens et al., 1981) have studied
continuous field distributions. If the field is supposed to consist of
individual flux tubes separated by field free fluid, the questions of
stability and equilibrium can be analyzed much more easily. The
aim of this paper is to present this analysis, for the case of adiabatic
perturbations. The emphasis will be on toroidal flux tubes in a
convection zone. The assumption that the field in a convection
zone occurs in the form of tubes is supported by solar observation
(e.g. Harvey, 1977), and by theoretical calculations on the
interaction of turbulence with magnetic fields (Kraichnan, 1976;
Peckoverand Weiss, 1978).
The effects of rotation of the star on the stability of the field
(Acheson, 1979) are not considered here.

, 2. Buoyant Rise and Buoyant Instability

Two distinct processes involving buoyancy can cause magnetic flux
tubes to erupt from the convection zone of a star. Most studies
(Parker, 1975; Unno and Ribes, 1976; Schiiflier, 1979) are
concerned with the process of buoyant rise. If the tube is assumed to
form a horizontal straight tube at all times, it will float upward if its
density is less than the surrounding density. If the temperature 7^
inside the tube is equal to the external temperature Tt., the density
difference &,—Q, is
B2
SitgH'

=

(1)
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a)

the other half moves up and erupts at the surface. But since it
destroys the horizontal flux tubes that are essential Tor the windingup phase of the solar cycle, it is also likely to have a strong effect on
the dynamo process. A dynamo mechanism will work properly
only if the field generated is in equilibrium, such that it can stay
within the field generating region long enough. This also requires
that the equilibrium must be stable.

b)
3. Buoyant Instability

Fig. la and b. Two types of instability of a flux tube in a stratified
fluid, a The tube us a whole is unstable for ver '^al displacements
(convective type). bThe instability is mediated by a flow from the
crests to the troughs of a wave like disturbance (Parker type)

We consider a thin horizontal flux tube to which a wavelike
perturbation is applied (Fig. lb). We assume that the tube is
initially in density equilibrium, i.e. that the tube is neutrally
buoyant.
In Spruit (1981b) we derived a general equation of motion for
thin flux tubes. Let / be the length along the tube, and let r(/,i)
describe the time dependent path of the tube through the
convection zone. Define the unit vector along the tube as
(2)

where H is the pressure scale height, g the acceleration of gravity.
and B the field strength. We have assumed that the tube is in
pressure equilibrium with its surroundings at all times, which is
justified if the tube is thin enough. Since (1) is positive, the
assumption T{ = 7",. leads to upward floating tubes. The rate of rise
is limited by the viscous or aerodynamic drag on the tube. The
original estimate by Parker (1975). using an aerodynamic drag,
leads to a very rapid speed of rise, of the order of the Alfvén speed.
If a viscous drag is used (Unno and Ribes. 1976; SchüBIer, 1979),
the speed is reduced but for reasonable values of the field strength
(^1000G,say)theSun would still lose its field within a fraction of
a sunspot cycle. SchüBIer (1979), and Kuznetsov and Syrovatskij
(1979) noted that while rising the tube expands rapidly due to the
decline of the ambient pressure. The field strength, and consequently the buoyancy, is reduced and it takes much longer for the
flux toescape. SchüBIer calculated that fields of 10,000 G would be
lost in about 6 yr, which would just be compatible with observational evidence (Zwaan, 1978).
In addition to buoyant rise, however, there is the possibility of
buoyant instability, which may be much more effective in bringing
fields to the surface. Buoyant instability may occur in two forms.
The tube will be unstable if a small upward displacement of the
lube as a whole leads to an increase in buoyancy (Fig. la). The
mechanism is then the same as for ordinary convective instability.
If on the other hand the tube is stable for displacements as a whole,
it may still be unstable for wave-like disturbances (Fig. lb). Fluid
can flow from the crest of the wave to the troughs. The troughs get
heavier and the crests lighter, which may help to amplify the
perturbation. In a magnetic field which supports a heavy fluid
against gravity this is known as the Parker instability (e. g. Parker,
1979, Chap. 13). In the present case of a flux tube in a convection
zone this type of instability is also likely to be present (Parker,
1955).
Since the instabilities are driven by the buoyancy force, they are
expected to have the same typical growth times as normal
convection. At the bottom of the convection zone, this time is of
the order of a month. Thus, when the instabilities are present, they
will bring flux to the surface within a small fraction of the solar
cycle period.
If the instability is of the wave-like type, it has rather different
results than a simple buoyant rise. It breaks the tube up into loops
of which one half sinks to the bottom of the convection zone while

Then the equation of motion for the fluid in the tube is
dv_
dt

I

vlk

Q

(3)
where d/dt is the comoving derivative, g the density inside the tube,
ê, is short for S/dl, t?A — B2/(Ane), and k=dtl is the curvature of the
path r(l, t). The first two terms govern the motion of fluid along the
tube; the third gives the effect of the magnetic tension and the
fourth the effect of buoyancy. For further interpretation of Eq. (3)
we refer to Spruit (1981b), and Spruit (1982) where a formal
derivation of Eq. (3) is given from a Lagrangian.
To solve Eq. (3) we need an energy equation, which we take to
be adiabatic:
dl

gdt

dt'

(4)

where c is the sound speed and y=cp/ct, is the ratio of specific heats,
assumed constant. We also need equations of continuity and
induction. For the induction equation, we assume zero resistivity:
c,B=P A ( M A B ) .

(5)

This equation can be combined with the equation of continuity to
yield the thin-tube equivalent of the continuity equation:

J f+Sto-.-«-a.

(6)

where v,=l • dr/dt is the parallel component of the velocity, and
d/dt the comoving derivative. The derivation of (6) is given in
Spruit (1981b). Note that there is a sign error in Eq. (19) of Spruit
(1981b).
In the case of a straight vertical tube, Eq. (6) reduces to

£f+£«u.=o.
dt B B
as used before by previous authors (e.g. Defouw, 1976). Since \/B
is the cross section of the tube per unit of magnetic flux, (6) states
the conservation of m?ss, expressed in the mass per unit length of
the tube.
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The relation between the pressure inside the tube and the
external pressure is
ƒ>+—=/>„•

(7)

where V—d In T/d In P is the logarithmic temperature gradient in
the external medium.
In the following, we drop the index 0 on the unperturbed
quantities. The initial pressures p and pe are related by [from Eq.
(7)]

This relation [which was also used in deriving Eq. (3)] holds on
(19)
account of our assumption that the tube is thin. Pressure equilibrium across the tube is then achieved instantaneously. When/»,,(z),
ge(z) are given (from a model of the stratification of the star), Eqs. where fl=87ip/B2 is the ratio of the gas to magnetic pressurt. The
(3), (4), (6), and (7) together determine the motion of the tube and connection between ae and the scaleheight H=a~l inside the tube
the fluid inside it.
Since the variables in Eqs. (3) and (6) are defined only on the
(20)
one-dimensional path of the flux tube, the solutions are best
written in Lagrangian form. Let ro(/o) be the initial position of a
We linearize Eqs. (10) and (11). On account of Eq. (12) we have
mass element of the tube. Then the velocity of the element, and the
—1/2, so that the linearized equations are
other variables, are functions of !0 and f, for example
v(lo,t)=ê,r(l0,t)

(8)

(21)

C,VX=

In the following we study the linearized solutions of Eqs. (3)-(7).
We apply Lagrangian perturbations, written with an index 1, as
follows,
and similarly for the other variables.
We first study the case of a plane parallel stratified layer, which
is applicable if the wavelengths of the perturbations are small
compared to the stellar radius. The complications introduced by
the effects of curvature of the layer are dealt with in Sect. 3.3.

-'.ƒ. Modes of the Tube in a Plane Parallel Layer
Define the x and z coordinates as in Pig. 1 (z positive out of the
star). The axis of the tube coincides initially with the positive x-axis
(JC=/ 0 ). The x, y, and z components of Eq. (3) are

(22)

Equation (22) shows that the motion in y direction is decoupled
from the motion in the x,z plane. The y motion satisfies a simple
wave equation with propagation speed vps,
This wave is just the transversal tube wave such as occurs in an
unstratified fluid (Spruit, 1981a). The motions in the x and z
directions are coupled however.
From Eq. (4) we have
PilP-yQilQ,

- 5,ei—H 3,^1+5^ = 0.
e
B
(10)

(24)

where y=ccjcv is the ratio of specific heats, assumed constant.
Equation (6) yields
(25)

Finally, the linearized form of Eq. (7) is
(26)
To find the dispersion relation, take

The tube is initially in density equilibrium:
0io=eeo-

C ~exp (tax+Uot),
(12)

Define the horizontal and vertical components of the displacement
vector as

ga

Up to first order in £, q, and £ we have

=a/a=aH.
kx=0;

ky=dxxti;

k2 = dxx£,.

(15)

&* + Aw2 + C=0,

P«i =-/><*>&«.

where

where aê' and a~c' are the pressure and density scale heights of the
external fluid. They are related by
a,,=(l-|7)ae,

(18)

(28)
(29)

By eliminating the unknow vx, £, p,,Qi, and Bt from Eqs. (21) and
(23)-(26) one obtains

The Lagrangian perturbations in the external variables pe, oe are:
(16)

(27)

and similarly for the other quantities. Then êx=ia, S,=iw. We
define a dimensionless frequency and a dimensionless wavenumber
as follows:

(30)

l+Py/2

» P

(3D
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Since S > 0 in the convection zone, we conclude that horizontal/lux
tubes in a plane convection zone are always unstable. They are even
unstable in a thin layer below the convection zone. The magnetic
field has, therefore, a destabilizing effect.
The quantity p& is a measure of the field strength in terms of the
equipartition field strength. This can be seen as follows. The
equipartition field strength Be is defined by

s-oT

Btj&n=\ev^

(36)

where vc is a typical convection velocity. In the standard mixing
length formalism uc is given by
(37)
where / is the mixing length. Adopting the standard value //H =1.5,
we get, for B=Be:
(38)

06 = 1.6.

Thus, for pê < 1 we have fields strong compared with the equipartition value, for pd > 1 we have weak fields.'
In a turbulent dynamo we expect fields which, very roughly, are
comparable with the equipartition value. Since S is very small in a
convcctive envelope (except in the surface layers or in the envelope
of a giant), we are mostly interested in the limit ji>\. This yields a
useful simplification of the dispersion relation. With /!$> 1 (but ji6
finite), Eq. (30) becomes

-0.4

-0.6

-0.4 -0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

06
Fig. 2. Dimensionless frequency & as a function of pSh where 6 is
the superadiabaticity, (I the ratio of gas to magnetic pressure, for
the £>+. (broken) and w- (solid) modes of a flux tube in a plane
parallel layer. Parameter is the dimensionless wave number «

(32)
and 3 is the logarithmic superadiabaticity,
5 = F - l + l/y.

(33)

The determinant A2 - 4 C of Eq. (30) is always positive. For the
more general case of a toroidal tube in a spherical star this is shown
in the Appendix. This means that tu is either real or purely
imaginary. Damped solutions or overstable oscillations do not
occur. This has to do with the fact that we have considered a
dissipation-free system. For a discussion of this point, and for a
derivation of the equation of motion (3) from a Lagrangian, see
Spruit (1982).
A sufficient condition for instability is that C be negative, that
is
r"

/( ;„ , ax\

(34)

When (34) is not satisfied, A is always negative. From this it follows
that (34) is the sufficient and necessary condition for instability.
Since in the present geometry all values of a are allowed, the
condition for instability is
Pè>-l/y.

(35)

The results now depend only on the quantity /ft), rather than on
both p and S separately. In the following discussion, we restrict
ourselves to this limit.
3.1.1. Interpretation of the Dispersion Relation
The solution of Eq. (39) is given in Fig. 2, showing «>2 as a function
of fid with a as a parameter. The solutions are understood most
easily by considering first the limiting cases /B<5?> 1 and PS<—1.
Let the solutions be &% and w i , according to the signs taken in
solving the quadratic Eq. (39). Then the limiting values of tü+ and
w- are:
(40)
•0*2 •

•oil

(41)

where
(42)
(43)
The full solutions are hyperbolae with asymptotes given by (42)
and (43). The location and shape of the hyperbolae depend on the
wave number or. For a=0 they coincide with the asymptotes (see
Fig. 2). In terms of physical (dimensional) quantities, the limiting
frequencies can be written as
cuf = a 2 i£

(44)
(45)

where N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, N=(-gSIH)1'2.
To
interpret these frequencies, we first consider the case in which
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bending the tube matter will flow from the crests to the troughs, in
order lo restore hydrostatic balance. This increases the buoyancy
of the crests and ihe troughs, and destabilizes the tube. The
instability is possible only if ihe Held strength is large enough (/Ï
< l/]v<)[), so that ihe magnetic effect is ilropg enough lo overcome
the stability of the stratification itself.
For jiA>u the growth rate reaches a unite value for a-*0
(infinite wavelength). This demonstrates that in this case the flow
along the tube is not essential for the instability. The process is
analogous to normal convection, "'"his is also demonstrated by the
value of the growth laic, which is largest for small field strengths.
For (ióp 1 it is
Fig. 3. Flux tube (broken) in the equatorial plane of a siar. and
motion associated with an w = l disturbance (arrows)

Except for a factor 1,?. ihe growth rale is the same as that for
normal convection.
In applying these le^ults lo flux iubes in the solar convection
zone (& >0), we are faced *ïlh the problem that the field strengths
gravity is absent (/V--0, //-»oo) For arbitrary values of ji, the arc unknown. Jf//i)<? 1. i e T the licldsiirc siroi):: compared with the
modes of the tube are then easily fuund (e.g. Spruit. 1982). They cquiparliticn value, the insiability proceeds only lor wavelengths
are the longitudinal and transversal tube waves, in the longitudinal
which are comparable with the solar railius (for example, if /(i>
wave the flow is parallel to the tube and is associated with
= 0 the tube is unstable for x < 0 55, ccnrespimdim.' to/.>0.9/{ ).
expansions and contractions of the rube. Its frequency ai is
For weak fieids, jió> 1. shorter wavelengths are also unstable. To
establish with confidence whether or not houiomul tubes of any
ti> = MT-ctvAjl/{ll + 2ly).
(46)
field strength in a convection zone can be stable, we are compelled
The transversal tube wave consists of bends in the lube which to consider the case of a sphcric.il shell.
propagate with a speed of the order of ihc Alfvén <pecd. Its
frequency is
»2.
(47) 3.2. Instability uf Flux Tithes in i: Spherical Shell
Though the motion of this wave resembles that of an Alfvén wave,
its propagation characteristics are in general quite different
(Spruit, 198!b).
' In the present case, the motion in the .('-direction (perpendicular
to the tube and to g) still corresponds to a pure transversal tube
wave [cf. Eq. (22)]Trn the (.v,r) plane however the longitudinal and
transversal motions are coupled due to stratification. The limiting
frequency f»i is the frequency of the longitudinal wave. The
limiting frequency a>2 corresponds to that of the transversal wave,
but it is modified by the additional restoring force due to normal
buoyancy [first term in (45)], and a restoring force due to magnetic
buoyancy [last term in (45)]. Jn going from a strongly stable {/lo<
- 1 ) to a strongly unstable {/lo>\) stratification the <u_ mode
changes character from a longitudinal tube wave to a transversal
mode which has the character of a convective instability rather
than a wave. The to+ mode changes from a transversal oscillation
at a frequency near the Brunt-Vaisala frequency to a longitudinal
tube wave. The character of the modes is mixed for |/y<5| < 1.
For pS> —t/y, the w~ mode can be unstable. The physical
nature of the instability however is qualitatively different, depending on whether jiè is smaller or larger than a critical value u given by

In this section we consider a toroidal flux tube in a plane through
the center of the star, at a distance >•„ from the center (Fig. 3). The
condition that the tube be in equilibrium is now

The buoyancy due to a small density deficit is compensated by the
curvature force. This configuration is the only possible equilibrium. If, for example, the tube docs not lie in a plane through the
center of the star, the curvature force has a horizontal component
which can not be balanced by the buoyancy force.
Since the expressions in the present geometry become somewhat unwieldy, we restrict ourselves to the limit jlp I. Thus we
consider fields which are weak compared with the gas pressure,
though they may still be strong compared with the turbulent
kinetic energy in a convection zone.
Second, we assume that the acceleration of gravity varies with
distance to the center as

(50)
g-r'
This variation is important since it influences the way in which the
buoyancy force changes upon displacement of the tube. The
general case g~-r* with —2g.ïg 1 is discussed in the Appendix.
(48) Instability is stronger in this case than if .v= - 2 . The instability
conditions discussed below are therefore sufficient conditions for
For — 1 ly < /f<5 < u the growth rate vanishes as a->0. In this regime, instability if , v * - 2 .
a longitudinal flow from thecrests to the troughs of the bends in the
Details of the derivations arc given in the Appendix: we
tube is essential for driving the instability. The instability can proceed with the discussion of the resulting dispersion relations.
therefore be regarded as a form of the Parker-instability (Parker,
1979, Chap. 13). A remarkable property of the instability is that it 3.2.1. Motions out of the Equatorial Plane
can occur even in a convective stable stratification. This is related
to the fact that the internal temperature of the tube is less than the Motions in latitude, i.e. perpendicular to the plane of the tube, are
surrounding temperature (as required for it to be neutrally independent of motions within the plane of the tube. This is (he
buoyant). The pressure scale height inside is less, so that upon same as in the plane parallel case. Let the displacement in latitude
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3.2.2. Motion in the Equatorial Plane
Within the plane of the tube, the motions in the two directions are
coupled. The dispersion relation is derived in the appendix. It is

' 0--^\ I
I \ P6-f

Fig. 4. "Poleward slip' instability due to magnetic tension

(52)

where/=#/(•„, and the other quantities are as in the plane parallel
case. The quantity mf corresponds to the dimensionless wave
number a.
The values of w2 satisfying Eq. (52) are all real (see appendix).
Instability (ar <0) therefoie occurs if
if

(53)

m-3

.2

I PS> +fiv-./-(I - m 1 ) - ~

if

m>0.

(54)

These instability conditions are illustrated in Fig. 5. The most
unsta ble mode can be either in=0 or m = 1, depending on the value
of/ The »>j = 0 mode is the most unstable (thai is, sets in at the
lowest vaiue of /tó), if

otherwise m= 1 sets in first (see also Fig. 5).
It is possible to find field strengths for which the lube is stable
inside a convective layer (<5 > 0) only if the RHS of both (53) and
(54) are positive. This occurs if/is larger than the largest zero of the
RHS of (53). Thus, with 7 = 5/3, stable tubes can be found in a
convection zone only if
ƒ > 0.565.
For the Sun, where/g 0.1. no stable tubes exist in the convection
zone; at least the modes in = 1,2, 3, and 4 are unstable at any field
strength. This may be the reason why in the Sun the in = 1 and m=2
components often dominate the large scale structure of the
interplanetary field.
Fig. S. Lines of marginal stability of the modes m = 0, 1, 2, 3 in
parameter space of /IS and ƒ For each mode instability occurs
above the line. In the shaded region all modes are stable. Stable flux
tubes in a convection zone (5 > 0) are possible only for ƒ> 0.565. (y
= 5/3 and s = — 2 assumed)

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have studied the stability of isolated toroidal flux
tubes in the equatorial plane of a star. This contrasts with earlier
stability analyses by Gilman (1970), Cadez (1974), Schubert (1968),
and Acheson (1979), which treated continuously stratified, horibe tj, and <p the azimuthal angle. If we consider perturbations of the zontal fields. These authors considered vertical displacements in a
form
plane parallel atmosphere and found stability conditions which
involve both the field strength and its gradient. We obtained
/•j^exp (icut + im<p),
simpler conditions, determining the stability of a flux tube as
Eq. (A22) yields
function of the field strength and the superadiabaticity in the
ambient medium.
Our conclusions may be summarized as follows. In a plane
parallel convective zone flux tubes are always unstable to vertical
The #n=0 mode is unstable. This is intuitively obvious: the displacements, no matter what the field strength is. Weak fields
motion corresponds to a poleward slip of the tube as a whole, (field strength less than the equipartition value) are more unstable
which is driven by the tension in the field lines (see Fig. 4). The m than strong fields. If the curvature of the star is taken into account,
= 1 mode corresponds to a rotation of the plane of the tube and is lubes with a sufficiently high field strength are stable, but only if
cleariy neutrally stable. The higher modes are all stable, as in the the ratio H/r0 of the pressure scale height to the radius of curvature
plane parallel case.
is larger than 0.565. In all main sequence stars Hjr0 is less than this
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value throughout their convective envelopes, so that stable flux
tubes cannot exist in the envelopes of these stars. In the solar
convection zone the modes with »? = 0 through »i=4 aie unstable
for any field strength. For an equipartition field (B~ !0 4 Gauss)
the modes up to m =12 are unstable. The upper end of this range
corresponds to the sizes of active regions. This result is consistent
with Schiifiler's (1980) finding that only the longer wavelengths are
unstable. He did a numerical study of the stability problem for an
adiabatic external stratification. However, the buoyancy force in a
superdiabatic stratification is a major driving force, as shown in the
present study. SchiiBler's study underestimates significantly the
instability of tubes with field strengths near and below the
equipartition value. In convective cores, such as those of the A
stars, the instability could be suppressed for sufficiently strong
fields.
In a plane parallel almosphere with a stable stratification, flux
tubes are unstable to vertical displacements only if the field
strength is larger than a critical value. If the curvature is taken into
account, the critical field strength is higher than in the plane
parallel case. For Hlro>0.565 flux tubes in a stable region are
stable for any field strength.
We find that toroidal flux tubes at the equator are always
unstable to displacements in !he latitudinal direction, independent
of the field strength and of the superadiabaticity in the ambient
medium. This "poleward slip" instability (the instability of an
elastic band around a slippery sphere) occurs on the dynamical
timescale ra/vA. For a field of 104 Gauss at the base of the solar
convective zone this timescale is 4 months, much shorter than the
solar cycle. One might think that by embedding the tube in a
continuous toroidal field extending over all latitudes one could
prevent this instability. The stability of continuous toroidal field
distributions has been investigated by Goossens and Tayler (1980)
and Goossens et al. (1981), who find that instability still occurs
near the poles. It is unclear how a nearly toroidal magnetic field in
the Sun may be stabilized against displacements in the latitudinal
direction.
We take the point of view that the instabilities discussed here
prevent the existence of toroidal flux tubes in a stellar convection
zone on timescales comparable with the period of the cycle, since
the growth times are short compared with this period. Possible
objections to this conclusion are the following. It has been
proposed by SchiiBler (1980) that the motion of the tube would
slow down by turbulent drag enough to keep the amplitude of
the perturbation small during a significant fraction of the cycle.
Whether this really applies to the present instability is not obvious
and needs further study. Acheson (1980) has shown that the
Coriolis force due to solar rotation reduces the growth rate of his
instabilities, especially for the longest waves. He proposed that this
effect would keep the field within the lower part of the convection
zone long enough to allow the dynamo process to work. In a future
paper the effect of the Coriolis force on the instability of flux tubes
will be investigated. Finally one may argue justifiably that the
present analysis applies only to a convection zone if the field
strength is larger than the equipartition value, since weaker fields
are just carried around by convection rather than developing
instabilities of their own.
The above leaves us with two possible pictures for the toroidal
field in a stellar convection zone. First, the field could be weak
compared with equipartition, and be carried around passively. The
kinematic turbulent dynamo picture then applies, toroidal flux
tubes do not exist in the real field but only in the "mean field". The
second possibility, which we support here, is that toroidal fields
exist only at the interface between the convection zone and the

radiative interior. They would represent the remnants of unstable
toroidal tubes in the convection zone of which the upward moving
loops have erupted at the surface as active regions, and (he sinking
stitches have found a new equilibrium position against the very
stable radiative interior of the star. The basic structure of such
tubes is discussed in Van Ballegooijen (1982)
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Appendix. Stability in a Spherical Shell
We considei a toroidal flux tube lying in the equational plane of a
star. As coordinates we use >\ tp, >.. where tp is the azimulh and ,1 the
latitude. The position of a mass element along the tube is written
as:
»•-(•„ +1-,.

(All

where r,, denotes the initial equilibrium position and r, is ihe
Lagrangian perturbation We introduce the unit vectors ;\ tp. and /.
of the unperturbed position of a mass element: ro=rof. The
components of the displacement vector are defined by:

r,=Cv + ó
The mass elements are labeled by their azimuth tp in the unperturbed flux tube, so thai C. i, and i; are functions of tp and t. For the
unit vectors we have:
cvf=<i>,

cv4>=-r.

<V*=0.

The unit vector (along the flux tube is defined by:

where /is the length along the tube. In first order approximation of
f, c, and >i we obtain

so that
'o

--

(A4)

The curvature vector k is given by:

(A5)
'O

We multiply the equation of motion (3) by r and linearize. In
zero order we get:
r + [fe -<?,) ( » M ) A l]o • f=0

(A6)

from which the equilibrium condition (49) follows. In terms of [i
= %npojBa it may be written as:
(A7)
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where f'=H/ru.

continuity [Eq. (6)], which in the present geometry yields

In first order we have:

(Ai9)

f+it • ft), • '
Ö—S-'-

/

~j

.r-=0.

(A8)

The equation of lateral pressure balance (7) yields

2

Similar equations for the componems c and q are found by
multiplication with </> and /.. The Langrangian perturbation of g
depends on the mass distribution of the star: we assume that the
star is spherically symmetric, so that g may be written as:

where

we have used equilibrium condition (A7). Together with the
adiabatic l e i a i i o i i / ^ r v » , , the unknown B,.t»,, and/), can now be
eliminated from (A16). (A 17). This yields
(A21)

Near the stellar surface and in strongly centrally condensed stars .»•
is approximately —2. With (A!) and (A2) we obtain for the first
order term of g:

/f

(A22)

t,,( = Cc + DC.

with
(A10)

(9)l = ---

(A23)

|
from which we find:

(A24)
e,,

f= -2nrl\

(A25)

(AI2)
D=4imJU-,
).
(A26)
In the following, we will assume that jl is large compared to unily.
The forces which drive the instability (curvature and buoyancy) a a- Writing (/^«)<",,= - r / \ and solving (A21). <A22) yields the
of order 1 ///, so only terms of order 1 //I2 and higher may be ignored, diversion relation, ll is quadratic in <V. The determinant E of this
The quantities involving v2A and Q— y,. in the equations of motion quadratic equation iscan be written, under this assumption, as:
E=(A -C)i + 4BD.
<A27>
- ~ = — 1 + 2 — - ^ - + ^ a^t ,
ö + öf ",'/'L
B 2Q 2 J

(A13)
(A14)

NowBZ) = 8Hr/-(./ r 2;)-SO, so that <V has only real values. This
also follows from the fact that ihe force-operator for ihe present
system is self-adjoint. Let x = (c.t) be the displacement vector.
Then the force F acting on a tluid clement of the lube has the
components

where we have used Eq. (17), and the relation

(A28)
^

-

<A29)

The condition that this operator be self-adjoint is that for an
a r b j , r a r y d i s p , a c c m e m ...

Using Eqs. (A5) and (A11 )-(A14), Eq. (A8, becomes

jr-^xHx-Ft,).
(<•''- +a c\g + X •- C
(A 16)
c t
2\8
/ " 'o " / '
The c component of the equation of motion becomes, similarly,
-i

(A 17)
'
This equation is the same as the corresponding equation for the
plane parallel case [Eq. (21), with the substitution \/ruSv-tdx]. The
i) component of the equation of motion readily yields
— ^ ' ~A

2 l"n

i

^

(A30)

Since in the limit/(?> I considered here [»c> + y,Ki = 2i(„, and since O
=2
* * ' E q s ' < A 2 4 > a " d < A 2 6 ) ] - o n e v c r i f i i ; s l ! l : " (A30) is indeed
satisfied. For a more general proof of the self-adjointness of the
force operator associated with the equation of motion (3) see
g
• r 1981 •)
The dispersion relation reads
1

1/1

1

2 A W ^ w r + i -.s) + 3.//y- ^
-liirf-

[2/tó - ƒ - ( n r -3 -.«) -.//•/ +1/(2y)] = 0.

(A31)

The tube is unstable if the last term in (A31) is negative or if the
coefficientof.V'ispositive.Forthcmodeswelthefirstortheseis
always satisfied first, and the first mode to become unstable is m
= I. So for the HI>1 modes the instability condition becomes

This equation is discussed further in 3.2.1.
In order to distill the dispersion relation for the motions in the
c,— { plane from (A16) and (A17), we need the equation
equation of
of j / t ó > ( » i 2 - 3 - . ï ) . / ' 2 + y / y - ' / 2 " /

(A32)
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which reduces to condition (54) for .5= —2. The m = 0 behaves
somewhat differently. It is unstable if

The »i = 1 mode becomes unstable before the m = 0 mode, unless
l / 3 y < / < 1/7, in which case » i = 0 is unstable first.
If 5 # - 2 , the instability occurs more easily than for s= - 2 ,
since for the possible range of values of s (— 2 < * < 1) the RHS of
Eqs. (A32) and (A33) are more negative. Thus conditions (53), (54)
are sufficient for instability even if J + — 2.
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Erratum:
In the derivation of the wave equations (A21), (A22) in spherical
geometry from Eqs. (A16),

(A17), (A19) and (A20), we have erroneously

used Eq. (20), which is valid only in the plane parallel case. We should
have used ( 3 » 1 ) :

ae = (1 -i+ f £).,
which may be derived from Eqs. (19) and (A7). As a result Eq. (A23)
becomes:
A = \ 36 + f2(s-l-m2) + 2f/ Y - ± <± - ±),

while (A24)-(A26) remain unchanged. Dispersion relation (A31) now reads:

t* + a52[i 36 - f2(3m2+l-s) + 2f/Y - £ (y - {)]
[{ 36 - f2(m2-3-s) - 2f/y + l/(2y)] = 0,
and instability conditions (A32) and (A33) should be:
- 3<5 > (m2-3-s)f2 + 2f/y - l/(2y)
i 36 > f 2 (l-s) - 2f/y

+

Y ( | " {)

(m=0).

Equations (52), (53) and (54), for the special case s=-2, change accordingly. As a result the values of 66 for marginal stability in Fig. 5
should be increased by +0.6 f for all modes, i.e. the stability of flux
tubes is enhanced by this

correction. Nevertheless, in the convective

zone of the sun, where f<0.1, at least the modes with m=l, 2 and 3 are
unstable. Stable flux tubes can now be found in a convective zone (6>0)
if f>0.3. Therefore, in late-type main sequence stars with very deep
convective zones the instability of toroidal flux tubes may be suppressed
by the curvature effect.

r
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CHAPTER IV
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOLAR MAGNETIC FIELD BELOW THE PHOTOSPHERE
I. ADIABATIC FLUX TUBE MODELS

Summary. We investigate the structure and evolution of udiabatic large active regions (— 3 10" Mx). The convection would disrupt
flux tubes, rooted in the stable layer below the convecti ve zone. The the orientation of the flux tubes on a timescale of one month which
hydrostatic equilibrium field strength 5(r) of a thin adiabatic flux is inconsistent with the observed regularity in the orientation and
tube is derived as function of depth :. The function B(:) has a polarity of bipolar active regions.
maximum within the convective zone and a minimum at a level a
2. If the horizontal flux tubes were neutrally buoyant the
few thousand kilometers below the base of the convective zone temperature inside the tubes would have to be lower than the
where the flux tube turns horizontal.
external temperature. It is unclear how this lower temperature may
We consider the transverse forces on flux loops in the Sun. A be produced in the convective zone, nor how it can be maintained
static loop model does not provide an adequate description of over solar cycle periods. Moreover, neutrally buoyant flux tubes in
observed magnetic fields. The transverse buoyancy and curvature the convective zone are unstable against the formation of wide
forces on emerged flux tubes can only be balanced by a hy- loops on a timescale of one month (Spruit and van Ballegooijen.
drodynamic drag force, caused by a horizontal drift through the 1982) which would lead to the disruption of the horizontal flux
system.
medium. The drift velocity of adiabatic flux tubes is estimated.
The problems mentioned above may be overcome if the
Observational limits on the drift velocity and on the magnetic
flux in large active regions yield severe constraints on the the field horizontal flux lubes lie within the stable layer below the constrength in the toroidal flux system below the convective zone: B vective zone. The lower temperature in neutrally buoyant flux
~ 2 104 Gauss. The emergence of loops from this system is tubes may then be maintained by a slow rise of the quasi-static
discussed and a timescale of a few days is obtained for the tubes through the stable atmosphere (Parker, 1979, Sect. 8.8). The
development of new active regions. Radiative diffusion may timescale T in which a tube would escape from the stable layer by
change the thermal structure of flux tubes on a timescale of one this process is long: for example with a field strength of 10* Gauss
month. Finally a model for the disappearance of flux tubes from and a diameter of 1000 km at a depth of 1000 km below the base of
the solar surface is described in which loops are pulled down the convective zone, we estimate T = 3 10' yr i.e. the lower
temperature may easily persist over the 11 year solar cycle.
through the convective zone.
Moreover, horizontal flux tubes in the stable layer may be stable
Key words: flux tubes - active regions - solar magnetic fields
against loop formation (Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982).
Therefore the magnetic flux remains in the stable layer most of the
time.
At the solar surface active regions develop by the emergence of
flux loops on a timescale of only a few days. Assuming that the
1. Introduction
horizontal flux tubes lie in the stable layer, it is not immediately
Magnetic fields in the solar photosphere are observed to consist of clear what may be the cause of loop formation. However the short
discrete flux tubes. These flux tubes are probably rooted near the timescale of development of active regions suggests that the
base of the convective zone where they arc part of a system of process of loop formation takes place nearly adiabatically: if this is
horizontal magnetic flux. In most theories of the generation of this the case the emerged flux tubes may have an approximately
flux system [for a review of solar dynamo theories see Parker (1979, adiabatic stratification.
Chap. 21)] it is assumed that the horizontal flux system lies within
In this paper the structure and evolution of an adiabatic flux
the convective zone. Several difficulties are encountered with this tube is discussed. We assume hydrostatic equilibrium along the
model:
emerged flux tube, pressure balance with the external medium and
1. If the horizontal flux tubes were in thermal equilibrium with an equilibrium of the transverse forces acting on the flux tube.
the surrounding convective zone they would float to the solar Velocity fields within the external medium are neglected.
surface as a result of their magnetic buoyancy. The requirement
In Sect. 2 a static flux tube model is considered, i.e. we try the
that flux tubes remain in the convective zone for some years leads assumption that the tube is stationary with respect to the ambient
to an upper limit of about 200 Gauss for the field strength in the medium. A necessary condition for the rooting of static flux tubes
flux tubes (Parker, Sect. 8.7), a value much smaller than the is obtained. In Sect. 3 an expression for the field strength as
equipartition field strength in the deep convective zone (fl„,~ 104 function of depth is derived. In Sect. 4 the shape of emerged flux
Gauss). These flux tubes would have to occupy a large fraction of tubes is discussed and it is argued that the motion through the
the volume in the convective zone, to explain the flux observed in external medium cannot be neglected. The hydrodynamic drag
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z=0

curvature of horizontal surfaces is neglected. We assume that the
flux tube lies within a plane perpendicular to the horizontal
surfaces; in this vertical plane z is the depth below the solar surface
and x is the horizontal direction. The flux tube turns horizontal at a
level z=z± (Fig. 1).
We assume that the flux tube is in pressure equilibrium with the
ambient medium:
B1

(2.1)

and in hydrostatic equilibrium:
(2.2)

dz
Fig. 1. The shape of a slender flux loop, emerged from an initially
horizontal tube at r = r

with B the field strength, p gaspressure, Q density and where the
indices ; and e refer to quantities in the interior and exterior,
respectively. In the case of a static flux tube the transverse forces
due to buoyancy and field line curvature are in balance (Fig. 2). If Ö
is the direction angle of the tube with respect to the vertical
direction (see Fig. 2), the transverse component of the buoyancy
force per unit volume is:
Fh=g(Si-L>c)sin0.

(2.3)

The density difference may be obtained from (2.1) and (2.2):
(2.4)

dz
and therefore the buoyancy force is:
Fh= — p ( — ] • sin Ö.
dz \8n)

(2.5)

The magnetic curvature force is given by:
_
m

B1
AnR

B^ c/sinO
dz '

4TC
An

(2.6)

since the curvature radius R(z) of the field lines is related to 0(z) by:
Fig. 2. The direction angle 0, curvature radius R, transverse
buoyancy force Fb and magnetic force F„, for a section with £>, > o,,.
For a static flux loop Fh + Fm=0. Note that RdO= -ofe/cos 0

1
dO
= - c o s 0 • —.
R(z)
dz

(2.7)

The total transverse force on the flux tube is obtained from (2.5)
and (2.6):
force which results from this motion is then taken into account,
assuming that the flux tube maintains its shape while it is drifting
horizontally through the external medium. The shape and drift
velocity of emerged flux tubes are calculated.
In Sect. 5, limits on the field strength in the horizontal flux
system are obtained from observational data on the horizontal
drift and the magnetic flux in active regions.
In Sect. 6, a scenario for the evolution of emerged magnetic
field is sketched, based on the adiabatic flux tube model. The
dynamical processes of emergence and disappearance of flux tubes
are discussed and the assumption of thermal insulation is tested.
In Sect. 7, the advantages and problems of storing magnetic
flux below the convective zone are discussed.
2. Properties of Static Flux Tubes
We consider a slender flux loop lying below the solar photosphere.
A plane layer approximation is used for the solar structure, i. e. the

•„=-r.f(i-sin(l).

(2.8)

Putting Fb + F„ = 0 we find that the horizontal component of
the magnetic field, Bx = B{z) sin 0(z), should be constant along the
flux tube (see Parker, 1979, Sect. 8.6). The value of Bx >s determined
by the boundary condition at the level where the flux tube turns
horizontal:fl,= B(z±). Therefore the angle 0(z) of the tube with the
vertical direction is given by:
(2.9)
B{z)
Since the tube should have zero curvature at the level :± (see Fig. 1),
we must require that Fb(zx) = Fm{zx) = 0, so that (2.3) and (2.4)
yield:
sin 0(r) =

e.(-±)=ec(-±)

(2.10)

and:

^-(f-)=0atz=z±.
dz \8JT /

(2.11)

r
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se(z)
(a;

Si

h s (z)

(b)

Since B(z)^Bx we conclude that the function B(z) should have a
local minimum at z1.
This requirement is a necessary condition for the existence of a
static equilibrium of a flux tube which turns horizontal at a certain
level z±. Note that (2.11) has been derived independent of any
assumption about the thermal stratification within the flux tube.
This thermal structure, together with hydrostatic equilibrium
conditions (2.1) and (2.2), determines the function B(z). Clearly a
static equilibrium is possible only if B(z) has at least one local
minimum. The hydrostatic equilibrium of an adiabatic flux tube
will be considered in the next section, since this case provides a
simple model for the thermal structure for which a minimum in
B(z) does occur.

3. Hydrostatic Equilibrium along the Field
In this section the magnetic Held strength as a function of depth is
derived for a thin adiabatic flux tube. Hydrostatic equilibrium is
assumed, in the direction of the fieldlines and in the surrounding
medium. The difference between the internal and external gas
pressure is balanced by the magnetic pressure.
We start from the thermodynamic relation:
(3.1)

TdS=dh-~dp,
Q

'top

Fig. 3a-c. Behaviour of some quantities as function of depth
z: a the external entropy Se(z) and the internal entropy St of an
adiabatic fluxtube, b the enthalpy function hs(z), c the magnetic
pressure B2 (z)/8 n for Ah > 5/3 • T0AS (monotonie function), and
for Ah < 5/3 • T0AS (maximum at zx, minimum at z2). The position
zter is defined by B(zlat)=B(zz)

where S is the entropy and h i s the enthalpy, both per unit mass ;p, Q
and T refer to gaspressure, density and temperature respectively.
From Eq. (2.2) the relations for the gradients of entropy and
enthalpy follow:
(3.2)

(3-3)

Here <P(z) is the gravitational potential. Inside the flux tube St is
assumed to be constant with depth, consistent with our assumption
of an adiabatic ascent of an initially horizontal flux tube.
Consequently, the lefthand side of (3.3) vanishes. Subtraction of
(3.2) and (3.3) yields:
Te~

= —(he-hi).

(3-4)

This equation can be solved to give the enthalpy difference (he{z)
—A((r)), since Te(z) and Se(z) are known from a model of the solar
interior and convective zone. In Fig. 3a the entropy Se(z) is plotted
schematically; note that dSJdz>0 in the superadiabatic convective zone and dSJdz <0 in the subadiabatic radiative interior. '
Defining z0, the depth of the base of the convective zone and So
=5,(z 0 ), we can write the solution of (3.4) as:

3

*

2

(S0-SAz))+hs(z).

1

(3.5)

Here Ah=he^o)-h,(zo)< the enthalpy difference at the bottom of
the convective zone, is a constant of integration and the enthalpy
function hs(z) is defined by:

3

10 km

Fig. 4. The enthalpy function \h,{z)\ in the convective zone, derived
from the mixing-length model of Spruit (1977)

dTe(z')
dz'

dz'.

(3.6)

In Fig. 3b the enthalpy function hs(z) is plotted schematically.
Note that h,(z) is a monotonically increasing function of 2 since the
entropy Sc(z) has its maximum at the base of the convective zone
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(Sr(z)§S0). Within the convective zone h, is negative: it is
significantly different from zero only close to the surface (:<z0),
since it depends on superadiabaticity which is small in the deep
convective zone. The function hx{z) was computed from the model
convective zone of Spruit (1977) with Eq. (3.6): the entropy
difference (So— S<.(-)) was obtained by integration of the superadiabalic temperature gradient. In Fig. 4 |A,| is plotted as a function
of depth in the upper pan of the convectivc zone. The run of hs(:)
below the convective zone will be discussed presently.
Equation (3.1) can also be applied to differences in thermodynamic quantities inside and outside the flux tubes. If these
differences are relatively small, the pressure difference can be
written, in first order approximation:
A. -Pi=3c\ilir -b,)-Tc(Se

-Si)).

(3.7)

Inserting (3.5) and (2.1). we find the following expression for the
magnetic pressure of an adiabatic flux lube:
BHz)

T AS

° \
(3.11)

for

:£:0

The maximum of (3.11) occurs at a depth z, where:

J
To

5

(3.12)

T0AS

so the maximum magnetic pressure i
(3.13)

/3

The magnetic pressure should be positive for all z 5 :u, and since we
require r, <:0 for the existence of a maximum in B(z). All must
satisfy the following condition:
T0AS<Alt<§T0A,

= QAZ) \Ah-T,(z) • JS

(3.8)

OTT

3

whe-.:

dS=S0-S,

(3.14)

and (3.12) yields:
7;,(£,)

(3.15)

(i.9)

is the entropy difference at the base of the conveciive zone. Note,
that the functions «,.(;). 7",.(r) and li„{:) in (3.8) increase monotonically with depth. Equation (3.8) contains two independent parameters Ah and AS. In Fig. 3c the magnetic pressure is plotted
schematically for two different values of dS Ah.
If the internal entropy S, is everywhere higher than the external
entiopy (JS<0), the function B(z) increases monotonically with
depth, since the gas inside the tube tends to collect at the top of the
flux tube as a result of its buoyancy. In this case static flux lubes
which turn horizontal at some level r x are not possible (see Sect. 2).
If the internal entropy is lower than the external entropy at the base
of the convective zone (JS>0), B(z) can have a local maximum
within the convective zone (at r, < r 0 ) and a minimum below (at z2
> z0), provided that AS/Ah exceeds a critical value (see Fig. 3).
Then static flux tubes which are horizontal at zL = z2 are in
principle possible. The reason is that with increasing AS and
constant Ah the gas inside the tube collects near the footpoints of
the flux loop at the level zL. Then the buoyancy force near the
footpoints is directed downward, which allows the static tubes to
be curved upwards and to turn horizontal.
Expression (3.8) does not yield a minimum in B(z) within the
convective zone for any combination of Alt and dS; a proof is given
in Appendix A. This means that a static equilibrium is not possible
for an adiabatic flux tube within the convective zone, at least not if
its magnetic pressure is small compared with the gas pressure. Our
present assumption that emerged flux tubes establish a nearly static
equilibrium is consistent with the idea that the horizontal flux
tubes lie in the stable layer below the convective zone.
To find a condition for the existence of a maximum in B(z), the
deep convective zone may be approximated as an adiabatic layer:
Se(z)siS0. Ionization effects can be neglected in this region and
therefore the relation between density and temperature is to a good
approximation:

In the model of Spruit (1977) this corresponds to the depth range
1.34 W5<:,<.l.9X 105 km, i.e. the maximum field strengih is
reached in the deep convective zone.
To delermine B(z) in the stable layer below the convective zone
(->r 0 ) the relative temperature difference r. with the base is
introduced:
(3.16)
and the entropy S«.(e) is written as an expansion in c:
(3.17)

The linear term is absent since Schwarzschild's criterion requires
dSejdc = 0 at u = 0. The constant K has the dimension of entropy
and was found by interpolation from the model of Spruit (1977):

Now Eq. (3.6) may be integrated analytically:
(3.18)
Substitution of (3.18) and approximation (3.10) into (3.8) yields:
— — = Qa(^+^)il1 • {AII-T0AS(\+K)+J

for

E SO.

AT O E 3 }

(3.19)

The expansion in E and the use of approximation (3.10) are correct
only for E<^1, i.e. within a shallow layer below the base of the
convective zone. In Appendix B analytical expressions for r.[z2) and
B(z2) are obtained; it is shown that s{z2)^(dS/K)112. Since flux
tubes do not penetrate beyond the depth z±=z2, a sufficient
condition for the validity of the expansion is (dS/K)>l2<Z 1.
It is useful to make a numerical estimate of the maximum field
strength B(z,) in the convective zone and of AS/K. According to
(3.13) and (3.14):

(3.10)
where eo-6t(zo) and To = Tc(zB) refer to density and temperature
at the base of the convective zone z 0 . With hs(z)c?0, the field
strength follows from (3.8):

8*

~5 \5

(3.20)

An estimate of Ah may be obtained from the observed field
strength at the solar surface: #(<))= 1000 to 3000 Gauss. Let us
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with depth is shown for four models: B(z) is given only f o r r g r 2
=zL, since flux tubes do not penetrate deeper into the Sun.
The results show that B(z) in the convective zone and the depth
difference Az2 = z2 — z0 are almost independent of a, for a < 1, while
the magnetic pressure at z2 is approximately proportional to a.
This agrees with analytical results given in Appendix B. The depth
difference Az2 is of the order of a few thousand kilometers.
We conclude that the field strength B(z) of an adiabatic flux
tube in hydrostatic equilibrium is determined by the two parameters Az2 and B(z2) of the horizontal part of the flux tube.
However in the special case considered here ( a < l ) only the
position Az2 is important in determining B(z) in the convective
zone and the observable surface field strength.

10'

2000

Fig. 5. The field strength B(z) for adiabatic flux tube models in the
convective zone z < z0 = 1.98 10s km (left), and in the stable layer
below the convective zone z„ <z<z± (right). The combinations of
B(z), in Gauss, and a are: (A) 4000,1.0: (B) 4000,0.03; (C) 8000,
0.1; (D) 8000, 0.003

assume fi(z) = 5000 Gauss at f =1000 km in the top of the
convective zone. With the approximation
Ah~T0ASpTe{z)AS,
we find from (3.8):
(3.21)
With Spruit's model for the density and Fig. 4 for the enthalpy
function hs(z) we obtain for the constant d/i = 3.9 10" (erg g~').
Then (3.20) yields 5(z,)>6.4 105 Gauss for the maximum field
strength. An estimate of the constant AS follows from condition
(3.14): A S g l . S l O ^ e r g g - ' K - ^ a n d therefore
AS/K^i\0~*<\.
This demonstrates the validity of the expansion in s. Note that the
superadiabaticity in the convective zone is not very important for
the magnetic pressure (|As(^)|g0.15 Ah for z£1000 km).
According to this numerical example the maximum field
strength B(zt) is rather high (compared with the equipartition
value in the deep convective zone for example). Therefore flux tube
models will be considered for which the field strength below the
convective zone from (3.19) is much smaller than B(zl). Since this
condition can be satisfied only if the relative difference between Ah
and TQAS is small, the parameter Ah is replaced by a, defined by:
(3.22)

In Appendix B ^(z2) and B(z2) are evaluated for the special case 0
< a < 1 and the usefulness of this new parameter is demonstrated.
Numerical models of Biz) in the convective zone were obtained
from (3.8), using ge(z), Te(z) and hs(z) from the model of Spruit
(1977). Below the base of the convective zone approximation (3.19)
was used. Instead of AS and Ah, B(z) at z = 1000 km and a were
used as free parameters. In Table 1 the positions z,, z2 and field
strengths B(zi), B{z2) are given. In Fig. 5 the run of field strength

The shape of a thin flux loop is determined by forces perpendicular
to the magnetic field which are a result of: (1) buoyancy. (2)
curvature of fieldlines. (3) hydrodynamic drag caused by transverse motion of the flux lube through the surrounding medium,
and (4) the Coriolis effect induced by this motion. In Sect. 2 the
special case of a static flux loop was discussed. We concluded that a
static flux tube can turn horizontal only at a depth where B{z)
reaches a local minimum. For an adiabatic flux tube this level lies
within the stable layer below the convective zone. The direction
angle ö(z) along the flux loop is given by (2.9): note that the
magnetic field again turns horizontal near the surface at a depth
z,op determined by B(zKp) = Bx = B(z2) (see Fig. 3c). Therefore the
flux tube lies within the depth interval z,ap<z^z2
and its
geometrical shape x(z) may be found by integration:

x(z)=

(4.1)

In Fig. 6 x(z) is plotted for one of the adiabatic flux tube models of
Sect. 3 [with fi(r)=4000 Gauss, a=0.01]. This static flux loop
would be unobservable, since its top lies within the convective
zone: r lop =2900 km. Only models with very low BI = B[z2)
(Bx<> 100 Gauss) would correspond to nearly vertical flux tubes at
the solar surface. This does not lead to realistic values of the
magnetic flux in the horizontal flux tubes below the convective
zone (see Sect. 5). Apparently the emerged flux tubes observed at
the solar surface are not static.
Furthermore the equilibrium of Eq. (2.9) is unstable. If the top
of the flux loop is given an upward displacement, B(zlop) becomes
smaller than B{z2) (dBjdz > 0 at z=z,op), so that dBJdz > 0 along
the flux loop. According to (2.8) Fb + Fm< 0, i.e. the resulting force
on the loop has an upward component and the upward displacement will grow. The transverse force has also a horizontal
component directed outward: the two legs of the loop start moving
apart.
As a result of this instability an initially static flux loop might
break through the solar surface. Since the two legs of the loop are
thightly rooted in the stable layer, we assume that the instability of
the flux loop does not lead to a vertical motion of the horizontal
tube in the stable layer. In the convective zone the two legs of the
flux tube become more and more vertical as they move apart;
during an initial period the shape of each flux tube changes in time
and vertical motions occur along the tubes. However after some
time a new stationary equilibrium may be established for each
tube, in which the velocity is constant for the whole magnetic
structure and in the horizontal direction. Then the transverse
buoyancy and magnetic forces are balanced by drag and Coriolis
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external medium should have a minimum in B(z) at the level z±
where the tube turns horizontal.
To determine the equilibrium shape and to estimate vd, a flux
tube with circular cross section (radius a(z)) is considered. The
drag force on the flux tube is given by:

F=

' W''m'

(4 2)

'

Here vL = vd cos 0 is the transverse component of Ihe horizontal
drift velocity vd and Cd is the drag coefficient (see Parker, 1979,
Sect. 8.7). We assume that Cd is constant along the flux tube.
Putting Fb + Fm+Fd=Q a differential equation is found for the
horizontal component of the field:
4n
Fig. 6. The shape of a hydrostatic flux loop, with buoyancy forces
balanced by magnetic curvature forces. The model with B(:)
=4000 Gauss. ot = 0.0! was used. Note, that the loop does not
reach the surface: ::,„„ = 2900 km

dz

2

(4.3)

where:
(4.4)
Dimensionless quantities are introduced:
(4.5)
(4.6)

KPr

(4.7)
and because of conservation of magnetic flux:
a{:) = lli(z)]-l'2-a(z,).

(4.8)

With (4.4-8) a differential equation fory(z) is obtained from (4.3):

\fHz)\u

(4.9)

where:
dz2 a(z 2 )

(4.10)

Here vA(z2) is the Alfvén velocity in the horizontal part of the flux
tube and Az2 = z2 —z0. Since the flux tube turns horizontal at z2
= r x , the function y(z) must satisfy the boundary condition:
to* km

4000km

y(z2)=\.

(4-11)

Equation (4.9) has to be solved numerically.
The magnetic field observed at the solar photo.-phere is nearly
Fig. 7. The function sin G(z) for the models A to D (see Fig. 5) in
vertical with field strength 5(0) ~ 10' Gauss; we infer that the
the convective zone (left) and below the convective zone (right)
horizontal component Bx(0) of the magnetic field near the surface
is at most a few hundred Gauss. We will assume that the field
strength in the horizontal flux tubes below the convective zone
B(z2) > 10" Gauss. Since this is much larger than Bx(0) we make the
forces, which result from this horizontal drift. Being proportional approximation:
to the velocity, the Coriolis force cannot stop the horizontal drift
and therefore will not be taken into account in this paper. If y(z) = 0.
(4.12)
velocity fields (convection, differential rotation) in the convective
zone are ignored, the horizontal drift takes place within the vertical Equation (4.9) is a first order differential equation, so that (411)
plane of the flux loop. The magnitude of the drift velocity vd is and (4.12) are satisfied simultaneously only for one value of ,he
parameter Q. An iteration procedure for Q, starting with y(z) = 1,
determined by the drag forces.
Since the drift velocity is in the direction of the horizontal flux converges rapidly. The solution depends on the parameters B(z)
tubes there is no transverse drag force on this part of the magnetic and a appearing in the expression for B{z) (see Sect. 3). The
structure. Therefore in equilibrium the buoyancy force on the geometrical shape of the flux tube is found from:
horizontal part of the tube must vanish, just as in the case of a static
tube (Sect. 2), and conditions (2.10) and (2.11) are still valid. We
(4.13)
conclude that a flux tube which drifts horizontally through the
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Table 1. Characteristics of 18 adiabatic flux tube models discussed in Sect. 3
a

BC*)
10'

AS

Ah

10'

10"

e r g S r - K"1 e rg gr" 1
2
2
2
2
2
2

10
1
0.3
0.1

4
4
4
4
4
4

10
1
0.1

8
8
8
8
8
8

10

\

Bft,)
10'

kc

gauss

*2 "«O

«C*2>

gauss

k»

0.4848
0.5241
0.5276
0.5286
0.5290
0.5291

1.1723
1 .1729
1 .1729
1.1729
1.1730
1.1730

1.443
1.358
1.351
1.349
1 .348
1.348

3.77
3.56
3.54
3.53
3.53
3.35

1325
1472
1484
1488
1489
1489

2.37xlOs
7.95X10*
4.38x10
2.53x10»
8.01x10'
2.53x10'

1.1071
1.2411
1.2573
1.2585
1.2589
1.2591

2 .7988
2 .8008
2 .8010
2 .8010
2 .8010
2 .8011

1.494
1.367
1.353
1.352
1.351
1 .351

6.02
5.53
5.48
5.47
5.47
5.47

1921
2257
2294
2297
2297
2298

4.42xl0 5
1.52x10'
4.87x10»
2.67x10*
1.54x10»
4.87x10s

1,3590
/•.0483
4.1424
4.1522
4.1530
.1532

9 .3012
9 .3115
9 .3129
9 3131
9 .3131
9 3131

1 .604
1 .387
1 .363
1 .360
1 .360
1 360

11.76
10.23
10.06
10.04
10.04
10.04

3013
4041
4161
4173
'.174
4175

1.02x10'
3.73x10'
1.20x10'
3.80x10»
2.08x10*
1.20x10*

0.01
0.001

0.03
0.0)
0.001
1
0.1
0.01
0.003
0.001

z

10'

Table 2. Some more properties of the 18 models of Table 1
a

*3-*0

«(.,)

L

a<*2>

v

Y

d

10 !

Tj

10»
km

gauss

a arc" 1

km

ka

ka

Hx

sec

2
2
2
2
2
2

10
1
0.3
0.1
0.01
0.001

-12300
-477
578
991
1338
1442

39800
16000
9140
5470
1870
638

39400
19300
11550
7030
2420
821

663
736
742
497
151
47

438
173
10B
57.6
13.2
3.1

15.7
5.85
3.25
1.88
0.60
0.19

6.1x10'
2.7x10'
1.5x10'
3.9x10'
1.2x10'
3.6x10-

4
4
4
4
4
4

10
1
0.1
0.03
0.01
0.001

-18700
-733
1S30
1889
2064
2225

44600
19400
$770
3890
2350
815

41300
22900
8640
5020
3030
1046

961
1128
764
408
233
73

991
395
130
59.7
29.7
6.9

42.5
17.2
5.58
3.06
1.77
0.56

1.5x10'
7.8x10"
1.2x10'
1.8x10'
3.4x10'
1.1x10'

8
8
8
8
8
8

10
I
0.1
0.01
0.003
0.001

-33500
-1315
2779
3751
3943
4041

49000
25100
9100
3240
1890
1150

39700
28400
11400
4160
2420
1470

1500
2020
1383
423
231
134

3000
1230
399
90.3
42.2
21.1

154
75.4
25.0
7.94
4.35
2.51

4.4x10'
3.3x10'
5.1x10'
1.5x10'
2.5x10'
4.8x10'

i.e., x(z) is the horizontal displacement relative to the position at
the top of the convection zone.
Four examples of the solutions for sin 6(z) are presented in Fig.
7. The level z=z3 where the flux tube bends over, 0(r 3 )=7t/4, lies
within the stable layer for a <; 2/3. The flux tube is nearly vertical
throughout the convective zone. Results for the position of the
turnover point z3 and x(z3) are presented in Table 2 for the same
models as in Table 1.
The drift velocity vd may be found from (4.10), if the radius of
the tube a(z 2 ) and the drag-coefficient Q are given. An upper limit
for the radius may be obtained as follows. The curvature in the flux
tube at z=z3 is so large for o<0.1 that the thin flux tube
approximation holds only if the radius in the horizontal part
a f e J S f o -*})• Since the horizintal flux tubes must lie well below
the base of the convective zone, a(z2)<,\l2Az2, we take for the
radius of individual flux tubes:
a(z 2 )=min {(z2-z3),

ife-Z

(4.14)

The drag coefficient in the deep convection zone is determined
by the Reynolds number NR of the flow around the flux tube:

v,
where a is the typical tube radius, v, is the eddy viscosity (v, = 1/3 a
v,) and v, is the turbulent velocity in the medium on the length scale
of the tube radius. For realistic models of adiabatic flux tubes (see
next section) the drift velocity is of the order of the convective
velocity in the deep convetive zone, while the turbulent velocity v, is
only a fraction of the convetice velocity (if a <HP). Therefore the
Reynolds number NR is generally larger than unity and the drag
coefficient Ct is of order unity or somewhat larger (Parker, 1979,
Sect. 8.7). The values of vd given in Table 2 have been calculated
with G = 1 and with the radius of horizontal flux tubes given by
(4.14). The results are discussed in the next section.
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5. The Horizontal Flux System

With a<\ in (3.22) we find Ah^T0AS.

ÉL

(-0

so that Eq. (3.11) yields:

In the present model flux tubes lurn horizontal at a depth of only a
(6.3)
few thousand kilometers beJow the base of the conveclive zone (see
Table 1). It is suggested that the flux tubes are part of a system of Introducing the density scaleheight Hll = {dloj>gc/d:)~' and using
magnetic flux, consisting of a thin horizontal sheet. The total the adiabatic approximation (3.10), (6.2) may be written:
amount of flux V that may be lifted into the convetive zone is
( 5J\
determined by the horizontal extent A of the uplifted flux
(6.4)
perpendicular to the fieldiines: y = fi(i2) Az2A. From obser3 7-Jvations of the typical width of active regions in the A'S direction we As long as the loop is still within the region where the external
estimate: A = 5 ICr* km. In Table 2 !P is given for various B(:)- temperature T > 3/5 T (i.e. below the leve! r. a ] .34 105 km), then
e
o
models. To account for the flux observed in large active regions at F > 0 so that the buoyancy force is directed downward. Also the
b
least ¥»~3 10" Mx is required (Zwaan. 1978).
magnetic curvature force Fm at the top of ihe loop is directed
After the flux tubes h?ve surfaced their horizontal motion is downward. Therefore the net force F + F,„ counteracts the uplift of
h
determined by: (1> the systematic effect described in Sect. 4 and (2) the flux loop: also during this period an extra force is needed to pull
!he random velocity fields associated with convection in the deep the flux loops upward.
convective zone. The magnitude of the convective velocities may be
As the top of a loop is lifted above the level: — ~t the buoyancy
estimated from the mixing-length model of Spruit (1977): force (6.4) changes sign and is directed upward. If the loop is not
!•„,„, i 70 in s. The dispersal of flux tubes over the solar surface strongly curved (curvature radius R>5 10* km) a critical level is
shows the characteristic features of a diffusion process, and does reached somewhat above z where the net force F + F changes
t
b
a
not take place in one preferential direction. The velocity o ' sign. Above this critical level the flux tube floats to the surface. The
dispersal is of the order of a few tens of m/s. Therefore an drift velocity t is determined by the drag force r,, and may be
up
observational upper limit is set to the systematic drift velocity: estimated by neglecting the magnetic force: F + F =0. With the
b
d
i-,,570 m.s.
drag coefficient Cd = 1 the following expression for rur is obtained
n
Inspection of Table 2 shows that the conditions IPS 3 lO Mx from (4.2) and (6.4):
and rdg,70 m s put severe constraints on the model parameters.
For B(z) = 4000 and 8000 Gauss the conditions are satisfied only
within a narrow range of y (y. i 0.03 and 0.003 respectively), while
for JS(i) = 2000 Gauss the conditions cannot be satisfied. Taking
into account the uncertainly in the observational limits on V and If Ah is eliminated from this equation with (6.3). our expression for
r,i. we conclude that the field strength Biz^j in the horizontal flux r,,p may be compared with Parker's result for isothermal flux tubes
1979, Sect. 8.7). For a flux tube with zl/i = 3.9 10" (erg
system is a few times 104 Gauss. The constraints on the parameters (Parker,
l
example in Sect. 3) and a radius a = 100 km at a depth
are less severe if the drag coefficient C 'd is larger than unity. Then rj g" ) (see the
5
4
is .smaller by a factor C]' 2 , so that higher values of the field strength ; = 1.0 10 km (// c = 5.6 10 km. r , = 0.43 To). a vertical drift
velocity ('„,,=0.35 km/s is obtained. The flux tube floats to the
B(z2) are allowed.
surface in a time of the order Hajrup ~ 2 d. If a number of flux tubes
would cross the critical level at the same time we would expect the
tubes to arrive at the surface within a few days of each other. This is
6. The Evolution of Emerged Magnetic Field
consistent with the observed characteristic lime of development of
This section discusses some aspects of the emergence and disap- active regions.
After the flux tube has surfaced an equilibrium as described in
pearance of flux tubes and the effects of thermal diffusion on an
adiabatic flux tube are considered.
Initially a sheet of magnetic Sect. 4 develops. The timescale zcq in which the hydrostatic
flux with field strength B(z 2 )~2 104 Gauss lies below the base of equilibrium along the fieldlines is established follows from the
the convective zone. We assume that during the first phase of travel time of a longitudinal tube wave (Spruit, 1981) with wave
emergence of an active region a bundle of flux loops is taken out of velocity ~vA(z):
the stable layer. It is not clear how this may happen. The stable
(6.6)
stratification of the medium makes a convectively driven instability (Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982) rather unlikely. Such
an instability can occur only if the field strength is larger than or of The interval of integration in (6.6) extends from the top of the
the order of a critical field strength Bc, defined by:
convective zone (z = 1000 km) to the level z=z3 where the flux tube
bends over. For the models with B(S) = 2000,4000, and 8000 Gauss
we find Tt., = 20, 13, and 7 hours respectively, almost independent
(6.1)
of a in the range I 0 " 3 g a g l . Since rt., is shorter than the
characteristic
risetime of a flux tube this result would indicate that
For example, at a depth z — z0 = 1000 km below the convective zone
V a d - V ~ 1 0 ~ 2 . This yields Bc^5.3 106 Gauss which is con- the deviation from hydrostatic equilibrium in an emerging flux
siderably larger than B(:2). We will assume that velocity fields in lube is small: the loop will arrive at the solar surface with kilogauss
the stable layer may provide the extra force needed to bring the flux field strength. After a few days the loop attains nearly vertical legs
in the convective zone (.v(; 3 )~ few thousand kilometers).
loops into the overlying convective zone.
With the emergence of flux loops matter is taken out of the
After the top of a flux loop has entered the convective zone, the
horizontal flux system below the convective zone and put into the
buoyancy force at the top (sin 0=1) follows from (2.5):
vertical legs of the flux tubes. To estimate the importance of this
mass loss an equivalent length I. is defined of a horizontal flux tube
(6.2)
Fh=-- (—
at ~=zL, containing an amount of matter equal to that in the
dz \Siz

V

r
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vertical pari of a flux tube. Since the mass density per unit iength
and per unit flux is QJIBSIQJB the equivalent length is:

L

B{:2)

Ï '

=< &(--')

k

are pushed even closer together, the instability described in Sect. 4
will pull the loop down to the base of the convective zone. The
horizontal flux system may easily be restored in this way.

,
7. Conclusion

The present model of adiabatic flux tubes rooted in the stable layer
below the convective zone may serve as a first approximation for the
structure of emerged flux tubes. An estimate of the position of the
In Table 1 results for L are presented. Note that L is of the order of horizontal flux system was obtained from the observed field
a few thousand kilometers for realistic flux tube models (see Sect. strength in the photosphere. It was shown that a horizontal drift
5). This indicates that the formation of an active region affects only must occur which results from the unbalanced tension in the
a small amount of mass in the horizontal flux system below the horizontal part of emerged flux tubes. Since the drift velocity is
convective zone.
related to the Alfvén-veiocity in the horizontal tubes an estimate is
The adiabatic flux tube model is based on the assumption that obtained of the field strength in the horizontal flux system below
emerged flux tubes remain thermally insulated from the surround- the convective zone. The process of loop formation is partly
ing medium. Radiative diffusion in the deep convection zone will understood: flux tubes float through the upper part of the
be most efficient near the level r, ~ 1.34 105 km, where the radius of' convective zone on a timescale of only a lew days, consistent with
a flux tube reaches a minimum. According to the model of Spruit the time of development of active regions. An important new
(1977) the radiative diffusion coefficient >/(r,) is 4.5 IO(' cm2 s~'. problem is the initial destabilization of the horizontal flux system.
The radius n(r,) follows from (4.8) and (4.14). The thermal F'ux tubes may again disappear from the solar surface if a strongly
diffusion timescale i, —<r (-i)//;(;;) is given in Table 2 for various curved flux loop is pulled down to the base of the convective zone.
flux tube models. For models with realistic values of horizontal The effects of the Coriolis force and of external velocity fields on
flux and drift velocity (see Sect. 5) we find z, 5 1 month. the structure of emerged flux tubes will be investigated in a future
Thermalization over about one scaleheight at r, may reduce the paper.
surface field strength during the lifetime of an emerged flux tube.
The horizontal drift of emerged flux tubes coupled with the
However the reduction is not very large unless complete thermali- Coriolis effect may play an essential role in the regenerative process
zation (7", = 7",.) extends over many scaleheights. We suggest that underlying the solar cycle. Flux tubes with following polarity move
the life of emerged flux tubes is too short for this to occur.
against the direction of rotation and therefore the Ccriolis force is
Close to the solar surface the entropy changes with time also, directed towards the pole in each hemisphere. A poleward drift of
either by radiative cooling (5"; decreases) or by heat influx from the following flux is indeed observed and it results in a reversal of polar
surrounding conveclive zone (S, increases). Which of these pro- magnetic field near sunspot maximum. We conclude that the
cesses is more important depends on the flux tube radius at the present model may eventually lead to a better understanding of the
surface (Spruit, 1976). The radiative diffusion coefficient i;(r) solar cycle.
decreases drastically with depth in the top of the convective zone.
Therefore we suggest that this thermalization process extends to a
depth of only a few thousand kilometers below the surface, even Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank Dr. C. Zwaan
though the lifetime of the flux tubes is several months.
for many open-minded discussions on the subject, and Drs. H. C.
After some lime the flux lubes must again disappear from the Spruit, J. M. E. Kuijpersand A. G. Hearn for critical comments on
solar surface. Although this process has not been observed directly, the preparation of this paper. This investigation was supported by
it probably occurs in regions with mixed polarity and at the the Netherlands Foundation for Astronomical Research
boundaries between regions of opposite polarity. We propose a (ASTRON) with financial aid from the Netherlands Organization
mechanism, in which magnetic flux loops are pulled down below for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.).
the solar surface. The loops may either correspond to the original
loops that emerged through the surface, or they may have been
formed by reconnection above the solar surface. To bring a flux
loop back to the base of the conveclive zone the buoyancy force in Appendix A. A Necessary Condition for a Minimum in B (:)
the lop of the convective zone (r<T|) must be overcome. We
suggest that the magnetic curvature force can counteract the Consider the field strength B as function of 7;., the temperature
buoyancy since the loop is curved downward. If the vertical legs of outside the flux tube, which is a monotonie function of depth. Al
the loop are brought closer together, the curvature at the top will the position :x of a miniumum in B{:) we have from (3.8):
increase. The magnetic force F„, can become stronger than the
buoyancy force Fh and make the top of the loop move downward
through the photosphere. During the first phase of the process
horizontal motion in the convective zone must bring the legs of the
t>..(5'i-5,)=0
(A. I)
flux loop closer together, against their horizontal drift which
and
would lake them apart.
A critical point is reached when there is an unstable balance of
dz
buoyancy and curvature forces (see Sect. 4). In the example of Fig. dfi
6 the top of the loop is then at ztm = 2900 km, so the loop is already
below the surface. The distance of the footpoints of the loop at the
(A.2)
base of the convective zone is then only 26,000 km. If the foolpoints
(6.7)
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where Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9) have been used. Inserting (A. 1) into (A.2)
we obtain the condition:
2 do.

Here the second term of (B.2) may be neglected.
Inserting (3.22) into (B.2) and assuming a g l the following
expression for r.2 is obtained:
(A.3)

2

f(2-y)

(B.4)

is:

Az2 = \H.{Zo)r.2

differentiate this with respect to T,.:
1

3 [AS
2

Az2=z2—z0

v-l't,'

d1Qe_

V»

A
Using the adiabatic approximation p,,<x. 7^' , the depth difference

Now define y by the relation:
dT,.

(B.3)

and since

(B.5)
in (B.4):

_^_le«

rf7f (v-i) J r ; "rfr.jr/

(B.6)

and insert both expressions into (A.3):
In the same lowest order approximation (B.3) yields:
(A.4)
Since doe,dT,>0\\e find from (3.8) and (A.I) that {S, -Se)<0 at
rj., so that the first term in (A.4) is negative, provided that yTc
increases with Te. According to the model of Spruit (1977) this
condition is satisfied throughout the solar convective zone. Thus
we conclude that (A.4) can be satisfied only if dSJdT,, < 0, i.e. if the
level z± lies within the stable region below the convective zone.

Appendix B. Analytical Expressions for the
Field Strength Minimum
From expression (3.19) a third order equation for «2 = r.(z2) may be
derived, corresponding to the minimum of B(e):

(B.7)
The entropy difference 6S2^Se(:2)-Si
(3.17) and (B.4):
A

AS.

at z = z2 is found from

(B.8)

Here the second term in (B.4) cannot be neglected. Note that
SS2<ZAS, i.e. the internal entropy approximately equals the
external entropy at the field strength minimum.
Apparently the parameter a must satisfy the condition a > 0 ,
which is more restrictive than the first inequality in (3.14). Note,
that a measures the field strength at r = r ; , and that Az2 is almost
independent of a, for a < i
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CHAPTER V
THE OVERSHOOT LAYER AT THE BASE OF THE SOLAR CONVECTIVE ZONE
AND THE PROBLEM OF MAGNETIC FLUX STORAGE

Summary. The stiict polarity rules of solar active regions imply some stars regular activity cycles are observed, as on the sun. with
tha! the sub-surface magnetic field is highly organized and periods on the order of 10 yr (Wilson, 1978). The bipolar active
apparently not subjected to strong deformation by convective regions arc interpreted as bundles of magnetic loops, which have
motions. This leads us to study possibilities for storing horizontal risen from an initially horizontal magnetic field below the stellar
magnetic field in the overshoot layer at the base of the solar surface. The polarity rules of the active regions on the sun show,
(1) that the horizontal field below the surface is nearly East-West
convective zone, 01 in the radiative zone below.
A one-dimensional model of the overshoot layer is described. oriented. (2) that the toroidal field direction is opposite in each
Both vertical- and horizontal components of the convective hemisphere, and (3) that a polarity reversal takes place from one
velocity field are included and the convective energy flux is cycle to the next. Moreover, the good regularity in the orientation
estimated using a linear mode analysis. It is found, that the of the magnetic polarities of large active regions shows, that the
thickness of the overshoot layer is a few tenths of the pressure horizontal direction of the sub-surface magnetic field is fairly
scale height. The temperature gradient changes abruptly at the uniform, i.e. the field does not seem to be in a turbulent state.
base of this layer.
This poses the problem where the horizontal magnetic field is
The equilibrium and stability of horizontal flux tubes stored located. In mean-field dynamo theories (cf. Stix. 1976, 1981:
in the overshoot layer is discussed. It is shown that the stratifi- Parker, 1979; Cowling, 1981) it is assumed that the magnetic field
cation of the layer is sufficiently stable to stabilize neutrally is present within the main body of the convecthv zone. The
buoyant flux tubes with field strength B> 10* Gauss, the equipar- generation of a mean magnetic field results from the combined
tition field strength. A sufficient amount of flux may be stored to action of differential rotation and cyclonic convection. The apexplain large active regions. However, the inflow of heat into parent uniformity of the toroidal field is difficult to explain with
neutrally buoyant tubes would make the tubes buoyant on a time this model, since the turbulent convection interacts strongly with
scale $ I yr, too short compared with the cycle period.
the magnetic field. Convective motions distort the toroidal field
We conclude, that an additional downward force is needed to on a time scale much shorter than the cycle period, producing a
keep the flux tubes in the overshoot layer against the buoyancy chaotic magnetic field (cf. Gilman and Miller. 1981). It would seem
force. The drag force of the convection cells is rejected as a that this conclusion could be avoided, if the toroidal field is made
possible mechanism for keeping the tubes down, since U would up of strong, discrete flux tubes, which are able to resist deforlead to strong deformation of the tubes. The Coriolis force on a mation. However, high field strengths, on the order of the
mass flow along the toroidal flux tubes may hold the tubes down equipartition field strength or higher (if the tubes are slender),
2
2
in the overshoot layer; a flow velocity of 8m/s is sufficient for a would be required (B /8ji> 1/2QV ). If the flux tubes would be in
thermal
equilibrium
with
the
ambient
medium, the tubes would be
flux tube with the equipartition field strength, B —10* Gauss. This
longitudinal flow may be induced by conservation of angular strongly buoyant (Parker, 1975) and float to the solar surface on a
momentum in a toroidal tube, if an equatorward meridional flow time scale short compared with the cycle period. If the tubes
is present in the overshoot layer. It is suggested, that flux tubes would be neutrally buoyant, i.e. with an internal temperature
with field strength B> 10*Gauss may be stable in the overshoot lower than that of the surrounding medium, instabilities driven by
buoyancy would distort the flux tubes (Aches .,, 1979; Spruit and
layer for solar cycle periods.
van Ballegooijen, 1982). Therefore horizontal flux tubes with high
Key words: convective overshooting - stellar structure - solar field strength are intrinsically unstable within the convective zone.
If instead the horizontal flux would be confined to a shallow
magnetic fields - flux tubes
layer at the base of the convective zone (Spiegel and Weiss, 1980;
Galloway and Weiss, 1981), or to the top of the radiative zone
below (Parker, 1975; van Ballegooijen, 1982), the interaction of
1. Introduction
the convection with the magnetic field would be less strong.
Provided that magnetic buoyancy or instabilities driven by buoyThe magnetic activity of main-sequence stars with spectral type ancy do not lead to a rapid loss of flux from the magnetic layer,
later than about F 5 is apparent from the enhanced chromothe uniformity of the horizontal field could be understood. The
spheric emission in these stars, which, by analogy with the sun, is
solar cycle would be a result of dynamo processes (differential
attributed to the presence of active regions on the stellar surface
rotation, a-effect) operating on the highly organized field in this
(Wilson, 1968). The strength of the emission is correlated with the
shallow magnetic layer.
stellar rotation rate (Vaughan et al., 1981; Middelkoop, 1982). For
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In this paper we study the properties of the layer in which the
magnetic field is to be stored, mainly the thermodynamic stratification and the velocity field, and we discuss possibilities for
magnetic flux storage. As a working hypothesis we assume that:
(1) the horizontal field consists of a large number of slender flux
lubes, which are separated from each other by a field-free
medium; (2) the horizontal direction of the flux tubes is nearly
uniform, i.e. the tubes are nearly co-aligned. Then the equilibrium
and stability of each flux tube may be considered independently
from the rest of the field. The stratification of the medium
surrounding the flux tubes is obtained from a model of the
convective energy transport at the base of the convective zone. We
assume that the flux tubes are not sufficiently densely packed to
affect the convective flow.
At the base of the convective envelope in late-type stars the
convection penetrates into the radiative interior. The process of
overshooting has been discussed for the convective cores of earlytype stars by Shaviv and Salpeter <i973), Maeder (1975), Maeder
and Bouvier (1976). and Cogan (1975). These authors used a
mixing-length approach to estimate the energy transported by
overshooting convective eddies. They found, that a non-negligible
amount of overshooting occurs even if the convective velocity
tends to zero. This is a result of a feedback effect of the
overshooting on the temperature gradient, which allows convection to penetrate into the stably stratified region more easily.
Only the vertical component of the velocity field was taken into
account in ihese models. However, close to the interface between
radiative and convective zones the velocity is mainly horizontal.
Therefore we develop in Sect. 2 a model of the thermal stratification and the velocity field in the overshoot layer at the base of a
convective envelope, taking the horizontal component of the
velocity into account.
In Sect. 3 we discuss various possibilities for storing magnetic
flux at the interface between convective- and radiative zones. In
Sect. 4 the present model of the overshoot layer is compared with
earlier models.

2.1. The Convective Energy Flux
The overshoot layer at the base of a stellar convective envelope
may be defined as the region where the average temperature
gradient is subadiabatic, but where convective motions are still
present. The thermal stratification in this layer is determined by
the balance between radiative- and convective energy transport
mechanisms:

where z is the depth in the star and F„ d , Fc<)„v, and Fm are the
z-components of the radiative-, convective-, and total energy flux,
respectively. Since the energy transport is directed radially outward in the star, the total energy flux FM is a negative number. We
neglect the curvature of horizontal surfaces and nuclear energy
production in the overshoot layer, so that |FIot| is constant with
depth z. The depth z will be measured from the upper boundary of
the overshoot layer, which is defined by Schwarzschild's criterion:

dz U.L

where v is the fluid velocity, g* is the local density and h* the local
enthalpy. Since we consider statistically stationary turbulence in a
plane layered medium, the ensemble average <...> is identical to
the time average and to the average over horizontal surfaces.
Conservation of mass requires that <p*r.>=0, so that only the
enthalpy fluctuation óh* = ft* — </i*> enters in Eq. (3). Provided
that the fluctuations of all thermodynamic quantities are relatively small (<5/i* <?/i, dp*<£p), the second law of thermodynamics
yields the following relation between the entropy, enthalpy and
gas pressure fluctuations.'

TÖS*=Sh*~-óp*,
e

T(,ÖS*Q*v:y + F m K h ( r ) ,

at 2 = 0,

(2)

where T(z) is the average temperature and S(z) the average
entropy at depthz. Since the entropy gradient dS/dz is positive in

(5)

where the mechanical contribution to the convective flux is
defined by:
(6)
This mechanical energy flux is the flux of kinetic energy igv2,
corrected for the potential energy of the pressure fluctuations Sp*.
To estimate the entropy flux <<5S*g*u_> we assume that the
convection may be described as a turbulent diffusion process, i.e.
the entropy flux proportional to the entropy gradient:

dz

(7)

Here S(z) = (S*) is the average entropy at depthz and D(z) is a
turbulent diffusion coefficient (DSO). The diffusivity depends on
the details of the convective velocity field; an approximate
expression for D(z) will be derived in Sect. 2.3. It follows from
Eq. (7) that the entropy flux is negative in the convective zone
{dS/dz>0) and positive in the overshoot layer (dS/dz<0). We
conclude from the first term in Eq. (5) that in the overshoot layer
the convection transports heat from lower to higher temperature.
This is not in contradiction with the second law of thermodynamics, since the total energy flux F l0! is directed radially outward,
i.e. from higher to lower temperature. To compensate for the
negative contribution of convection to the total energy flux, the
radiative energy flux is larger than |Ftot|.
It is not easy to estimate the mechanical energy flux F mech
directly from Eq. (6). We derive an expression for Fmcch using the
energy equation:
dt

or -r=0
dz

(4)

where T(z) and g{z) are the average temperature and density.
Inserting (4) into expression (3) we obtain:

<ÖS*Q*V.}=-QD~.

2. The Overshoot Layer

dT = /<m

the convective zone (z <0) and negative in the overshoot layer and
underlying radiative zone (z >0), the entropy S(z) has a maximum
at the level z=Q. We assume that the convective energy flux Fconv
is negligible compared with |F10,| beyond a depth z = zm in the
radiative zone; a sharp definition of zm will be given in Sect. 2.5.
The convective energy flux is defined by:

(8)

where d/dt is the comoving time-derivative, S* is the local entropy.
f* the local radiative flux and £* the turbulent energy dissipation.
The average radiative flux is defined by F,td(z) = <F*>. Taking the
average of Eq. (8) and inserting Eq. (1) with Fm = const, we obtain
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a differential equation for the total convective flux:
(9)

dz

upward and downward moving elements is small. A crude
estimate of the mechanical energy flux may be obtained from
Eqs. (11) and (12), if we neglect the turbulent energy dissipation
(£=0):

where £(z) = <£*> is the average turbulent dissipation. To evaluate the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (9), we note that
the average value of g*dS*/dt is given by:

J

m

(13)

This expression indicates that the neglection of F mech is correct,
provided that the depth difference (z m - z) is small compared with
the temperature scale height. The validity of approximation (12)
will be discussed in Sect. 2.5.

f—I
sr
_d_

2.2. The Entropy Gradient

~Tz
where we have used the equation for conservation of mass:
+ div(e*D)=0,
(10)
St
with the condition <(J*P.> = 0, and the fact that averaged quantities depend on z only. Then we may write •
\

t

A

i

) = T "d-{<dS*e*":>) + YT*'6 \8* d7
We assume that the second term in this equation may be
neglected, since ST*<€T. The convective entropy flux (SS*g*v_}
vanishes deep inside the radiative region ( z S : . ) , so that integration of Eq. (9) yields an expression for the convective energy
flux, which is identical with Eq. (5) provided that the mechanical
energy flux is identified with:

- 7 (E{Z')+<.ös*e*vz> Q dz.

C-QTD^.

dS _ dh _ 1 dp
dz dz Q dz

(12)

This corresponds to the case that the braking of convective
motions is not very strong, so that the asymmetry between

(14)

We assume that ionization effects may be neglected, so that
h = cpT. with cn the specific heat at constant pressure. For a fully
ionized gas cp — 2.51#, where .* is the gas-constant in the equation
of state p = QMT. Using the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium,
dp/dz = ng, with g the acceleration of gravity (taken constant with
depth I, we obtain the temperature gradient from Eq. (14):
dT _ g
dz c„

T dS
c. dz'

(15)

The adiabatic temperature gradient follows from (15):
(16)

(ii)

The present analysis is similar to that of Roxburgh (1978), who
assumed that £ = 0 .
The first term in Eq. (II) describes the irreversible conversion
of mechanical energy into thermal energy by dissipation of
turbulent motions on small length scales (ESO). In general, the
second term in Eq. (11) describes the generation of kinetic energy
in a convective zone: it is a consequence of the second law of
thermodynamics, which requires that part of the heat, normally
transported by a fluid element from higher to lower temperature
in a cyclic process, is used to do work on the surrounding medium.
However, in the overshoot layer, where heat is transported from
lower to higher temperature, the reverse process occurs: kinetic
energy is converted into thermal energy. Therefore, in the overshoot region, both terms in Eq. (11) are positive, i.e. mechanical
energy is dissipated in the overshoot layer. We conclude, that the
stable entropy gradient in the overshoot layer results in braking of
the convective motions. Consequently the mechanical energy flux
in the lower part of the convective zone and in the overshoot layer
is directed downwards (F mcch >0).
In the present model we will assume that the mechanical
energy flux in Eq. (5) may be neglected compared with the heat
flux and that the entropy flux is given by Eq. (7):
T(.6S*Q*VZ->

The second law of thermodynamics may be used to relate the
entropy gradient to the gradients of enthalpy h and gas pressure p:

The radiative energy flux is given by:

F,Jz)= -K<z)g,

(17)

where K(z) is the radiative conductivity:
1 6 ^
3

(18)

Kg

with a the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and K the Rosseland-mean
opacity. The conductivity at the top of the overshoot layer follows
from Eqs. (16), (17), and (2):
(19)
since the convective flux vanishes at this level [see Eq. (12)]. Note,
that the conductivity K(z) increases with depth.
The entropy gradient may be solved Eqs. (1), (12), (15), and
(17):
dS _

dz

g I

K(O)\f

T(z)\

K[z)j\

(20)

The last factor in Eq. (20) describes the effect of convective
overshooting on the thermal stratification; it causes a reduction of
the absolute value of the entropy gradient, relative to its radiative
equilibrium value ((/S/rfz)r,d=-ff/7"(I-X(z)/K(0)). As a result
convection may penetrate into the stable layer more easily.
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of this mode is followed in time. The nonlinear amplitude of the
mode is determined by the condition, that the horizontal component of the velocity at the top of the overshoot layer (z=0) is
equal to the typical velocity vc in the convective zone.
In the linear approximation the convection is described with a
velocity field of the form :
i(.x. r,

Fig. 1. The convective cell pattern, which penetrates into the
stably stratified region (r>0) to a depth z = zl; k is the typical
horizontal wavenumber

t)=(ux{z)sinkx,u.{z)coskx)e"

(23)

with k the horizontal wavenumber, y the linear growth rale and ux,
ii. the velocity amplitudes. Introducing similar expressions for the
perturbations in temperature and entropy, and inserting these
expressions into the equations for conservation of momentum,
mass and energy, the following equation for the vertical velocity
amplitude ujz) in a linear, adiabatic mode may be derived (see the
appendix):

We define the position ; = :, of the base of the overshoot layer
by the condition :
I*-

— I

(21)

a l

which corresponds to a reduction of the entropy gradient with a
factor of two in Eq. (20). To determine the run of the entropy
gradient dS/dz and the thickness -, of the overshoot layer we now
turn to the determination of the convective diffusivity D{z).

2.3. The Velocity Field
We assume that the velocity field in the overshoot layer is
dominated by large-scale convective cells, which extend upward
into the convective zone (see Fig. 1). The convective cells are
driven by the superadiabatic temperature gradient in the convective zone (z<0), where they transport a large fraction of the
total energy flux. Let k be the typical horizontal wavenumber of
the convection. The typical velocity vc at the base of the cells is
defined by v? = <(u*(0)+Dy(0))>, where 1^(0) and vy{0) are the
horizontal components of the velocity at the top of the overshoot
layer (z=0). The turnover time of the convection may be defined
by ittmmer=^°c)'1- ' n v ' e w °f ' n e unstable character of convection we assume that the typical lifetime tceM of the convective
cells is equal to the inverse growth rate y~ ! of a linear unstable
mode with wavenumber k. We introduce the ratio a of the cell
lifetime and the turnover time:
a = T

«ll/Tlurnovcr

=

' Ct) c/y'

(22)

and we assume that a is a number of order unity. This implies that
an efficient nonlinear process is present, which breaks up the
convective cell pattern on a timescale comparable with the
turnover time.
The effects of Coriolis forces, induced by stellar rotation, on
the convection are neglected in the present study. Strictly speaking
this is possible only, if the stellar rotation period is long compared
with the turnover time. Since this condition is probably not
satisfied in the lower part of the solar convective zone, the present
model of the velocity field is a crude approximation only.
Since our main interest is wilh the overshoot layer, we only
consider the velocity field within this region and we treat the
parameters k, )\ and vc of the convection as free parameters of our
model. The velocity Field is approximated with a single convective
mode, i.e. a two dimensional flow pattern with wavenumber k in
the horizontal x direction. Only the linear, adiabatic development

The relation between the horizontal- and the vertical velocity
amplitudes is given by Eq. (A.9). The velocity should vanish for
large z, deep inside the stable region: this yields one boundary
condition for uAz). To determine uAz) and MV(Z) uniquely we
assume that the horizontal velocity amplitude uJO) at the top of
the overshoot layer (r = 0) is equal to the r.m.s. horizontal velocity
yc at that level. With this assumption the quantities u.{z) and ux(z)
become estimates of the vertical- and horizontal r.m.s. velocities
within the overshoot layer, i.e. (r?> a: uf(z) and (.v£y — uf iz). From
uJ0) = t>, we obtain, using Eqs. (A.9) and (22), a second boundary
condition for u.[z):
1 d

--H

z = 0.

g dz

(25)

Equations (24) and (25) provide a description of the velocity
field as function of depth once the entropy gradient is known. The
feedback of the convective energy transport on the entropy
gradient is described by Eq. (20), in which the conveclive diffusivity IHz) appears. To close this system of equations we derive an
approximate expression for D(z) in terms of the vertical velocity
ujz). We introduce the vertical distance /. over which a fluid
element must be displaced adiabatically to produce the local
entropy fluctuation 6S* = S*-S{z):
dz "
Inserting this expression into the entropy flux <<5S*(>*i>.>. and
neglecting density fluctuations (since Sg*-4g), we obtain Eq. (7)
with the diffusivity given by:
D(z) = <»..»_->•
In the linear, adiabatic approximation the vertical displacement /.
is equal to y~lvs, which yields the following expression for the
diffusivity:
jD(z) = y~'<t)f> = 5'"1Uj(z).

(26)

With this assumption Eq. (24) reduces to a nonlinear, secondorder differential equation for the vertical component of the mass
flow gu,.
Before solving this equation we introduce some more dimensionless quantities. Since the cell pattern transports a significant
fraction of the total energy flux in the convective zone (r<0), we
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Table 1. A summary or the dimensionless quantities introduced in Sect. 2.3
Symbol

Meaning

i.
II
i:
il
i'
£
tKc)
He)
q{c)
c.
0,

Relative cell lifetime
Efficiency of convection
Wavenumber in {Hp)~'
Relative kinetic energy
Exponent in conductivity
Depth in Hf
Relative temperature
Vertical mass flow
Horizontal mass flow
Depth of overshoot layer
Relative temperature at it

^

*coll' ^turnover

use an expression for the total energy flux, adopted from the
mixing-length theory:
l^ioil - A?o''<3 = /teo(*J'/M3 •

Value

Defining relation

'27)

For example, with Kramer's opacity law, which is a fair approximation in late type stars, we have n — 1 and in = 3.5. so that v = 3.5.
Will) F.q. (19) we obtain the following expression for the thermal
conductivity:

where Q„ = t>{0) is the density at the top of the overshoot layer, ji is
135)
a number of order unity and where rc = xylk from Eq. (22). Here //
a
is essentially a free parameter, since Eq. (27) cannot be derived
from the present single-mode analysis. The wavenumber k is
We introduce the dimensionless depth variable c=y:i{-itT„),
expressed in terms of the inverse pressure scale height at the top of
i.e. the depth : divided by the pressure scale height at : = 0. The
the overshoot layer:
dimensionless temperature is defined by 0{:)=Ti:)/To. so that
(28) from Eq. (33):
<Hc)=l
Since large-scale convection is most efficient in transporting
energy, we assume that c is also of order unity. We define a
parameter n by:
.; = v2

(29)

which is roughly equal to the ratio of the kinetic energy density in
the convection and the thermal energy density of the gas (t;<? I).
Using Eqs. (27)-(29l. the linear growth rate y and the total energy
flux \Fm\ may now be expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters a, /(. c. and i;:
!

.

(36)

Similarly we have for the density, from Eq. (34). (>=Q„0' z. and for
the conductivity, from Eq. (35), K = /C(0)0'. The components of
the mass flow are written in dimensionless form as:
(37)
(38)
Inserting (37) and (38) into the continuity Eq.(A.9) we obtain:
df

(39)

(30)

9(0=-

(31)

The entropy gradient dS/dï may be obtained from Eqs. (20). (26).
(28), (30), (31), and (37), with cp

The temperature T(r), density Q(Z) and thermal conductivity
K(z), which appear in Eqs. (20) and (24), are evaluated assuming
that the overshoot layer is nearly adiabatic:
|S(z)-S(0)Ncy

+f c .

di'

(32)

This assumption is tested apostiori in Sect. 2.5. Then T(z) and Q(Z)
follow from Eq. (15) and the hydrostatic equilibrium condition:
(33)

(40)

The differential equation for the mass flow f{c) follows from
Eqs. (24), (28), (30). and (37):

(34)

where e, = 5/23? has been used. For an opacity law of the form
KXQ"T'"
we obtain from (18), with gocT 3 ' 2 :
K(z)oc(T(z))\

with

v=3+m-3(n+l)/2.

and the boundary condition from Eqs. (25), (37), and (39):
(42)

r
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Since the vertical component of the mass flow is small close to the
base of the overshoot layer, we assume that ƒ is in the range:
-l.

(46)

Then, since IJ< 1, the r.2 in the last term on the left hand side of
Eq. (45) may be neglected. If dq/df P1 the second term in Eq. (45)
may be neglected relative to the first term and Eq. (45) may be
integrated analytically :

•.tn-orw^1Fig.2. The relative entropy gradient {l+<f>z)"x as function of
depth at the base of the overshoot layer (?=;?,)

The convective energy flux expressed in dimenstonless form
follows from Eqs. (12). (261. (30). (31). and (37):

\FJ

:! JL

cpdc'

(47)

It follows from Eq. (47) that dq/dfpl, provided that condition
(46) is satisfied and that the logarithmic factor in (47) is of order
unity or less. From Eqs. (47) and (44) a first order equation for

<pii)=M)/M,) may be derived:

(43) j | = _JL

The position of the base of the overshoot layer, ï, = 0
satisfies a condition obtained from Eqs. (21), (26), (30), (31), (35),
and (37):
(44)

(48)

where J c is defined by:
50,
2(1-0,')

"1li

(49)

Using 0&0t, the entropy gradient follows from Eq. (40):
(50)

where we have defined 0, =fl(ëi).
In Table I we summarize the various dimensionless quantities
that have been introduced and their approximate values: an Somewhat below the base of the overshoot layer where
estimate for the thickness <;, of the overshoot layer is derived in
Eq. (48) yields dcp/di=—tp/A^, i.e. the vertical component of the
the next section. Equ?tions (40)-(42) determine the structure of the mass
flow
decreases
exponentially
with
depth:
overshoot layer as function of the parameters x, ft, i:, <;, and v: the </j(c!jcexp(-(<; — c,)//d(J). Therefore Ac, is the penetration depth of
equations are solved numerically in Sect. 2.5.
the convection in the radiative interior.
The solution of Eq. (48) was obtained by numerical integration
with the boundary condition <?(,;,)= 1. In Fig. 2 the function
(1 +<p2)'', which appears in expression (SO), is plotted as function
2.4. Analytical Results ami Physical Interpretation
of depth ï relative to the level Ci- expressed in units of A!;. We
of Overshoot Process
conclude that the entropy gradient (50) changes from a small
In this section we obtain an approximate solution of the thermal negative value in the overshoot layer to a large negative value in
stratification at the base of the overshoot layer for the case that the underlying radiative zone. Note, that At; represents the
the convective velocities are small compared with the sound thickness of the boundary layer at £ = €,, in which the entropy
velocity (>; <? I). It is shown that the depth z, of the overshoot layer gradient changes rapidly.
Expression (47) may also be used to derive an estimate for the
is of the order of the pressure scale height. A physical explanation
depth £, of the overshoot layer itself. Note, that q[f) is only
of this, result is presented.
In the vicinity of Ihe base of the overshoot layer, { = <!;,, we weakly dependent on ƒ, for f[£)>f{ïi)- Therefore we approximay neglect the variation of the temperature 0(c,) in Eqs. (40) and mate q(^)^a within the overshoot layer, in accordance with
(41) and put 0 = 6, a We,). Using Eq. (39) the first term in (41) may boundary condition (42) at c = 0 . Since ƒ(£,)<? 1 [see Eq. (44)], it
follows from Eq. (39) that fiï)—^,
— c), i.e. the vertical mass
be written as:
flow is nearly proportional to the distance from the base of the
dq
dq df _ dq
overshoot layer. Using these estimates for ƒ and q in Eq. (47), we
=q
obtain for c = 0 :
df* df
so that Eq. (41) reduces to a first order equation for <?(ƒ):

"
(51)
(45)

This is an implicit equation for £,, since 0, = 1+2/5?,. Note, that
the solution £, of Eq. (51) is only a crude approximation, since
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condition (46) is not strictly valid at ? = 0 . Fora = / Ï = e = l , v=3.5,
and I J ~ 10~7, values which are typica! for the deep convective
zone in the sun, we find from Eq. (51) ?, ^0.14. We conclude thai
the depth of the overshoot layer is of the order of a few tenths of
the pressure scale height. With the same parameter values we
obtain from Eq. (49) Ji= 1.2510~3, i.e. the boundary layei at the
base of the overshoot region is a small fraction of the overshoot
zone.
This result may be understood as follows. In the boundary
layer between the overshoot layer and the underlying radiative
region two processes compete with each other: (1) overshooting
tries to deepen the convective zone; each celi removes a layer with
a thickness of order Az = A£,{$T0!g) from the top of the radiative
region and replaces it with material from the convective zone, (2)
radiative diffusion tries to restore the stable entropy gradient
which would be present in the absence of convection. The relative
importance of these two effects is determined by the ratio of the
thermal diffusion lime xd of the boundary layer and the convective
time scale y~l. The diffusion, time is given by:
(52)
Using bqs.(30), (31), (34), (35) we find:
(53)
An equilibrium between the processes of overshooting and diffusion is possible only if yrd ~ 1. We find from Eq. (53) that, apart
from factors of order unity, A^ — ti1'1, i.e. the thickness of the
boundary layer is small compared with the scale height. It follows
with Eq. (49) that (1—0j"v) is of order unity, which implies that
C, — 1. We conclude, that the convection penetrates deep into the
radiative zone before radiative diffusion limits the growth of the
overshoot layer.
2.5. Numerical Results
The structure of the overshoot layer was determined for various
combinations of the free parameters a, the relative lifetime of
convective cells, ji, the numerical factor in expression (27) for the
total energy flux, E, the dimensionless horizontal wavenumber, t\,
the relative kinetic energy in the convection, and v, the exponent
in the relation between the radiative conductivity and the temperature. The value v = 4 was obtained from the variation with
depth of the radiative temperature gradient in the model of Spruit
(1977) for the solar convective zone. Using the same model for Q0
and To, the density and temperature at the base of the convective
zone, and for vc, the typical velocity in the lower part of the
convective zone {ve »80m/s), we obtain /?»1 and J/SS2 10" 7 .
The integration of Eq. (41) for the dimensionless vertical mass
flow /[£,) was started at a level £,=£m in the radiative zone, with £„,
defined by the condition:
ttn

/Kjeaoip

(54)

in analogy vvith expression (44), and where 0m=6(ew). For fè£m
the effect of convection on the entropy gradient, Eq. (40), may be
neglected. An approximate solution of Eq. (41), with 0=* 0m, is f(%)
=ƒ(£»>)e *P(-C(£-£„)), wi'h 'he constant C given by:
(55)

Fig. 3a-c. Various quantities as function of depth in the overshoot layer, for ot=l, 0 = 1 , £ = 3, »j=210" 7 , and v = 4 : a the
dimensionless entropy gradient, S= — Cp1dS/t<i, and the
convective- and mechanical energy fluxes; b the vertical component ƒ and horizontal component q of the convectiv: mass flow
(the dotted curve gives q for an adiabatic stratification); c the
dimensionless temperature 0, with overshooting (full curve) and
without overshooting (dotted curve)
Therefore the boundary condition at ï=im
d

( !\

__

is:
(56)

A trial value for £m was obtained from Eq. (51). The integration
was performed from Zm to smaller depth £, until | = 0 , the top of
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[Eqs. (37) and (38)], are given by the full curves in Fig. 3b. Note,
that the horizontal component of the velocity is larger than the
vertical component. The dotted curve in Fig. 3b indicates the
horizontal flow that would be present if the stratification in the
overshoot layer were purely adiabatic; it was obtained by cutting
dS/di-0 in Eq. (46) and integrating from c = 0 to larger depth.
We conclude that thy entropy gradient affects the velocity field
only in the lower part of the overshoot layer.
The temperature stratification in the overshoot layer and in
the underlying radiative zone is shown by the full curve in Fig. 3c.
Note, that the temperature gradient changes nearly discontinuously at the base of the overshoot layer. The radiative
temperature gradient, defined by idTldz),ai — K~x\FM\, is not
equal to .he adiabatic gradient at the interface between the
radiative interior and the nearly adiabatic envelope. At the top of
the radiative zone we have, from Eqs. (16) and (35):
(dT\

•(••!'•

(57)

For the present example we obtain idT/dz)ni=Q.66{i!T/d:)M. i.e.
there is a significant deviation from Schwarzschild's criterion for
the onset of convection, (dT/d:)t:lé=(dTfdz\aó. The doited curve in
Fig. 3c shows the temperature stratification in the absence of
convective overshooting, assuming that the temperature in the
radiative interior is unaffected by the change in stellar structure.
We conclude, that overshooting may lower the temperature in the
convective envelope by a few percent. This effect may be of
importance for solar model calculations.
The contribution of the mechanical energy flux fmcch to the
total convective flux was neglected, in the present analysis. To
estimate this error we evaluated Fmccb(z), using expression (13); the
run of Fmech/|flo,l in the overshoot layer is shown by the dotted
curve in Fig. 3a. If we take this contribution into account, the
convective flux, Eq. (5), does not change sign at the level £ = 0
where the entropy is a maximum, but at a level within the
convective zone. Neglecting this effect does not seriously affect the
Fig. 4. a The thickness £, of the overshoot layer, and b the overall structure of the overshoot layer, provided that the thickthickness A£ of the boundary layer at c = ë,, as function of the ness 21 of the layer is only a few tenths of the pressure scale height
dimensionless horizontal wavenumber e. The curves are labelled [see Eq. (13)]. We conclude that the mechanical energy flux is only
with a, the ratio of lifetime and turnover time of the convective cell of minor importance in the process of conveclive overshooting,
pattern (0=1, »/=21<r 7 , v=4)
contrary to the viewpoint of Roxburgh (1978).
The dependence of «,, the depth of the overshoot layer, and of
A%, the thickness of the boundary layer at £ —Ci* on the dimenthe overshoot layer, was reached. By iterative adjustment of Zm the sionless wavenumber E and on the relative cell lifetime a are shown
solution ƒ(£) was made to satisfy boundary condition (42) at %=0. in Fig. 4a and b. The depth £, attains a maximum for a certain
In Fig. 3a the dimensionless entropy gradient 6= -c~' dS[d£ wavenumber, which depends on the value of a. This indicates that
and the relative convective flux Fconv/|F,ot| are plotted versus a particular wavelength of the convective pattern is most efficient
depth £ in the overshoot layer, for <x=l, P=l, £=3, t}=210'1, in penetrating the stable region. Whether this wavelength also
v=4. For this example we find 4, =O.27J, i.e. the thickness of the corresponds to the pattern that transports energy most efficiently
overshoot layer is approximately a quarter of the pressure scale in the convective zone is an open question, since we have not
height. Note, that the entropy gradient is very small in the considered the convection zone proper in our analysis. The
overshoot layer, except for a thin layer near the bottom. thickness Ac, of the boundary layer at the base of the overshoot
Consequently the entropy difference (S(O)-S(^)) with the top of region shows a reverse trend: it attains a minimum for the most
the overshoot layer is much smaller than cp throughout the region efficient cell pattern. For increasing a both <;, and AÏ decrease:
of interest and therefore the adiabatic approximations (33) and «his indicates that a stationary convective pattern is less effective
(34) for the thermodynamic structure are correct. The convective in producing an overshoot zone than a turbulent convection flow.
The dependence of the depth of the overshoot layer in other
energy flux is directed downward and it increases with depth in
the overshoot layer, until the boundary layer is reached. The stars than the sun on the strength of the convection, described by
thickness of the boundary layer is a few times A%, which is the parameter q, is shown in Fig. 5 for (wo values of a. Note, that
I , decreases extremely slowly as '/ goes to zero. This follows also
1.2810"3 in the present example.
The functions ƒ(£) and q{Z)=-df/d£,
which describe re- from Eq. (51), where tf appears only in the logarithmic factor. In
!ö
spectively the vertical and horizontal components of the mass flow most applications q> 10" , so that the depth of the overshoot
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layer is at least of the order of a tenth of a pressure scale height.
However, the exact value of c, cannot be predicted in view of the
uncertainty in the description of the convection process and in the
parameters a, /I, i:, and tj.

3. Models for Magnetic Flux Storage
3.1. Flux Storage in the Radiative Zone
In an earlier paper (van Ballegooijcn, 1982) we considered the
possibility that magnetic flux is stored in a shallow layer at the top
of the radiative stellar interior. The effect of convective overshooting on the thermal stratification below the base of the convective
zone was neglected. In this model the magnetic flux lies at a depth
<0.08 scale heights below the base of :he convective zone. The
temperature gradient in the magnetic layer is sufficiently subadiabatic to allow neutrally buoyant flux tubes to be stored in this
region for many years and to stabilize the tubes against the
convectively driven instability (Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982).
Consequently the magnetic field direction in the I . : ?ontai flux
system is uniform, and the apparent regularity in th orientation
of active regions may be understood.
Since the flux tubes are rooted in a layer which has a lower
entropy than the (nearly adiabatic) convective zone, a process of
adiabatic compression takes place when a flux loop is pulled out
of the stable layer into the convective zone adiabatically.
Assuming that the horizontal flux tubes lie between 0.03 and 0.08
scale heights below the conveciive zone, the relatively large field
strengths observed in the flux tubes at the solar surface could be
explained with the adiabatic flux tube model (van Ballegooijen,
1982). However, the model cannot explain satisfactorily how the
flux tubes appear at the solar surface in the first place: the
horizontal tubes are ^„-.iiored too firmly in the radiative layer to
be removed by the occasional development of an instability, or by
convective overshooting.
The present study of the overshoot process shows that the
temperature gradient just below the overshoot layer is lower than
the temperature gradient just below the convective zone in the
case without overshooting (see Fig. 3c). Consequently the stability
of horizontal flux tubes in the radiative interior is further enhanced. Only tubes lying closely below the base of the overshoot
layer, within a distance of order Ac, (see Sect. 2.4), could be
removed by convective overshooting, and so produce active
regions. Since the observed characteristic time of developement of
active regions on the sun (~ a few days) is shorter than the
estimated convective timescale (one month), a single convection
cell should be responsible for the formation of one large active
region. Therefore the magnetic flux of one active region must be
concentrated into a layer with thickness of the order J ^ ~ 1 0 " 3
scale heights, the penetration depth of the cell below the overshoot
layer. Since large active regions on the sun may have a flux of
310 2 2 Mx (Zwaan, 1978), we estimate that toroidal field strengths
would have to be larger than 10' Gauss.
Although such high field strengths cannot be ruled out, they
would probably show up as a rapid drifting apart of the vertical
tubes of opposite polarity in the photosphere. This diverging drift
motion of emerged flux tubes is caused by the magnetic tension in
the horizontal part of the tubes: since this tension is not balanced
by a horizontal magnetic force at the solar surface, it can only be
counteracted by a drag force on the vertical part of the tube (van
Ballegooijen, 1982). The drift velocity is approximately pro-

Fig. 5. The thickness J:, of the overshoot layer as function of
n — v*l(,~MT0), with ec the typical convective velocity. The curves
are labelled with a (/? = 1, t: = 2, v = 4)

portional to the field strength in the horizontal tubes. Since rapid
diverging motion is not observed, we estimate, using the adiabatic
flux tube model, that the toroidal field strength is smaller than
105 Gauss.
We conclude, that horizontal magnetic fields which may be
stored in the radiative interior of the sun are probably not
responsible for the magnetic flux of large solar active regions. To
explain both the long-term stability of the toroidal field and the
rapid emergence of active regions, the magnetic flux should be
stored in a layer which can sometimes become unstable. We
suggest that the overshoot layer may have this metastable property, since convective- and radiative energy transport compete
with each other in this region.

3.2. Flux Storage in the Overshoot Layer
We consider the possibility that toroidal magnetic field is stored in
the overshoot layer at the base of the solar convective zone
(Spiegel and Weiss, 1980: Galloway and Weiss, 1981). We require,
that the flux tubes have field strengths which are sufficiently high
for the tubes to withstand deformation by convective motions.
Lying at the base of the convective cells, the flux tubes are not
subjected to strong vertical motions. In the present model of the
overshoot layer, in which the effects of solar rotation are neglected, the horizontal component of the convective velocity field is
not strongly reduced with respect to the typical velocity vt in the
convective zone, except very close to the base of the overshoot
layer (see Fig. 3b). Since the horizontal velocity would be randomly distributed in the azimuthal direction in the absence of
rotation, the toroidal flux tubes would be subjected to transverse
velocities of order uca;80m/s. Therefore the field strength B of
slender tubes in the overshoot layer would have to exceed
considerably the equipartition value Be = vJL4nQ)ll2~ 104 Gauss.
This condition may be relaxed, if the effects of solar rotation
on convection are considered. The turnover time of the overshoot-
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Table 2. Levels c within the overshoot layer, below which flux tubes
with field strength 1.10, and 100 limes the equiparlition value Bt, are
stable: x is the ratio of cell life time and turnover time and <: is the
dimensionless wavenumber; the base of the overshoot region is at
ë = c,, where a boundary layer of thickness A 4 is present
Ac,

1.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

I
3
10
1
3
10

0.0113
0.0456
0.0251
0.0032
0.0269
0.0408

Be=WBt,

Bc=l00B„

0.1138
0.2091
0.1282
0.0318
0.0863
0.1028

0.1629
0.2612
0.1760
0.0452
0.1004
0.1169

0.1725
0.2708
0.1856
0.0476
0.1028
0.1194

0.0015
0.0013
0.0015
0.0007
0.0005
0.0004

ing convection cells in the sun is of the order of the rotation
period, which implies that Coriolis forces may strongly affect the
velocity field. Although direct observations of global-scale convection are not available, theoretical considerations suggest that
the cell pattern at the equator may consist of rolls elongated in the
latitudinal direction (Gilman, 1975,1977). The horizontal velocity
at the base of these cells is predominantly East-West at low
latitudes, i.e. in the direction along the toroidal flux tubes. The fact
that global convection has not yet been observed indicates, that
rotation also has an effect on the magnitude of the convective
velocity: the observational upper limit D cobs S10m/s (Howard
and LaBonte, 1980; LaBonte et al., 1981) is considerably lower
than the mixing-length estimate «..«SOm/s (Spruit, 1977), which
does not take rotational effects into account. We conclude, that
the toroidal flux tubes may be subjected to transverse velocities
significantly smaller than 80 m/s. Consequently slender tubes with
field strength B ~ 10* Gauss may be able to resist strong
deformation.
To overcome the problem of the buoyancy of flux tubes in a
nearly adiabatic environment (Parker, 1975), we assume that there
is no net vertical force acting on the tubes. This may be a result of:
1. a lower temperature inside the flux tubes which allows the
internal- and external densities to be equal (neutral buoyancy), or
2. an extra downward force which counteracts the buoyancy force
of isothermal tubes. This additional downward force may be
caused by aerodynamic drag by the convection cells, or by the
Coriolis effect on a mass flow along the flux tubes. In the next
paragraphs these possibilities are discussed in detail.
3.2.1. Neutrally Buoyant Flux Tubes
The stability of neutrally buoyant tubes to perturbations in the
vertical direction may be discussed using the criterion of Spruit
and van Ballegooijen (1982). In this theory the effects of external
velocity fields and of stellar rotation on the equilibrium and
stability of the tubes are neglected. We assume, that the perturbations are a result of the convective velocity field in the
overshoot layer. The theory predicts that a slender, neutrally
buoyant tube in a stably stratified medium is stable, provided that
its field strength B is smaller than a critical value Bc, which is
approximately given by:
Snp

3

(58)

where p is the gas pressure and 6= —c~' dSjdc, is the dimensionless entropy gradient. The model of Sect. 2 may be used to
determine the critical field strength as function of depth in the
overshoot layer. From (he example of Fig. 3a we see that o{£)
increases with depth, so that Bc{i) also increases.
To estimate the capacity of the overshoot layer to store
neutrally buoyant flux tubes, we consider several models of the
overshoot layer in the sun by varying the parameters « and c of the
convective cells with tj=2 10" 7, /J= 1, arid v = 4. The critical field
strength is compared with the equipartition field strength Be in the
convective zone:
1

B]

(59)

p0
where p 0 is the gas pressure at the top of the overshoot iaycr and
where Eq. (29) has been used. Withp a *6.6 lO'-'dyne/cm2 (Spruit.
1977) we obtain B,.% 1.310* Gauss. In Table 2 the levels c in the
overshoot layer are indicated, at which the critical field strength Bc
is respectively {, 10, and 100 times the equipartition field strength
Bj,, i.e. below these levels flux tubes with B = Bl are stable. The
depth ëi of the overshoot layer and the thickness A^ of the
boundary layer at c^i, are also given in Table 2. The maximum
flux capacity of the overshoot layer is determined by the product
of the critical field strength Bt(£) and the thickness (*, - £ ) of the
magnetic layer, expressed in pressure scale heights. According to
Table 2 a toroidal magnetic field with B=l0Be may be stored in a
layer of thickness (?,-<!;) «0.06 for oc=l, or (Cj-e)*0.016 for
a = 4. It follows that the maximum amount of flux in a latitude
belt with width equal to the scale height i/^^5.6 109cm (the
typical length scale of the convection for r. — 1), is 2 1 0 i 3 Mx or
5 I0 22 Mx, respectively. This is not much larger than the magnetic
flux of 3 1022 Mx, which is observed in single, large active regions
on the sun (Zwaan, 1978). We conclude, that a sufficient amount
of neutrally buoyant flux tubes can be stored in the overshoot
layer, provided that the field strength is close to its maximum
value for stability.
However, the assumption that the flux tubes are neutrally
buoyant implies that the temperature inside the tubes is lower
than the temperature in the external medium. This leads to an
inflow of heat and consequently the flux tubes rise upward
(Parker, 1975, or Parker, 1979, Sect. 8.8). For a horizontal tube
with circular cross section (radius a) the velocity of rise follows
from Parker's analysis:

^1

ILY'

(60)
Snp) '
Snp
where S— — c~' dS/dc is the dimensionless entropy gradient and
is the radiative diffusion time of the flux tube:
«W =

(61)
K
We have neglected ionization effects: cp=5/2 &. Note, that Parker
(1975) used a different definition of S. It follows from Eqs. (58) and
(60) that marginally stable flux tubes, with B^B^ would rise with
velocity vtKCc^2.fL Hp/zd. Since the field strength is not much
smaller than its critical value, and since the tubes are stably stored
only in a shallow layer (thickness <0.1 IIp), the flux tubes would
leave the overshoot layer in a time TriIC:2 0.03Td. For example,
as "ning that the tubes have radii a£0.02Hp, we obtain for the
We conclude, that neutrally buoyant flux tubes would float up
into the convective zone on a timescale short compared with the
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cycle period. Although the stable stratification of the overshoot
layer may play a role in stabilizing flux tubes against convectiyely
driven instabilities, it is not sufficient by itself to keep toroidal flux
tubes down at the base of the convective zone.
Alternatively, if the flux tubes are in thermal equilibrium with
the surrounding medium, the tubes are strongly buoyant (Parker,
1975; Parker, 1979, Sect. 8.7). The buoyancy force (per unit
volume) is directed upwards, i.e. in the negative z direction, and is
given by:
(62)
Clearly, an additional downward force is needed to keep Ihe flux
tubes down at the base of the convective zone.

3.2.2. Buoyancy Counteracted by Convective Cells
It has been suggested that the velocity field may play an active
role in keeping the magnetic field down (Spiegel and Weiss, 1980;
Galloway and Weiss, 1981). One such mechanism that holds a
horizontal magnetic field down is topoiogical pumping
(Drobyshevski and Yuferev, 1974), which relies on the possibility
that regions in the convectivc zone with downward motion are
mutually connected, while upward motion occurs only in disjunct
columns. Another mechanism may be provided by a difference in
magnitude of the vertical velocity in upward and downward
moving fluid elements. In the overshoot layer mechanical energy
is converted into thermal energy (cf. Sect. 2.1), which results in
some braking of the convective flow: this indicates that the
downward motion is somewhat faster than the upward motion in
the lower part of the convective zone. Since the drag force on a
horizontal flux tube depends nearly quadratically on the velocity
(cf. Parker. 1979, Sect. 8.7), the net force on the tube would be
directed downward. In both mechanisms the vertical component
of the drag force Fd on a nearly horizontal flux tube has a nonzero
average as a result of the asymmetry between upward and
downward motion in the convection. In equilibrium the average
drag force along the tube should be equal and opposite to the
buoyancy force: Fb= — <Fd}.
However, a problem arises when we consider the deformation
of a horizontal flux lube under the action of the drag force. Since
the average drag force is only a fraction of the fluctuating
component of the drag force, we may write :

where q < 1 is a measure of the asymmetry between upflow and
downflow in the convection. The magnetic curvature force, which
opposes the deformation of the tube, is given by:
B2
' 4nR'

(64)

where R is the local curvature radius of the tube. We assume for
simplicity that the flux tube is straight on average, i.e. we neglect
the curvature of horizontal surfaces, so that (t-m}=0. The deformation of the tube is halted, when all vertical forces are in balance,
(65)
from which we obtain, with Eq. (63):
(66)

Fig. b. Meridional cross-section of the Af-hemisphere. with a
toroidal flux tube lying at latitude /., and the balance of perpendicular forces on the tube. Fh and Fm are the buoyancy- and magnetic
curvature forces, respectively. The Coriolis force F c results from a
longitudinal flow u in the tube, which runs against the direction of
rotation, i.e. out of the plane of the diagram. The drag force Fd
results from an equatorward meridional flow of the gas at the base
of the convective zone (dotted arrow)

Using Eqs. (62), (64), and (66) we find that the typical curvature
radius [<R~'>]~' 2 = 2qHr i.e. the curvature radius is on the
order of the pressure scale height Hp or smaller. Since the
convective velocity field is coherent on a length scale (along the
flux tube) which is on the order of the scale height Hp. the vertical
displacements along the tube are at least on the order of Hr
We conclude, that horizontal flux tubes cannot be kept down
by an average drag force, unless the tubes are strongly distorted in
the vertical direction. As a result the flux tubes are not confined to
the overshoot layer and may be strongly deformed by the
convective velocity field. On the other hand, observations indicate
that strong deformation of the toroidal magnetic field does not
occur. Therefore we disregard the convective drag force as a
possible means of keeping flux tubes down in the overshoot layer.
Note, that the present argument applies equally to isothermal flux
tubes lying in the conveclive zone.
3.2.3. Buoyancy Counteracted by a Coriolis Force
We consider the possibility that a mass flow is present within the
toroidal flux tubes lying in the overshoot layer. If the longitudinal
flow velocity «in the tubes, relative to the surrounding medium, is
opposite to the direction of solar rotation, the resulting Coriolis
force F f =2gu x Qe is directed towards the rotation axis (see Fig. 6).
Therefore Fc has a radially inward component Fc. = 2Qitticcos/„
with /. the heliocentric latitude. In addition there is a magnetic
curvature force Fm on the toroidal flux tube, which is also directed
towards 'he rotation axis. Since the curvature radius R=rcos/_
with r the distance to the sun's center, the radially inward
component of the magnetic force follows from Eq. (64): F m .
= Fmcos/.=B2/(4jii-). We suggest, that the radial components of

the Coriolis- and curvature forces balance the outward buoyancy
force of the isothermal flux tubes: Fh + Fc _ + Fm. = 0. Using
Eq. (62) we find for the longitudinal velocity necessary to maintain
this equilibrium:
(67)
where vt = Bft4jto)1'2 is the Aifvén velocity.
With # ^ 5 . 6 1 0 " ' c m and i-^510 10 cm (Spruit, 1977), and
assuming that the angular velocity in the overshoot layer is
Qr ~ 3 10" •'s" '. we estimate, for flux tubes at low latitude:
H2:j-|/(S40m/s). It follows, that the flow velocity is smaller than
the Aifvén velocity, provided that »A <840m/s, which corresponds
to field strengths B< 1.3 105Gauss. For example, for a field
strength equal to the equipartition value, fli 1.3 104Gauss (see
Sect. 3.2.1), a flow velocity of 8.4 m/s would be required.
Assuming that the longitudinal flow velocity u is nearly
constant along the flux tubes, the Coriolis force Fc. is also
ccnstam. Therefore sirene deformations of the tubes do not occur
as a result of (he Coriolis lorce. Unfortunately stability criteria are
not yet available for toroidal flux tubes with a longitudinal flow.
Preliminary calculations suggest that the stability may be somewhat enhanced relative ;o the case ol neutrally buoyant flux tubes
in the overshoot iayer (Sect. 3.2,1). Since neutrally buoyant tubes
with B^lO^Gauss may be stable in the lower part of the
overshoot layer, we expect isothermal tubes with a longitudinal
flow to be stable also.
We propose, that the longitudinal flow u is induced in a
toroidal flux tube by an equatorward meridional flow in the
overshoot layer, in ihe following way. We assume that the flux
tube is initially located at a latitude /.„, at which the angular
velocity ii, inside the tube is equal to the angular velocity QJ,/.O)
outside the tube. Since the flux tube, upon displacement towards
the equator by the meridional flow, maintains its axisymmetric
shape, there are no pressure-gradient forces acting along the
toroidal tube. If viscous forces may be neglected and the lube
remains at the same radial distance r from the sun's center, the gas
inside the toroidal tube conserves its angular momentum and the
internal angular velocity decreases with decreasing latitude as:

The equatorward motion of the toroidal flux tube stops, when
an equilibrium is reached between the drag force Fd of the
meridional flow and the latitude component (Fc x + Fmi) of the
Coriolis- and curvature forces (see Fig. 6). Assuming .hat the
meridional circulation in the convective zone is symmetric about
the equator, the meridional flow velocity in the overshoot layer
should decrease toward the equator at low latiiude. This suggests,
that the equilibrium between drag- and Corioiis forces in Fig. ó is
stable to perturbations in latitude: a displacement of the lube
toward the equator increases the velocity difference t< and therefore the Coriolis force Ft J, while on the other hand the drag force
Fd decreases.
The present model has the advantage, that flux tubes are
stored in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings, while
strong deformations by conveclive motions do not necessarily
occur. However, it is not clear whether the longhudinal flow may
be maintained against dissipative forces for sufficient periods of
time (at least of order lOyr). A small decrease of the longitudinal
flow velocity by viscous dissipation would result in a displacement
of the tube to smaller latitude to restore the equilibrium.
Eventually the flux tube would float upward into the convective
zone at low latitude. If the dissipation would be a result of
classical viscosity only, the present isothermal flux tube model may
apply, since viscous diffusion is much slower than thermal diffusion in the sun. However, the onset of Kelvin-Helmhokz-type
instabilities may well speed up the transport of angular momentum into the flux tube. We suggest thai these instabilities may be
suppressed, if the kinetic energy density \/2gir of the longitudinal
flow is smaller than the magnetic energy density B-/(8jrl. i.e. if the
field strength fl<105 Gauss (see above). We conclude that flux
tubes with field strength BglO4* Gauss, that can withstand convective deformation, may be stored in the overshoot layer.

4. Conclusion

The present model of the overshoot layer (Sect. 2) applies to the
convective envelopes of late-type stars, but very similar results are
expected for the convective cores in early type stars. The penetra(68)
p.) = J2f(/0) (cos/./cos/.0)
tion of convection into the radiative zone leads to the formation
of a weakly stable overshoot region, which has a thickness r, of
However, the observed differential rotation Qs(/.) at the solar
the order of a few tenths of the pressure scale height Hp. At the
surface strongly indicates that the angular momentum in the
interface between this layer and the radiative region is a boundary
meridional flow outside the flux tube is not conserved, since Os(/.)
layer, where the temperature gradient and the convective flux
increases towards the equator. This „equatorial acceleration " is a
change rapidly with depth. An expression for the thickness A: of
result of the turbulent motions in the medium surrounding the
this boundary layer was derived; for the sun we find A: - 10" 3 Hp.
tube, which redistribute the angular momentum. Assuming that
The shallowness of this boundary layer is a result of the slowness
the angular velocity QJX) outside the tube is nearly constant with
of thermal diffusion, which is able to reclaim only a very thin layer
latitude or increases towards the equator, the internal velocity
at the top of the radiative zone on a convective time scale. For this
Q,W) becomes lower than Qe{X) with decreasing latitude ?.. This
reason we expect that the present results are not strongly dedifference in rotational velocity is equivalent to a mass flow
pendent on the assumption that only one conveclive mode is
u=(fi(,(/.)-fi|.(/l))(-cosA inside the tube, opposite to the direction
responsible for the formation of the overshoot layer, even though
of solar rotation. Neglecting the variation of Q,,(X), i.e. assuming
r, depends rather strongly on the parameters of the convection.
rigid rotation of the overshoot layer, we obtain from Eq. (68), for
The present study may be compared with the work of Shaviv
and Salpetsr (1973), Maeder (1975), Maeder and Bouvier (1976)
(69) and Cogan (1975). These authors used a non-local version of the
) sin;.o
mixing-length theory, with vertically moving fluid elements. They
Since the longitudinal flow velocity u necessary to overcome the obtained similar results regarding the thickness of the overshoot
upward buoyancy force is much smaller than the rotational layer and the existence of a boundary layer, where velocity and
velocity rQt for flux tubes with field strength fl~i.3 10*Gauss, temperature gradient change rapidly with depth. Apparently ihc
introduction in the present paper of a horizontal component of
small latitudinal displacements U o — A) are sufficient.
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the velocity does nol drastically change the thermodynamic
structure of the overshoot region. The effects of Coriolis forces on
the convection, which are of essential importance for the generation of differential rotation and meridional circulation (e.g.
Gilman, 1977), were neglected in the present study. However, it
should be noted that, through its effect on the velocity field, stellar
rotation may have some effect on the thermal stratification of the
overshoot layer.
As Shaviv and Salpeter (1973) have pointed out, the jump in
temperature gradient may be of importance for stellar structure
calculations. Recent observations of nonradial solar oscillations
agree only approximately with predictions of standard solar
models (Rhodes et al., 1977; Lubow el al., 1980; ChristensenDalsgaard and Gough, 1980, (981; Scuflaire et a!., !981f. We
suggest, that the fit of predicted and observed frequencies may be
improved by including the effects of convective overshooting in
the models.
We suggest that the overshoot layer may provide a more
favourable location for magnetic flux storage than either the
convective zone or the radiative interior. In the convective zone
horizontal flux tubes would be either strongly distorted by the
convection or they would float as a whole to rhe solar surface,
neither of which is in agreement with observation. In the radiative
interior horizontal flux tubes are anchored too firmly to escape on
the short time scale of a few days implied by the rapid development of active regions (cf. Sect. 3.1).
It vas shown, that the thermal stratification of the overshoot
layer has a strongly stabilizing effect on neutrally buoyant flux
tubes (Sect. 3.2.1). However, with the assumption of neutral
buoyancy it is difficult to explain that flux tubes are retained in the
overshoot layer for solar cycle periods: the inflow of heat makes
the tubes buoyant on a time scale < 1 yr. It seems unavoidable,
that the flux tubes are in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium. Although the convective velocity field could in
principle provide for an average downward drag force on the flux
tubes, to counteract the upward buoyancy force, we find this
solution unsatisfactory, since the same velocity field would also
result in strong deformation of the flux tubes (Sect. 3.2.2).
We propose, that the buoyancy of isothermal flux tubes in the
overshoot layer may be overcome by a Coriolis force, which
results from a longitudinal mass flow in the tubes (Sect. 3.2.3). To
induce this flow by conservation of angular momentum we invoke
an equatorward meridional flow in the overshoot layer. The
existence of such a meridional flow is indicated by observations of
a poleward meridional flow at the solar surface with a velocity of
order 20m/s (Howard, 1979; Duvall, 1979). Also theoretical
calculation of convection in a rotating spherical shell (Gilman,
1977, 1978) predict a meridional circulation at low latitude with
equatorward flow at the base of the convective zone and poleward
flow at the solar surface. The conditions for stability of flux tubes
with a longitudinal mass flow are not yet understood. We suggest,
that the stable stratification of the overshoot layer may play an
important role in the stability of isothermal flux tubes, as in the
case of neutrally buoyant tubes.
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Appendix: The Structure of Linear Convective Modes

In general the equation of motion of the fluid is:
VV

1

— +»•

-F*,

»=-~Ï

with local gas-pressure p* and density Q* and with 4Hz) the
gravitational potential. With the second law of thermodynamics
this may be written in the form;
- • + D• Fv = T*VS*-

F{h* + <P).

(A.2)

vt
with local temperature T*. entropy S* and enthalpy h* = vpT*.
Neglecting fluctuations in density (since ÓQ*<ke) we obtain from
Eq.(lO):

(A.3j

div(e»)=0.
and assuming that the motion is adiabatic, we find:
dS*

cS*

— = — -+i)FS* = 0.
dt

(A4)

ct

introducing the velocity field of Eq. (23) and the perturbations in
temperature and entropy:
T* = Tyz) + T, (z) cos[kx) -e'\

(A.5)
(A.6)

th-, linearized Eqs. (A.2HA.4) yieid:
dz

dz

p

dz

(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)

—(

(A.10)
Elimination of ux, S,, and T, from (A.7HA.10) yields a secondorder equation for the vertical component QU. of the mass flow:
d1 l
dz*

(I
\He
dT

1 dS\ d ,
cp dz/dz
dS\ 1 dS

(A.U)

where H0 = (d\nQJdz) ' is the density scale height. Expression (15)
may be used to simplify the last term in (A.ll) and to derive the
following expression for He in terms of the entropy gradient:

.3 jr_

(A.12)

where we have used cp=5/2&. Inserting this into (A.11) we obtain
differential equation (24).
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CHAPTER

VI

ON THE STABILITY OF TOROIDAL FLUX TUBES
IN DIFFERENTIALLY ROTATING STARS

Summary:
The stability of magnetic flux tubes, located in the equatorial plane of
a rotating star, is studied using the slender flux tube approximation. The
effects of a longitudinal mass flow in the tubes and of a radial gradient of
angular velocity in the surrounding medium are considered. It is shown that
differential rotation has a dominant effect on the stability in the case of
rapid rotation Ü » v A / ( 2 H ) , with Q the rotation rate, v A the Alfvén
velocity, and H the pressure scale height.
Flux tubes are unstable (stable)
if the angular velocity decreases (increases) with distance from the rotation
axis. The apparent stability of toroidal flux tubes in the sun suggests that
in the deep convective zone the angular velocity increases radially outward.
This has important implications for stellar dynamo theories.
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1. Introduction
The magnetic activity of stars with convective envelopes is a result of
dynamo processes which are driven by stellar rotation. According to existing
theories (for reviews see Stix, 1976b, 1981; Parker, 1979; Cowling, 1981) a
toroidal magnetic field is generated in the deep layers of the convective
zone from a poloidal seed field by differential rotation. The toroidal field
manifests itself at the stellar surface through the emergence of bipolar
active regions.
The good regularity in the East-West orientation of opposite polarities
within active regions on the sun indicates, that the horizontal magnetic
field below the surface consists of discrete flux tubes, which are well
aligned in the toroidal direction. Apparently, during most of their lifetime
the magnetic flux tubes are not strongly deformed by the turbulent motions
that take place in the convective zone.
This suggests, that the toroidal
magnetic field is strong (B ~ 101» gauss) and is stored in a shallow layer at
the base of the convective zone, where it can avoid strong convective flows
(Spiegel ana Veiss, 1980; Galloway and Weiss, 1981; van Ballegooijen, 1982).
It is not clear how the toroidal field can be maintained at the *ase of
the convective zone for periods of years.
The magnetic buoyancy of flux
tubes which are in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings (Parker,
1955a, 1975) would cause the tubes to rise to the stellar surface on a
timescale too short for the tubes to be produced by differential rotation.
This has lead us to discuss models of toroidal flux tubes (van Ballegooijen,
1982), In which the upward buoyancy force on the tubes is either absent
(neutral buoyancy), or counteracted by a Coriolis force resulting from a
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longitudinal flow in the tubes. In the first case the tubes are cooler than
the surrounding medium, which leads to a slow inflow of heat into the tubes.
The stability of neutrally buoyant flux tubes was discussed by Spruit and van
Ballegooijen (1982a,b), neglecting the effects of stellar rotation.
It was
shown that flux
tubes in the convective zone
are unstable against
perturbations in the radial direction.
Stability is possible in the
subadiabatic overshoot layer at the base of the convective zone.
A problem
with this model is,
that the inflow of heat into
the thin tubes
(diameter < 2000 km) is sufficiently rapid to make the tubes buoyant on a
timescale < 1 year, again too short for the flux tubes to be produced by
differential rotation.
Thermal equilibrium with the surrounding medium is possible, if the
Coriolis effect on a mass flow along the toroidal tubes, directed against the
direction of stellar rotation, is taken into account.
The flow velocity
necessary to balance the upward buoyancy force of an isothermal flux tube is
small compared with the Alfven velocity inside the tube.
The meridional
circulation in the convective zone may play an essential role in the
generation of this longitudinal flow (van Ballegcoijen, 1982).
In 'che present paper the stability of toroidal flux tubes is considered,
taking into account the effects of a longitudinal flow and of differential
rotation in the medium surrounding the tubes.
We restrict our discussion to
a slender toroidal flux tube lying in the equatorial plane of the star and «u
unl> consider the stability against adiabatic displacements within this
plane. Previous analyses of the effects of stellar rotation on the stability
of toroidal magnetic fields have been given by Gilman (1970), Roberts and
Stewartson (1977) and Acheson (1978, 1979a,b).
These authors considered
continuously stratified toroidal field distributions; the stability criteria
derived in this way depend not only on the field strength, but also on its
vertical gradient, which makes them difficult to apply in view of the
uncertainties concerning the magnetic field configuration at the base of the
convective zone. In contrast, stability criteria for individual slender flux
tubes involve only the field strength and the properties of the ambient
medium (e.g. Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982a,b).

2. Equations of Motion and Approximations
In this Section we derive the equations of motion for a slender flux
tube in a rotating star, i.e. we include the effects of Coriolis forces on
the motion. Consider a slender toroidal flux tube that encircles the star in
the equatorial plane (Fig. 1 ) . We assume that in the unperturbed state the
tube lies on a circle with radius rfl around the star's center and _J:hat
initially the radial forces on the tube are in equilibrium. The force F per
unit volume on a fluid element inside the flux tube is given by:

-V( P i + fi) + ^ B.Vg +Pit + 2pi V i
where p. is the internal gas pressure, p^ the density, B the magnetic field,
g* the sum of gravitational- and centrifugal acceleration, and j? the angular
velocity of
material inside the tube
in the initial state.
Ths
velocity v^
of the fluid element in the perturbed state is measured
relative to the reference frame that corotates with the internal fluid in the
unperturbed state.
We do not consider explicitly the effects of convective
motions on the motion of the flux tube, but we do take into account the
thermodynamic stratification and the differential rotation in the medium
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Fig.I A slender toroidal flux tube lying in the equatorial plane of a
star; dashed line: initial, airaular shape of the tube; solid
line: perturbed shape. Unit vectors ? and $ are the radialand azimuthal directions^ at the undisplaoed position of a fluid
element. Unit vectors Ü and n are along- and perpendicular to
the flux tube at the displaced position.

surrounding the flux tube.
We also allow for a difference between the
angular velocity ft inside the flux tube and the angular velocity fie (rg ) of
the surrounding medium at the radial position VQ of the unperturbed flux
tube. This difference is equivalent to a longitudinal mass flow u, measured
against the direction of stellar rotation:

<n e (r 0 ) - a) r 0

(2)

We assume, that the angular velocity difference between the flux tube and its
surroundings is small
|n ( VQ) ~ ti\ « ü i then the excess centrifugal
forces which are quadratic in u may be neglected compared with Coriolis
forces.
In the reference frame rotating with angular velocity Q the
velocity in the medium outside the tube may be written as:

v e = {u + r 02e(r) -

(3)

where r is the radial position of the displaced fluid element and <j>' is the
toroidal direction at this point.
Assuming hydrostatic equilibrium of the
external medium we may write:
+ p.g + 2p.ve x R ,
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where P e and P g are the external gas pressure
Using the slender flux tube approximation:

and density,

S « 2.It,

respectively.

(5)

with 9. the unit vector along the tube (cf. Fig. 1), and the
pressure equilibrium with the surrounding medium:

Pa J Pi +h

condition of

(6)

'

we find, subtracting Eqs. (1) and (4):
F = %*-(—).
i + -r— . vr + (p-!-p
X
e ö)f + 2p.(v,-~v_) x Ü ,
9*v8ir
4TT OX,
'- •"• '-

(7)

where £ is the length coordinate along the flux tube. Here we assume that
the relative density difference between the flux tube and its surroundings is
small, so that P £ -p^ in the Coriolis term of Eq. (4). The four terms in
Eq. (7) represent the magnetic pressure gradient along the tube, the magnetic
curvature force, the buoyancy force, and the Coriolis force, respectively.
Since the
motion perpendicular to
the flux tube
involves the
displacement of some fluid in the medium immediately outside the tube as
well, the effective inertia of the tube is larger for perpendicular motion
than for longitudinal motion (Spruit, 1981). Therefore we split the equation
of motion of the tube in its components perpendicular and longitudinal

to t :
pp.

l

rdv\
- — = FL
dt i
dv.\

(8a)
(8b)

where d/dt is the comoving time-derivative of the fluid element and p > 1 is
a dimensionless number of order unity describing the anisotropy of inertia.
Introducing the unit vector ft perpendicular to A the flux tube in the
equatorial plane (see Fig. 1 ) , so that * - £2 ( n x $,), Eqs. (7) and (8a,b)
yield:
a

dv»
d^i

2
A

9

i£

J

,A_

+ *

*

(10)

where the inverse curvature radius k is defined by:
A

k

<n>

" &'W

The equation

for conservation of

mass inside the

flux tube was

derived by
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Spruit (1981).

Correcting a sign error in his Eq. (19) we write:

We assume, that the flux tube does not exchange heat with its surroundings on
the timescale of the perturbations, so that its motion is adiabatic:
dp.

p.

dT - ^

dp.

<13>

dT

with Y the ratio of specific heat coefficients,y » Cp/cv. Eqs. (9), (10),
(12) and (13) fully describe the motion of the tube in the equatorial plane.
Since we assume that the slender flux tube is in pressure equilibrium
with the surrounding medium, Eq. (6), these equations cannot describe
Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities that might result from the longitudinal
flow in the tube (fire-hose instability).
These instabilities can only be
found if the finite cross-section of the tube is taken into account and if
perturbations of the total pressure, ( p £ + B /8ir) ?*pe, are allowed for (cf.
the plane-layer example of Chandrasekhar, 1961, Sect. 106). If the flow
velocity approaches
or exceeds
the Alfven
velocity, |u| £ v. , the
longitudinal mass flow in a flux tube will result in such sausage- and kink
type instabilities.
Thus, if the flow velocity is sufficiently small these
Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities do not arise.

3. The Dispersion Relation
In deriving Che linearized equations of motion we follow the method used
in the Appendix of Spruit and van Ballegooijen (1982a). The position r of a
fluid element inside the tube is written as:

ï - * 0 + r, ,

(14)

where TQ is the initial equilibrium
position and "r*j is the Lagrangian
displacement vector.
We introduce
the unit vectors r and <t> of the
undisturbed position of the fluid element: r Q > rQr .
The components of the
displacement vector are written as:
r, = ?(<|>,t)r + m>t)

$ ,

(15)

with <)) the azimuth in the unperturbed circular flux tube (see Fig. 1 ) . Then
the unit vectors along- and perpendicular to the flux tube are, in first
order of T, and £ :

A

1

- 3^

„ A
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The curvature follows from Eqs. (11), (16) and (17)

The radial variation of gravity must
geometry, so we write:

£

=

_g

(2L.)

S

be taken into account in spherical

£'

(19)

where r'= "r/r is the radial unit vector at the perturbed position of the
fluid element and the exponent s depends on the mass distribution in the
star. Note, that we have neglected the centrifugal acceleration, SPTQ « gg ,
which is valid in most main-sequence stars. From Eqs. (14) and (15) it
follows that r" = r + ( 5/ro)$ in first order, so that Eq. (19) yields:

^ = ""è If >

(20a)

u
£A=
g.n

( 1 M L ) ,
gQ U
rQ
The velocity outside the tube, in first order
from Eqs. (3) and (15):

v

= (u + HlqC) %-2r

g £

f

(20b)
approximation, follows

( 2i)

0

where
we have
used 4> = $ -(£ / T Q )r , and where the dimensionless
parameter q describes the radial gradient of angular velocity in the
surrounding medium:

For rigid rotation q • 0, while the case q - 1 corresponds to a layer with
nearly constant angular momentum, fle(r) a r~ 2 , since we assume
The velocity inside the flux tube is given by:
v

i

=

3t

r+

Jt * '

{23

>

so we obtain from Eqs. (16), (17), (21) and (23) in first order:
(v\ - v e ) .t = - u + j* + 2 QqZ ,
v. - v ) . n = -5-2- + —
-5^-.
l
e
at
rn oi>
U

(24a)
(24b)
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Since we assume that the vertical forces on the flux tube are in
equilibrium in the initial state, Eq. (9) yields the relative density
difference:
P

i0 " P e0

2 ,

2fiu

where we have introduced the dimension!ess quantities:

3 = - ^
B

(26)

0

and:

f =—

,

(27)

with H = p .Q /(8 è p. n ) the pressure scale height in the tube and where the
index Q denotes quantities in the unperturbed state.
The relative gas
pressure difference follows from Eq. (6):

Using the ideal gas law,
temperature difference:

l

m

I

Pin

)

I

p « p T, Eqs. (25)

P.-n

P

and (28)

yield the

relative

gn

where we have assumed that $ » 1, i.e. the magnetic pressure is small
compared with the gas pressure.
Writing the Lagrangian perturbations p. • p^Q + p^j, pe. • peQ +P e ]
and B - B o + Bj , the linearized equations of motion follow from (9) and
(10), using Eqs. (18), (20), (24), (25), (26) and (27):

and:
(31)
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Equations (12) and (13) for the conservation of mass and entropy may be
integrated in time in the linear approximation, which yields:

(32)

and:
(33)
P

i0

while the condition for total-pressure equilibrium, Eq. (6), yields:
B,

1

P

(34)

el

The Lagrangian perturbations
by:
dr

'el

of the external pressure and

density are given

(35)

r=r„

d P<

(36)

dT
The external, pressure gradient at r » rn

dr

r=r„

"

P

e0 g 0 +

2 P

e0 n

follows from Eq. (3):

u

(37)

where Eq. (25) has been used and where we approximated p Q - p^ 0 in the
Coriolis term.
Eliminating p^j and pej from Eqs. (32 - 33) we obtain for
the perturbations in field strength and internal density, retaining terras of
order g"*1 :

4f* I + n _ 2 _ s I

Hii l -

f- i +

Pi

i^ ^

io

(38)

2 _ 4f ) i _ 2_ i

(39)

6Y J H BY H

The external density gradient at r • r

is given by:

dp.
r=rr,

(40)

dr

where V • (<J In T-/d lfl P_)

is the logarithmic

temperature gradient

in the
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external medium.

Introducing the superadiabatic temperature gradient ö :

6 E V - V a d = V - ( Jtl ) ,

(41)

and inserting Eqs. (25), (28) and (37) into Eq. (40), we obtain from (36);

L

Pi0

Y

Yg 0

$Y

J H

(42)

We seek a solution of Eqs. (30) and (31) of the form:

I , C - e1"1* +

(43)

with (jj the complex frequency and m the azimuthal mode number.
frequencies are introduced:

Dimensionless

(44)
(45)

and we define a parameter g that describes the effect of the longitudinal
mass flow on the temperature in the flux tube (see Eq. (29)):

gn

- | (1 - 2£)

(46)

Since we only consider toroidal flux tubes in convective envelopes, we may
assume that f, the ratio of pressure scale height R and radius r. , is at
most a few tenths, f < 1/2.
Then, for a longitudinal flow against the
direction of stellar rotation, £ > 0. Note, that for the special case £ = 1
the tube is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings in the initial
state, T i 0 * T e 0 .
Inserting Eqs. (38), (39), (42) and (43 - 46) into Eqs. (30) and (31) we
obtain the following matrix equation for the displacement amplitudes:

= 0 ,

(47)

where:

+ (s(l-e)-l-m2) f2 + 2fi2q,
(48)
« 2mf (f - i.) - flu

(49)
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C = -±S)2 - m 2 f 2 .

(50)

The dispersion relation follows from the requirement that the determinant of
Eq. (47) vanishes. AC - E* = 0. which yields:

•

(s(i-e) - i

+ Cmf

-

m2(l+ii)) f2+ 20 I(crOj
2 2

- -2—) ÏÏ2 - 2m f

(f

• « - ! • *

1
\hï5 +

(51)

2Y

es)f + ( s ( l - e ) + 3 - m2)f2

q>

0.

Note, that in the case without rotation, f£ = q =• e = 0, and with y = 2,
Eq. (51) does not reduce to the equivalent Eq. (A31) of Spruit and van
Ballegooijen (1982a).
This is the result of an error made in the earlier
paper. Because of this error the stabilizing effect of the curvature of the
tube has been somewhat underestimated (Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982b).

4. Instability Criteria and Growth Rates for Rapid Rotation
The fourth-order
equation (51)
can in
general not
be solved
analytically.
Before discussing some numerical solutions in Sect. 5 we
derive instability criteria and growth rates for the case of rapid rotation,
2ft2 » 1.
Using 2Hg /g = v A 2 , with v. = fy /(.^vf>i0 ) l / 2 the Alfvln
velocity, and using Eq. (45), this condition may be Written as:

(52)

The relevance of this case to solar-type stars may be demonstrated with a
numerical example: using the therxodynamic, model of the solar envelope of
Spruit (1977), we obtain an estimate of J2 from Eq. (45) for a flux tube
lying at the base of the convective zone:
Q = 4.05

where Q is in s~* and B in gauss. Thus condition (52) is satisfied for B «
6 \0\Sl/(3 10~6)
gauss.
For
stars rotating
faster
than the
sun
( n > 3 10~ 6 s"1) and for field strengths smaller than the equipartition
value (B £. 101* gauss), the dimensionless parameter is 2 " J> 33.
A particular mode of the flux
tube is unstable, if its eigen
frequency 0) has a negative imaginary part.
For the axisymmetric mode,
m - 0, this occurs if the coefficient of u>* in Eq. (51) is positive, i.e. the
mode is unstable if:

(S(£ - 1) + l)f2 + 28*(l-q) .

< 54 >
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Since all parameters on the right hand side of Eq. (54), except 2 Ü , are of
order
unity
or
smaller,
this
condition
approximately
reduces
to 3<5 > 4H 2 (1 - q) in the case of rapid rotation. Using Eq. (45) this may
be rewritten as:
x
-. 4,Q2H
6 >

,.
( 1

„

q )

which depends only on properties of the external medium.
Eq. (55) is
identical to the condition for convective instability of axisymmetric modes
in a rotating stratified medium (Cowling, 1951). According to Eqs. (54) and
(55) rotation has a strong stabilizing effect on axisymmetric modes, both of
flux tubes and of the surrounding medium, provided that q < 1, i.e. if the
angular momentum in the medium increases outward. In the remainder of this
Section we will assume that this is the case.
An approximate solution of Eq. (51) for r.on-axisymmetric modes, m
C,
may be obtained for the special case of nearly rigid rotation, | q I « 1, by
assuming that 3<S /2 and m 2 f 2(1 + y) in the coefficient of tS2 are small
compared with 2M2 .
The inertial oscillations of the flux tube, which have
high frequencies on the order of 2ti , may be eliminated from the dispersion
relation by neglecting the term with S1* in Eq. (51).
Then a quadratic
equation for X = taS is obtained:
X 2 - 4mf (f - lj;)X + m 2 f 2

+ (- | + |es)f + (s(l-G) + 3 - m 2 )f 2 4 282qj = 0 .
The discriminant of this equation is:

(s(e - 1) + 1 + m 2 )f 2 -• 2fi2q| ,
and since Eq. (56)
are unstable if:

has two conjugate complex solutions for

+ (s(e - 1) + 1 + m2)f2 - 2sT2q

.

(57)

D < 0, the modes

(58)

The solutions of Eq. (56) for D < 0 a r e :

J,

(59)

which represent a damped wave and a growing wave travelling along the flux
tuba. Using 2HgQ /g » v^2 and E q c (44) and (45), we obtain for the growth

rate:
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0.5
. 2 Values of 66 for marginal stability of the modes m = 0y 13 2 and
3 of a toroidal flux tube, plotted against the ratio of pressure
scale height and radius^ f = H/PQa) The case without rotation (dashed curves) compared with the
case of rapid, rigid rotation without a longitudinal mass flow
in the tube (solid curves). In the case with rotation the m = 0
mode has go s 4ÏÏ2 » 1.

(60)

and for the phase velocity of the wave:
2

Ph

V.
C2H~

(61)

i.e. for f <(2y)~1the wave is travelling jLn the direction of stellar
rotation.
Note, that condition (58) is more easily satisfied than condition (54)
for the axisymmetric mode, since it occurs for smaller values of the
superadiabatic temperature gradient. For increasing 66 first the mode with
m » 1 becomes unstable then the m • 2 mode, etc. We first consider the case
of rigid rotation, q - 0, and then discuss the effects of a radial gradient
of angular velocity.
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b) The ease of rigid rotation without a longitudinal mass flow
(solid curves), and with a mass flow suah that the tube has the
same temperature as its surroundings, e = 1 (dashed curves).

a) Rigid Rotation, q - 0:
In the case without a
longitudinal flow,e
condition (58) for non-axisymmetric modes yields:

0,

the

instability

(62)

which is more restrictive than the equivalent condition for the case without
rotation (Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982a,b):

( m 2

"

3

"

s ) f 2

(63)

Note, that in the case of rapid, rigid rotation the instability condition,
Eq. (62), does not depend explicitly on the rotation rate Ü •
In contrast
with the case without rotation, Eq. (62) predicts that stability is possible
in an unstably stratified medium, 6 > 0, for both large and small values of
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the curvature parameter f - K/r Q , since with y «£ 5/3 the. firac term on the
right band sida of Eq. (62) is positive.
For example, with y = 5/3 and
s - -?., i.e.
gravity varying locally as g <u r"v , the ft6 values for
marginal stability are positive for all Eodss, provided f < 0.0634 or
f > 0.2366. In Fig. 2a the critical values of Pó are plotted against f for
both the case without rotation and the case of rapid, rigid rotation without
a longitudinal flow.
Using the model of Spruit (1977) we estimate, for a
fluxtube at the base of the solar convective zone Y = 5 / 3 , s = -1.82 and
f = 0.114.
With these parameters only the m = 1 mode is unstable in sn
aaiabaticaily stratified medium, 36 - 0. For conparison, iti che case without
rotation the modes m = 1, 2 and 3 are unstable for 36 = 0.
'"be presence of a longitudinal flow in the flux tube against the
direction of stellar rotation has an additional stabilizing effect on both
the axisymmetric" and non-axisymmetric modes, provided that a < 0 and f < 1/2
(see Eqs. (b4) and (58), respectively).
As a result the m = 1 mode may
become stable in an adiabatically
stratified medium,, 36 = 0, for all
0 < f < 1/2.
For
example with y - 5/3
and
o ~ -2
this
occurs
for £ > 0.2955. For the special case of a flux tube in thermal equilibrium
with its surroundings, c = 1, the critical values of 35 for the onset of
instability are positive for all modes (see Fig. 2b).
AT. isothermal flus tube located near the base of the solar convective
?,ons ( y = 5/3, s = -1.82, f - 0.114fc e = 1) would be stable if P6 < +0.105
and 2fiz >, 1; for example with6 - 10" this corresponds to field strengths in
the
range
1.3 lO*1 <
B^
6 lo'' gauss.
However,
for &£ 10" the
conditions 36 < 0.106 and 2JÜE2 £ 1 cannot be satisfied for any value of the
field strength. Thus, in contrast with the case without rotation (Spruit and
van Ballegooijen, 1982a,b), isothermal flux tubes can be stable in the
unstably stratified region close to the base of the convective zone, assuming
rigid rotation of this layer and provided that 6 i s small.
According to Eq. (46) the longitudinal flow velocity may be written as:

u = e(l - 2f) -TT-

.

(64)

It follows that the flow velocity necessary to produce thermal equilibrium
( e * 1) is much smaller than the Alfven velocity in the case of rapid
rotation. Consequently, Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities of the flux tube
do not arise in this case.
The rigid rotation does not only increase the critical value of the
superadiabatic temperature gradient 6 , it also reduces the growth rates of
non-axisymmetric disturbances,
if these modes are
unstable (Acheson,
1979a,b).
This may be seen
from Eqs. (57) and (60), which show
that |im((») ) | is inversely proportional to ^ for q * 0.
For example,
for 36~ 1 the growth rate is of the order of v A 2 /(4ft H 2 ) .
This may be
compared with v. /H
for the case without rotation
(Spruit and van
Ballegooijen, 1982a).
We conclude, that the growth rates are reduced by a
factor of order v^ /(4ft H) in the case of rapid rotation.

b) Differential Rotation, q * 0:
The results for rigid rotation encourage the suggestion that rotation
reduces the buoyant instability of toroidal flux tubes.
However» small
departures from
rigid rotation introduce
a new, rotationally driven
instability.
This follows from condition (58): for q > 0, i.e. angular
velocity decreasing radially outward, the critical value of 36 is reduced,
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indicating a destabilizing effect.
This effect is strong in the case of
rapid rotation, since 2jQ2 » 1: a small positive value of q is sufficient to
decrease the critical value of 36 substantially.
If we assume that I q! » (2fJ2)-i , the Instability condition for
non-axisymmetric modes reads approximately:

{go > m 2 f 2 - 2G2q .

(65)

Thus, instability occurs for the low ra modes if 36 > -4f22 q,
Eq. (45), may be rewritten as:

6>

-^ r 2

q

which, using

(66)

•

Recall that this was derived from Eq. (56) which is valid only for | q| « 1.
However, in the general dispersion relation, Eq. (51), 6 and q appear only in
the linear combination (<S + 4ft2H/gQ .q), so that condition (66) is valid
also if jqI is of order unity.
For an adiabatic stratification,6=0,
condition (66) reduces to q > 0, i.e. the flux tube is unstable if the
angular velocity Ü(r)
in the external medium decreases radially outward.
This instability was previously described by Acheson (1978, p. 478), who
considered continuously stratified toroidal fields.
The rotational instability of toroidal flux tubes has no equivalent in
the case without a magnetic field. The most unstable, non-axisymmetric modes
of convection in a differentially rotating fluid consist of rolls elongated
along the rotation axis.
If the non-local effects of shear on the
instability are neglected, these convective modes are unstable for 5 > 0
(Cowling, 1951), as in the case without rotation. In view of the differences,
in velocity structure between these convective modes and the present flux
tube instabilities it is not surprising that condition (66) does not reduce
to 6 > 0 in the limit of small field strength.
^ _ The rotational instability of flux tubes is driven by the Coriolis force
F c = 2Pi(v£ - vei ) xii in Eq. (7), where v el is the Lagrangian perturbation
of the external velocity. Energy transfer to the tube may take place, since
Fc is not perpendicular to the internal velocity:
•*

•*

*

,*

F .v. = -2p.(v
c

1

1

i

„

x fi).v. = - 2p.ftv.
el

1

1

x,r

v . , .
el,*

(67)
v»»/

This energy is positive for a radially outward displacement of the fluid
element, vj r > 0, if v el A < 0, i.e. if the surrounding medium rotates
slower at the displaced position of the element. Thus, apart from buoyancy
effects, instability occurs if the angular velocity fie (r) decreases radially
outward. However, these radial displacements of fluid elements in the tube
are possible only if the
corresponding longitudinal Coriolis forces,
*c.4> " ~2Pfft vi > r , are balanced by magnetic pressure gradients along the
tube (the first term in Eq. (7)). This indicates that the instability is due
to the magnetic field, and explains why it has no equivalent in the
non-magnetic case. It follows from Eq. (65) that instability arises only for
m2f2<(36 /2 + 2n2q) , i.e. only the longer wavelengths are unstable.
For
shorter wavelengths the instability is suppressed by the magnetic tension of
the flux tube, which opposes radial displacements.

To estimate the growth rate of the Instability we consider
(2U2 ) - 1 « |q | « 1;, then Eq. (57) may be approximated by:
= 4m 2 f 2 (m 2 f 2 -

The growth rate, Eq. (60), has a maximum
m,a f2 = g6 /4 + 3 2 q , which yields:

the case

(68)

for

the mode

m = m

, with

(69)

and the maximum growth rate is:

(70)
We
see from
Eq. (69) that
the
wavelength of
the most
unstable
mode, Aj • 27rro/mj, is propertional to the field strength in the flux tube,
i.e. for weak fields short wavelengths are most unstable. Note, that the
maximum growth rate is independent of field strength, even though the
instability is made possible by the presence of a magnetic field. However,
for a given mode number m the growth rate, Eq. (60), goes to zero for B-^ 0.

>• Intermediate Rotation Rates
If the field strength in the flux tubes is very high (B £ 6 101* gauss
for the sun), or if the stellar rotation rate is very low, condition (52) may
not be satisfied. In this case the dispersion relation, Eq.(51), must be
solved numerically since the first term in (51) can no longer be neglected.
In Fig. 3 we present the values of gö for marginal stability as function
of JJ , the dimensionless rotation rate, for three values of the gradient of
angular velocity q (see Eq. (22)).
Th'>? a particular mode m is unstable
if (3d is larger than the critical value displayed in Fig. 3.
We assumed
conditions relevant to the base of the solar convective zone,y * 5/3,
f « 0.114, s • -1.82, and considered the
case without a longitudinal
flow, e • 0.
Note, that the critical value of $5 for the axisymmetric mode, m - 0,
increases rapidly
with Q (the curves
for different q
values nearly
coincide).
_
For
the
non-axisymmetric
modes $6 first
increases
with Q for 0, < 1/2, but then may again decrease or increase depending on
the sign of q.
For ^ > 1 the curves are essentially given by Eq. (66) for
the case of rapid rotation.
Fig. 3 demonstrates that for large fi small
values of ]q| are sufficient to drastically change the value of @6 for
marginal stability. Thus in the case of rapid rotation the stability of the
flux tubes depends crucially on the gradient of differential rotation, while
for slow rotation It depends mainly on the superadiabatic temperature
gradient.
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The Introduction of a longitudinal flow along the tubes does not
drastically change the results of Fig. 3: for Q £ 1 the critical values
of g6 are increased by +0.16 for isothermal flux tubes ( e = 1 ) . Since any
longitudinal flow velocity should be smaller than about the Alfven velocity
to avoid Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities, the presence of a longitudinal
flow has no effect on the equilibrium and stability of the tube in the case
of slow rotation, Q « 1.
This follows from Eq. (64), which yields
(1 - 2f) |e[ « 1 in this case. Thus stable isothermal flux tubes are not
possible for $ < 1.
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-0.5
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Fig. 3 Values of 3<5 for marginal stability of the modes m = 1 (solid),
m - 2 (dashed) and m = 3 (dotted), plotted against dimensionless
rotation rate Ü for three values of Vie angular velocity
gradient q in the surrounding medivm.
The three curves for the
axisyrmetria m = 0 mode nearly coincide. Instability arises
when B6 is larger than the critical value.
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6. Implications for Dynamo Theory
The importance of rotational effects for the stability of a toroidal
flux tube at the equator may be summarized as follows:
1)
If the field strength in the flux tubes is high, in the sense that
v A » 2ft H, Coriolis forces do not strongly affect the motion of the
tubes. The dispersion relation, Eq. (51), reduces to that of the case
without rotation (Spruit and van Ballegooijen, 1982a,b). Basically the
stability depends on the superadiabatic temperature gradient in the
medium surrounding the tube, i.e. on buoyancy effects. This case would
apply to the deep layers of the. solar convective zone (ft - 3 10~ 6 s~ 1 )
for field strengths B » 6 101* gauss.
2)
If the Alfvén velocity satisfies v^ « 2ft H, the stability is strongly
influenced by various rotational effects, of which the radial gradient
of angular velocity is the most important one. Unless the rotation is
nearly rigid, |q| £. v A 2 /(2ft H ) 2 , the instability condition is given
by & > - 4fi2H/gg.q, independent of field strength. It is suggested that
this case is relevant to the sun and other magnetically active stars
with convective envelopes.
If the medium surrounding the flux tubes is nearly adiabatic, |<5| «
4fi2H/g0 , the instability condition reduces to q > 0, i.e. the tubes are
unstable if the
angular velocity ftP (r) decreases radially outward and
stable if fte(r) increases outward.
The validity of this adiabatic
approximation in a stellar convective zone depends on the rotation rate.
From a mixing-length estimate of the typical turbulent velocity v c in a
convective zone:

with & the mixing length, we obtain the
superadiabatic temperature gradient:

S = ^ . R *
8
0

.

following

expression

for

the

(72)

where R = v c /(Aft ) is the Rossby number.
If the convective turnover
time H/vc is long compared with 0. , the rotation has a strong influence on
the convective flow and R « 1.
According to Eq. (72) the adiabatic
approximation is valid in this case. According to Eq. (70) the growth rate
of the instability is approximately given by qft , and is independent of
field strength, provided that v A « 2ft H.
Although only flux tubes in the equatorial plane were considered thus
far, the instability condition in the case of rapid rotation may be
generalized to toroidal flux tubes at non-zero latitude \ . The equilibrium
of perpendicular forces on such tubes was considered in an earlier paper (van
Ballegooijen, 1982). Since displacements perpendicular to the rotation axis
are responsible for driving the rotational instability (cf. Sect. 4 ) , we
suggest that tubes are unstable if the angular velocity ft (r,A ) decreases
with distance from the rotation axis and stable if fte increases with distance
from the axis.
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. * rotationally driven instability puts important constraints on
po sib'- dynamo mechanisms. In most models of the solar dynamo (for example
Lei-' con, 1969; Yoshimura, 1975; Kohier, 1973) it is assumed that the
toroidal magnetic field is located throughout the deep layers of the
convective zone.
In these models the radial component of the differential
rotation, 9f2fi/9r > is more important than the latitudinal component, 9fig/9A ,
in producing the toroidal field from the poloidal field. The observed phase
relation between poloidal- and toroidal magnetic fields on the sun (cf.
Babcock, 1961; Howard and LaBonte, 1981) requires a radially outward decrease
of the angular velocity, 9Og/9r < 0 (Stix,
1976a).
The equatorward
migration of the toroidal field during a solar cycle (butterfly diagram) is
interpreted as a dynamo wave which propagates along surfaces of constant
angular velocity in the convective zone (Parker, 1955b, 1979).
However, the present stability analysis of flux tubes, and that of
Acheson (1978) for continuous toroidal field distributions, indicate that the
magnetic field is unstable if Q decreases with increasing distance from the
rotation axis.
For example, if the difference in angular velocity between
top and bottom of the solar convective zone at the equator would be equal to
the observed pole-equator difference at the solar surface (Howard and Harvey,
1970), we would have q = +0.28.
Then the growth time of the rotationally
driven instability would be 12 days for the sun. This Is short compared with
the lifetime of a toroidal flux tube, whirh is on the order of the cycle
period (11 years).
On the other hand, models of solar differential rotation (e.g. Gilman,
1977, 1978) predict that the angular velocity iïe(v,X ) in the deep layers of
the convective zone is approximately constant on cylinders (Taylor-Proudman
theorem) and increases with distance from the rotation axis.
Then toroidal
flux tubes, located in the deep convective zone below the activity belts,
would be stable against perturbations perpendicular to the rotation axis.
The radial gradient of angular velocity was observed by Deubner, Ulrich
and Rhodes (1979) and by Duvall (1980), who used the velocity patterns on the
solar surface of the supergranulation and of the p-mode oscillations,
respectively, to trace the rotation below the surface. They found a radially
outward decrease of angular velocity in the top layers of the convective
zone,
consistent
with Qe tx r~ 2 ,
i.e.
angular
momentum
per
unit
2
mass,fl e r
is approximately constant with depth in this layer.
However,
these observations refer to depths £. 20,000 km below the photosphere; the
angular velocity in the deeper layers, where the toroidal flux tubes are
located, has not been directly observed and may well increase outward.
The observed regularity in the East-West orientation of active regions
on the sun indicates that the toroidal flux tubes are stable and hence that
the angular velocity in the deep cqnvectiye zone increases with distance from
the rotation axis.
This implies that the toroidal magnetic field is not
produced from the vertical component of the poloidal field by a radial shear,
since the observed phase relation between poloidal- and toroidal fields on
the sun cannot be explained with dQ /9r ~> 0 (Stix, 1976a). A radial shear
with 9fig/ 9r > 0 would produce a toroidal field that is opposite from the
observed field of active regions.
Thus we are led to assume, that the
toroidal field is produced from the horizontal component of the poloidal
field by a latitudinal shear, since this would lead to a toroidal field of
the correct sign (Babcock, 1961).
Leighton (1969) and others have shown, that the radial shear in the
convective zone is potentially more efficient in producing a toroidal field
than the latitudinal shear: why then would the radial shear not operate in
the sun and produce a toroidal field of opposite sign? We suggest the answer
lies in the presence of a meridional circulation in the convective zone
(Howard, 1979; Duvall, 1979), which keeps the polar magnetic field from
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diffusing towards lower latitudes.
The vertical polar magnetic field is
nearly parallel to the rotation axis, and therefore lies approximately along
the cylindrical surfaces of constant angular velocity in the convective zone.
Thus at the solar poles the angular velocity gradient is small, but also
nearly perpendicular to the vertical poloidal field.
Consequently little
toroidal field is produced there.
At lower latitudes the meridional
circulation keeps the magnetic field locked horizontally at the base of the
convective zone (van Ballegooijen, 1982), and therefore the radial shear
higher up in the convective zone has no effect on the magnetic field.
Consequently the toroidal
magnetic field is produced
mainly by the
latitudinal gradient of angular velocity at intermediate latitudes.

7. Summary and Conclusions
In the case of rapid rotation, Q
» v A /(2H), the stability of a
toroidal magnetic flux tube at the base of a stellar convective envelope
depends crucially on the distribution of angular velocity in the medium
surrounding the tube.
If the angular velocity decreases with distance from
the rotation axis the flux tube is unstable.
This rotationally driven
instability is more important than the well known buoyancy driven instability
of flux tubes, since the medium at the base of the convective zone is nearly
adiabatically stratified.
If the medium surrounding the tube would be rigidly rotating, the
rotation would have a stabilizing effect on the flux tube. The presence of a
longitudinal mass flow along the toroidal flux tube in the direction against
stellar rotation has an additional stabilizing effect.
However, even small
departures from rigid rotation dominate the stability if Q » v./(2H).
The results of this paper and of the previous paper (van Ballegooijen,
1982) lead to the following picture of the equilibrium and stability of
toroidal flux tubes. The tubes are tightly wound spirals around the sun,
located close to the base of the convective zone, chat are produced by the
latitudinal gradient of differential rotation (Babcock, 1961).
The field
strength in the flux tubes is of the order of 101* gauss and the tubes are in
thermal equilibrium with the surrounding field-free medium. The tubes are
kept down at the base of the convective zone against buoyancy by the Coriolis
force that results from a longitudinal mass flow in the flux tubes.
This
longitudinal flow runs against the direction of rotation, has a velocity of
order 10 m/s, and is induced by the meridional circulation in the convective
zone, which flows towards the equator at the base of this layer. The
equatorward flow pushes the flux tubes away from the rotation axis, thereby
inducing Coriolis forces along the tube that drive the longitudinal flow.
The drag force on the flux tubes by the meridional flow keeps the tubes from
slipping towards the pole as a result of Coriolis- and magnetic curvature
forces perpendicular to the toroidal tubes.
Since the meridional flow
velocity, and hence the drag force, increase with distance from the base of
the convective zone, an equilibrium of all forces . on the flux tubes is
possible. The stability of the tubes against non-axisymmetric perturbations
is a result of the increase of angular velocity with distance from the
rotation axis in the medium surrounding the tubes. During most of the time
the turbulent motions in the convective zone do not strongly distort the
toroidal flux tubes, since the tubes are relatively strong and located close
to the base of the convective zone.
However, occasionally a convective cell
is able to lift up a bundle of flux tubes through the lower part of the
convective zone.
The flux loops that are formed in this way float towards
the solar surface due to their buoyancy and emerge as an active region.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift:
Sunspots and the physics of magnetic flux tubes in the sun
A.A. van Ballegooijen

. Het doorschieten van convectie cellen over het grensvlak tussen
convectieve- en radiatieve zones in een sterinwendige veroorzaakt,
dat de temperatuursgradient bij zo'n grensvlak bijna discontinu
verandert. Het gebruik van Schwarzschild's criterium in berekeningen
van de structuur van het sterinwendige is dan ook onjuist.
dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V
. Bij de opwekking van magneetveld in de convectieve mantel van een ster
speelt, naast de differentiële rotatie, ook de meridionale circulatie
een belangrijke rol. Deze circulatie maakt de opslag van toroidale
fluxbuizen nabij de bodem van de convectie zone mogelijk, zodat de
differentiële rotatie de kans krijgt om het magneetveld gedurende vele
jaren te versterken.
dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk V
De analyse van Parker [ 1 ] van de opstijging van horizontale fluxbuizen in de convectie zone laat de effecten van rotatie ten onrechte
buiten beschouwing. De schatting van Durney en Robinson [2 ] van de
magneetveldsterkte in sterren, die gebaseerd is op Parker's opstijgings
mechanisme, is dan ook onjuist.
[ 1 ] E.N. Parker: 1975, Astrophys. J. Jj)8, 205
[2 ] B.R. Durney, R.D. Robinson: 1982, Astrophys. J. 253, 290
Een instabiliteit van het horizontale magneetveld in het inwendige van
een roterende ster kan op twee manieren worden veroorzaakt: 1) door een
onstabiele temperatuursverdeling van het medium, en 2) door een afname
van de hoeksnelheid met de afstand tot de rotatie as. Voor de horizontale fluxbuizen in de diepe lagen van de convectie zone van de zon is
het tweede proces belangrijker dan het eerste, aangezien de veldsterkte
in de buizen B < 6 101* Gauss. Dit heeft belangrijke consequenties
voor de werking van de dynamo in de zon.
dit proefschrift, hoofdstukken III en VI
De hypothese, dat het grensvlak tussen de radiatieve kern en de
convectieve mantel een belangrijke rol speelt bij de stabiele opslag
van toroidaal magneetveld in sterren, kan worden getoetst door de
magnetische activiteit van hoofdreeks sterren met dikke convectie zones
en volledig convectieve sterren met elkaar te vergelijken.

6. Om het probleem van het energietransport in zonnevlekken te begrijpen
moet men wel aannemen dat het magneetveld beneden een zonnevlek bestaat
uit discrete fluxbuizen, zoals in het spaghetti model van Parker [ 1 ] .
De door Parker voorgestelde convergerende, neerwaartse stroming in de
convectie zone is echter niet de meest aannemelijke manier om de fluxbuizen in een vlek bij elkaar te houden. Wellicht speelt de horizontale
beweging van de buizen dóór de convectie zone hierbij een rol [ 2 ] .
[ 1 ] E.N. Parker: 1979, Astrophys. J. £30, 905
[2 ] A.A. van Ballegooijens 1981, in L.E. Cram and J.H. Thomas (eds.),
The Physics of Sunspots, Sacramento Peak
Observatory, New Mexico, p.115
7. Een analyse [ 2 ] van de waargenomen heliografische posities van
recurrente zonnevlekken [ 1 ] laat zien, dat: 1) de rotatie snelheid
van langlevende vlekken afneemt in de tijd met gemiddeld 0.07 °/dag
per rotatie; 2) de rotatie snelheid gemeten tijdens één schijfovergang
gemiddeld 0.04 °/dag lager is dan de rotatie snelheid bepaald uit de
tijdstippen van meridiaandoorgang tijdens opeenvolgende rotaties.
Dit laatste effect wijst op een overschatting van de zonsdiameter in
de routinemetingen.
[ 1 ] Greenwich Photoheliographic Results, Greenwich Observatory
[2 ] A.A. van Ballegooijen: 1976, intern verslag werkgroep zonnefysica,
Sterrewacht Utrecht
8. De oorsprong van de zeer brede, aardse absorptielijn bij \ = 1.267 ym
in het zonnespectrum (FWHM AX = 0.0153 um) schijnt onbekend te zijn.
De niet geringe sterkte van de absorptie (4.7% in de lijnkern voor
waarnemingen naar het zenit) duidt erop dat de lijn wordt veroorzaakt
door een molecuul of radicaal dat in de aardatmosfeer een grote
abondantie heeft.
9. De interpretatie [2,3,4 ] van de waargenomen [ 1 ] rotatie splitsing
van de 5-minuten oscillaties met lage l op de zon (Z is de graad van
de sferisch harmonische golffunctie) wordt bemoeilijkt door het feit
dat alle (2Z+1) componenten in een multiplet van ongeveer gelijke
sterkte zijn. Dit kan niet worden verklaard met een symmetrisch zonsmodel, aangezien dan slechts (l+\) componenten per multiplet te zien
zouden moeten zijn. Bij het zoeken naar een verklaring voor de
waargenomen sterkte van de componenten.is het nuttig om eerst na te
gaan hoe de inhomogeniteiten van convectie en magneetveld nabij het
zonsoppervlak het golfpattroon beïnvloeden.
[ 1 ] A. Claverie, G.R. Isaak, C.P. McLeod,
H.B. van der Raay, T. Roca Cortes: 1981, Nature 293, 443
[2 ] G.R. Isaak: 1982, Nature 296, 130
[3 ] D.O. Gough: 1982, Nature £98, 350
[4 ] M. Gabriel, R. Scuflaire, A. Noels: 1982, Astron. Astrophys.
110, 50
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10. Doordat het magneetveld in fotosfeer en convectie zone van de zon uit
discrete fluxbuizen bestaat zijn er in deze lagen geen netto elektrische
stromen mogelijk. Dit impliceert dat krachtvrije stromen langs het
magneetveld in de corona boven een actief gebied via de chromosfeer
kortgesloten moeten zijn. Dit is van belang voor de dissipatie van
coronale elektrische stromen, omdat de elektrische weerstand in de
chromosfeer veel groter is dan in de corona.
11. Door de kromming van het gesloten magneetveld boven een actief gebied op
de zon treedt er in coronale lussen met een verhoogde (verlaagde) gasdruk een naar buiten (binnen) gerichte verplaatsing op van de magneetveldlijnen. De elektrische stromen en elektrische velden die hierdoor
langs het magneetveld worden geinduceerd spelen wellicht een rol bij
de versnelling van de elektronen die aanleiding geven tot type 1
radiostraling.
12. De methode van positiebepaling van radio uitbarstingen op de zon met
behulp van een uit twee elementen bestaande interferometer wordt het
duidelijkst geïllustreerd door de gemeten signalen COS en SIN
(respectievelijk het reële- en imaginaire deel van de correlatie),
in één diagram tegen elkaar uit te zetten. De dagelijkse beweging van
de zon door het lobbenpattroon van de interferometer kan namelijk
worden geëlimineerd door in een dergelijk diagram een tijdsafhankelijke
rotatie om de oorsprong uit te voeren.
A.A. van Ballegooijen: 1978, intern versiag werkgroep radiosterrekunde,
Sterrewacht Utrecht

